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Abstract

Some stars cease to be in a bright and destructive display called a supernova. This thesis explores what we can learn about
supernovae (SNe) by studying their immediate surroundings, and what the SNe can teach us about their environments.
The work presented is mostly based on the rich harvest of observations from 2009-2017 by the Palomar Transient Factory
(PTF) and its successor, the intermediate PTF (iPTF). The PTF/iPTF was an untargeted sky survey at Palomar Observatory,
aimed at finding and following up astronomical transients, such as SNe. During its existence, a massive star typically loses
several solar masses of material. If much mass is lost in the decades or centuries before the SN, this material around the star
(the circumstellar medium, CSM) will be quickly swept up by the ejecta of the eventual SN. This interaction can contribute
strongly to the luminosity of the SN and make the light curve of an interacting SN carry signs of the progenitor star mass
loss history. SNe with a hydrogen-rich CSM are called SNe Type IIn. A SN of this type, iPTF13z, found and followed by
iPTF, had a slowly declining lightcurve with at least 5 major rebrightenings ("bumps") indicating rich structure in the CSM.
Archival images clearly shows a precursor outburst about 210 days before the SN discovery, demonstrating the iPTF13z
progenitor to be restless before its demise. Type IIn supernovae are heterogeneous, but only limited statistics has been done
on samples. From PTF/iPTF, a sample of 42 SNe Type IIn was therefore selected, with photometry allowing their light
curve rise times, decline rates and peak luminosities to be measured. It was shown that more luminous events are generally
more long-lasting, but no strong correlation was found between rise times and peak luminosities. Two clusters of risetimes
(around 20 and 50 days, respectively) were identified. The less long-lasting SNe Type IIn dominate the sample, suggesting
that stars with a less extended dense CSM might be more common among SN Type IIn progenitors. Thermonuclear SNe
(SNe Type Ia) are useful as standardisable candles, but no secure identification has yet been made of the progenitor system
of a SN Type Ia. Using a late-time spectrum from the Nordic Optical Telescope of the nearby thermonuclear SN 2014J,
a search for material ablated from a possible non-compact companion gave the upper limit of about 0.0085 solar masses
of hydrogen-rich ablated gas. One likely explanation is that the SN 2014J progenitor system was a binary white dwarf.
Supernovae are also useful tracers of the star formation history in their host galaxies, with SNe Type Ia tracing earlier
epochs of star formation and exploding massive stars tracing more recent. For active galactic nuclei (AGN, the luminous
centres of galaxies harbouring accreting supermassive black holes) SNe allows the so-called unification model to be tested.
The unification model assumes that the main distinction between the two types of AGN is the viewing angle towards the
central black hole, and that other properties (e.g. star formation history) of the host galaxies should be the same for the two
AGN types. Matching 2190 SNe from PTF/iPTF to about 89000 AGN with spectra from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, a
significantly higher number of SNe in the hosts of AGN type 2 was found, challenging the unification model.
Keywords: supernovae, circumstellar medium, SNe Type IIn, iPTF13z, intermediate Palomar Transient Factory, active
galactic nuclei, SN 2014J.
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1. Introduction

O slocknade stjärnors ljus som når försenat fram
till ögon i natten!
Jag trodde på en gud
H JALMAR G ULLBERG (1898-1961)

Skywatchers throughout human history have followed the regular motions
of the Sun, the Moon and the planets against the backdrop of the seemingly
fixed and steadily shining stars. From time to time, comets appeared and
moved across the sky, disturbing the orderliness. On rare occasions, bright
and apparently "new" stars would show up in the sky. They could be visible
in daylight and be seen at night for months before fading from visibility. The
bright, rare and fleeting events of this kind are the topic of this thesis.

1.1 The origins of the field
A bright "new" star appeared in the constellation Cassiopeia in 1572 November, with apparent magnitude ≈ −4 (comparable to Venus). This provoked the
interest of many observers. At Herrevadskloster in Skåne, Tycho Brahe used
a sextant of his own manufacturing to carefully measure the position of the
new star. From its lack of observable daily parallax and proper motion during
6 months, Brahe concluded that the new star was located "among the other
fixed stars" (Brahe, 1573). Michael Maestlin in Tübingen, also publishing
in 1573, reached similar conclusions about this new star (Granada, 2007).
Comparable "new", bright stars had been observed a few times before in
history (Stephenson & Green, 2002) but observations by Brahe and some of
his contemporaries were pioneering in showing that changes can occur among
the "fixed" stars. The depiction by Brahe of the exceptional phenomenon in
1572 is shown in Fig. 1.1. In Latin, the academic language in Europe at the
time, ”nova stella” means ”new star”. Eventually, the word nova alone became
used to designate the phenomenon of a new star suddenly appearing in the sky.
Another bright, new star was seen in the constellation Ophiuchus in 1604
by Johannes Kepler and others. During the next three centuries more than 10
novae were seen (Pickering, 1895) but none of them as bright as the ones in
17

Figure 1.1 The ”new” star in Cassiopeia 1572 depicted by Brahe (1573). Star
I is the ”new” star (latin: Nova stella), today known to have been a supernova.
Stars F, E, D, B and G make up the famous W asterism in Cassiopeia.
1572 and 1604. Use of telescopes during the decades around 1900 brought
discoveries of novae in some nebulae, e.g. one in 1885 (see de Vaucouleurs &
Corwin, 1985, for a review) in what was then called the Andromeda nebula.
By the 1930s, it was known that some "nebulae" actually are galaxies, located
at distances ∼ 105 pc and more (see e.g. Duerbeck, 2002, for a review). To
be seen at such distances, the new stars seen appearing in other galaxies
had to be very luminous. This insight led to the distinction between a nova
and a supernova1 as it became clear that supernovae are intrinsically ∼ 10
magnitudes more luminous than novae. The new stars of 1572 and 1604 were
indeed supernovae. The mechanism which gave rise to such a luminous event
as a supernova (SN) was unknown at the time, but pioneering work by Baade
& Zwicky (1934) suggested that supernovae were stars blowing up, shedding
most of their mass and leaving bodies of much smaller mass behind.
The understanding of the internal mechanisms of stars, developing during
the 20th century, also contributed to the understanding of SNe. A star is a
body in hydrostatic equilibrium maintained by the balance between inward
gravitational pull and the outward gradient in pressure. Nuclear fusion of
lighter elements into heavier ones is the source of energy giving rise to the
1 Fritz

Zwicky and Walter Baade ostensibly used the word supernova for the first time, in
lectures given 1931 (Zwicky, 1940). Knut Lundmark appears to have been the first to use the
word (written ”super-Novae”) in print (Lundmark, 1932).
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pressure needed to keep the star stable. It also makes the star shine, as long as
the interior conditions of the star allows fusion to continue. This gives the star
a limited lifespan. A Sun-like star ends its life by expelling its outer layers and
leaves behind a white dwarf star, slowly cooling. The nova phenomenon (e.g.
José, 2016) will not be discussed further, but it is noted for completeness that
it occurs in close-in binary systems where one component is a white dwarf.
When matter from a non-compact companion star spills over onto the white
dwarf, conditions can arise where nuclear fusion can happen and give rise
to a nova outburst. Novae are non-destructive and reach peak luminosities
of ∼ 105 L (solar luminosities). White dwarfs can also be progenitors of
SNe, if matter transferred to the white dwarf leads to runaway nuclear fusion
unbinding the white dwarf in an explosion. These so called thermonuclear SNe
reach peak luminosities of ∼ 109 L , i.e. comparable to the luminosity of a
whole galaxy (Fig. 1.2). A star formed with mass & 8 M (solar masses) will
end its existence by exploding as a core-collapse (CC) SN.
SNe play several important roles in the evolution of the universe. They
are one of the most important channels for supplying the cosmos with heavy
elements, formed both by the progenitor stars and in the SN explosions
themselves (Arnett, 1996). This is crucial for e.g. providing material for
the formation of planets like the Earth. When radiation and kinetic energy
from SNe enter the surrounding interstellar medium, this contributes to the
motion and ionization of the medium (e.g. Efstathiou, 2000) and stimulates
the formation of new generations of stars.
In our neighbourhood, SNe are rare phenomena: Our home galaxy, the
Milky Way, hosts an estimated ∼3 to 5 SNe per century (Adams et al., 2013;
Li et al., 2011a). No SN since the one in 1604 has been seen directly in the
Milky Way. The youngest known SN remnant (G1.9+0.3) in our galaxy stems
from a SN exploding close to the galactic centre in ∼ 1900 (e.g. Carlton et al.,
2011). Despite its proximity, this SN went unseen in visible light at explosion
due to interstellar extinction. The SN remnant is now observed in radio and
X-rays. When looking beyond the Milky Way in visible light, the intrinsic
luminosity of SNe and our ability to regularly monitor large fields of sky to
magnitude & 21 today allows us to find new SNe in other galaxies on an hourly
basis.
The astronomical uses for SNe are many. They can serve as distance
indicators (Riess et al., 1998) and tracers of star formation history (e.g.
Hakobyan et al., 2014) but they are also eminent laboratories in themselves.
To find and follow up SNe means special challenges, but observing them gives
us intriguing glimpses into stellar physics.
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Figure 1.2 Galaxy M 101 before (left) and during (right) the thermonuclear SN
2011fe. The yellow arrow points to the SN position. The field of view in each
image is 140 × 140 , with north up, east to the left. Image: PTF & B. J. Fulton.

1.2

Scope and outline of the thesis

The range of topics studied in this thesis is wide, but unified by the overall
theme of ”SN surroundings”, from the circumstellar (sub-parsec) to the galactic (kiloparsec) scales. Instead of studying the SN explosions directly, the
thesis deals with different aspects of their surroundings. The thesis consists
of four papers and a set of introduction chapters. Below, the papers are
briefly introduced. At the end of this chapter, the contents of the subsequent
introduction chapters are described.
Advances in the observational study of SNe are facilitated by improvements in technology and by the occurrence of nearby events. The work presented in this thesis takes advantage of both: The technological improvement
represented by the intermediate Palomar Transient Factory (iPTF) sky survey
and the occurrence of SN 2014J1 in the nearby galaxy Messier 82 (M 82).
The backbone of the thesis is the exploration of the rich yield of data from
the iPTF, where the author also contributed to the search for, and following up
of, new astronomical transients. When the author was offered the position in
the PhD programme in Stockholm, in 2013 December, the SN iPTF13z had
already showed a remarkable episode of re-brightening breaking its decline in
brightness. This SN was proposed to the author as an event to lead a study
1 About SN names: SNe are generally named in the style SN [discovery year] [letter(s)].
The letter(s) first run from A to Z and thereafter continue with combinations of lower case
letters. Examples: SN 1988Z and SN 2016bdu. Some SN search projects (like the iPTF) have
their own name convention for the SNe they find, usually including the discovery year and some
letter combination.
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of. The finding of iPTF13z in an unconspicuous dwarf galaxy in Hercules was
facilitated by the un-targeted search strategy of iPTF. Archival images from
iPTF also showed an outburst taking place before the main event, suggesting
that the progenitor star was restless before the SN. The spectra and light curve
of iPTF13z showed it be a specimen of a rare type of SN (”Type IIn”) where SN
ejecta interacts with a dense, hydrogen-rich surrounding medium deposited by
the progenitor star. Type IIn SNe offers a rare opportunity to indirectly witness
the last stages of mass-loss history of massive stars, as the SN ejecta sweeps up
the material lost by the star before its demise. A few sample studies of Type IIn
SNe have been presented, but a significant part of the SN IIn literature is made
up of papers studying single events, often with some peculiar property, as was
the case of iPTF13z. A wish to better characterise the SNe Type IIn and the
opportunity offered by photometry and spectra from iPTF (and its forerunner,
PTF) made the author initiate and lead a sample study of unprecedented scope:
42 Type IIn SNe were studied, with focus on their light curve properties. Paper
III presents iPTF13z and Paper IV presents the sample.
Just 2 days before the author came to Stockholm, SN 2014J was found at
the comparatively small distance of 3.5 Mpc. This SN offered an unusually
good opportunity to explore the progenitor problem for SNe of its type, the
thermonuclear SNe. Such SNe are used as standardisable candles for cosmic
distance measurements, but it is yet unclear from observations which is the
most common way to make the white dwarf explode (Livio & Mazzali, 2018).
If it happens via the accretion of material from a non-compact companion star,
material ablated off of the companion by the SN ejecta might be spectroscopically detectable, during the later phases of the SN. Such observations of SN
2014J were done with the Nordic Optical Telescope in 2014 November, in a
study initiated and led by Peter Lundqvist and presented in Paper I.
Paper II uses SNe found by PTF/iPTF as markers in a study of galaxies
hosting active galactic nuclei (where supermassive black holes accrete matter).
According to the so called unification model, which has proved successful in
explaining some properties of active galactic nuclei, their host galaxies should
have stellar populations that have, on average, similar ages. Thermonuclear
SNe indicates earlier star formation, whereas CC SNe indicate recent and
ongoing star formation. The counts of SNe in galaxies with active galactic
nuclei in them can reveal a overall difference in stellar population age. A
catalogue of SNe found by PTF/iPTF in 2009-2014 was used in Paper II to
explore the statistics of this. The study started by a discussion between Beatriz
Villarroel and the author, in a break between talks at the joint StockholmUppsala astronomy PhD programme meeting in Uppsala, 2014 April.
The aim of the following chapters is to introduce the observational study of
SNe, to describe the problems investigated in the thesis, to present the included
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papers and to discuss their results.
A general overview of SNe is given in Chapter 2, setting the stage for the
later, more specialised chapters. Chapter 2.1 describes the stellar life cycle and
how the life of a massive star leads to a core-collapse SN explosion, with Chapter 2.2 going into some detail about stellar mass loss. Chapter 2.3 introduces
how SNe are classified based on their spectra and light curves. In particular,
thermonuclear SNe (Chapter 2.3.3) and SNe interacting with a surrounding
medium are introduced (Chapter 2.3.4). Some recent developments in SN
classification are summarised in Chapter 2.3.5.
The techniques used to find SNe are described in Chapters 3 and 3.1. The
iPTF is described in Chapter 3.2 as an example of how a modern SN search
works. As example of an application where the yield of a modern SN search
is used, Paper II is introduced in Chapter 3.3. As background to this study,
active galactic nuclei are described in Chapter 3.3.1 and the unification model
is introduced in Chapter 3.3.2. The test of the unification done in Paper II
is given a summary in Chapter 3.3.3, with biases discussed in Chapter 3.3.4.
For comparison to Paper II, other SN samples are used for the same kind of
study in Chapter 3.3.5. A interpretation of the Paper II results is hinted at in
Chapter 3.3.6.
Photometric and spectroscopic follow-up of SNe is described in Chapters 4.1 and 4.2, respectively, As an application of SN spectroscopy, Paper I
is introduced in Chapter 4.3. Supernova 2014J is presented in Chapter 4.3.1
and a summary of earlier work on gas from non-degenerate companions in
progenitor systems of thermonuclear SNe is given in Chapter 4.3.2. The
late spectrum of SN 2014J used in Paper I is discussed in Chapter 4.3.3.
Comparisons to later work is made in Chapter 4.3.4.
Chapter 5 gives the background to Paper III and Paper IV and puts them
into the context of SNe driven by circumstellar interaction. The physics of
circumstellar interaction is presented in Chapter 5.1 and the spectroscopically
based "Type IIn" classification of hydrogen-rich interacting SNe is discussed
in Chapter 5.2. The optical light curves of Type IIn SNe (studied in Paper
IV) are discussed in Chapter 5.3, with the distribution of their luminosities at
peak (Chapter 5.3.2), their decline rates after peak (Chapter 5.3.3) and their
rise times to peak (Chapter 5.3.4) being discussed separately. The outbursts of
the progenitor stars are introduced in Chapter 5.3.5 and the re-brightenings (or
”bumps”) seen in some SN Type IIn light curves are discussed in Chapter 5.3.6.
The environments and possible progenitor stars suggested for SNe Type IIn are
introduced in Chapter 5.4.
Summaries of the papers are given in Chapter 6, along with some suggestions for future work.
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2. Stars and supernovae

Över och under oss
något fast vi fann.
Stjärnan och hälleberget
tala till varann.
A NDERS F ROSTENSON (1906-2006)

Stars, the progenitors of SNe, will here be described in some detail. The
mechanisms by which massive stars lose mass will be introduced and the
various types of SNe and their progenitors will be described. A summary
of recent developments in SN classifications is also given. There is a very
rich literature on the stellar evolution leading to SNe, beyond the scope of
the introduction below. The brief overview in Chapter 2.1 is based on the
review by Woosley et al. (2002), the book chapter by Heger (2012) as well as
appropriate parts of the monographs by Arnett (1996) and José (2016).

2.1 Evolution and demise of stars
The Sun, our closest star, has a core temperature of ∼ 107 K. At this temperature, the kinetic energy of the protons in the solar core is generally too
low to allow classical penetration of the Coulomb barriers of other protons.
Via quantum tunneling, barrier penetration can be achieved and fusion occur.
The conditions allow 4 H nuclei (i.e. protons) to fusion into 4 He and release
energy. Sun-like stars spend ∼ 109 to ∼ 1010 years burning H, producing
He as ashes. During this H burning period, a star is said to be on the main
sequence of the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram. When the star eventually
runs out of H fuel in its core, equilibrium is disturbed and the interior of the
star contracts to regain stability. The contraction of the stellar interior rises
the temperature in the core to ∼ 108 K, making He burning possible, with C
and O as ashes. Rising the core temperature changes the pressure gradient in
the star, making it expand. Its surface temperature drops, moving the Wien
peak of its electromagnetic emission redwards. The star has become a red
giant and left the main sequence. For a Sun-like star, the ashes of C and O
produced during the ∼ 108 years of He fusion is the final stage of the star’s
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life. The temperatures of ≈ 8 · 108 K required to fuse carbon into yet heavier
elements will not occur in a Sun-like star. Rather, such a star ends its life
by expelling its outer layers as a planetary nebula and leaves behind a slowly
cooling white dwarf star, supported by electron degeneracy pressure. White
dwarfs are progenitors of thermonuclear SNe (Chapter 2.3.3), while massive
stars are required to achieve core-collapse SNe.
A massive star, as defined by Woosley et al. (2002), is a star capable of
igniting C and O burning under nondegenerate conditions and which does
not leave a white dwarf as a remnant. Stars formed with a mass of 8 M
on the main sequence of the HR diagram (Fig. 2.1) are generally assumed
to be able to ignite C burning, and stars formed with masses & 11 M can
maintain hydrostatic equilibrium while burning nuclear fuel as heavy as Si in
the core, setting the stage for core collapse (CC, Woosley et al., 2002). A
massive star is eventually built up like an onion, with layers of ashes from the
different burning stages surrounding the Fe core. In each of the layers, burning
continues. The outermost layer, of H, now extends to a radius of ∼ 1000 R .
A star formed with a mass of 20 M star typically has a mass of 15 M at the
times when Si burning takes place (Woosley et al., 2002). During the 9 · 106
years since the formation of such a star, it experienced a mass-loss on the
order of 9·105 6Myears ∼ 10−6 M year−1 . This order of magnitude of the massloss rate is typical for the wind driven mass-loss of a massive star, but in e.g.
the cases presented in the review by Woosley et al. (2002) a standardised massloss prescription is used to account for the mass-loss. This is a simplification,
as recent work has shown that eruptive episodes of mass-loss play an important
role in the evolution of massive stars (Chapter 2.2).
When the Fe core can no longer support the star, CC starts (Janka, 2012).
This happens when the Chandrasekhar mass (MCh ≈ 1.4 M ) has been exceeded by the core and degeneracy pressure can no longer be sustained.
Two important effects accelerates the collapse. Electron capture by the Fe
group elements in the core reduces the number of electrons contributing to
degeneracy pressure. This makes the core neutron rich and sets free a shower
of neutrinos. High energy photons in the core can also photodisintegrate Fe
group elements, and photons consumed for this purpose reduces the radiation
pressure in the core. Core collapse takes . 0.1 sec. A proto-neutron star has
formed during the CC, and the matter falling inwards bounces against it. This
bounce creates a shock wave travelling outwards through the star, but as the
shock moves outwards much of its energy is consumed by photodisintegration
of infalling nuclei. This, and other channels of energy loss, makes the shock
stall. What turns the CC into a disruption of the whole star – visible as a
SN – is not fully understood, as discussed by e.g. Burrows (2013) and Janka
et al. (2016). Absorption of neutrinos emitted by the proto-neutron star could
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Figure 2.1 This Hertzsprung-Russell diagram depicts the evolution tracks for
massive stars, of a range of initial masses (given in units of solar masses next
to the tracks). The areas of red supergiants (RSG), luminous blue variables
(LBV) and Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars are indicated. Originally from Smartt
(2009).
increase the pressure and is a promising candidate for explaining how the
stalled shock is revived. For a shock moving at speed ∼ 1000 km s−1 , it takes
a few hours to propagate outwards through a massive star. When the shock
breaks out through the stellar surface (shock breakout, SBO; e.g. Waxman &
Katz, 2017) the SN becomes visible in electromagnetic radiation to an outside
observer. The sequence of neutrino shower followed by an electromagnetic
signal has so far been observed in one case, for SN 1987A (Arnett et al., 1989;
Hirata et al., 1987) in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC).
To end this introduction, let us consider the energy budget of a CC SN.
When the Chandrasekhar mass core with a radius of ∼ 108 cm collapses to
form the proto-neutron star (radius RNS ∼ 106 cm), the gravitational binding
energy ∼ GM2Ch /RNS ∼ 1053 erg is released, most of it carried away by
neutrinos. The characteristic kinetic energy of the SN can be estimated by
considering a few M of SN ejecta flying apart with a few thousand km s−1 ,
thereby carrying a kinetic energy ∼ 1051 erg. We can estimate the energy
emitted in visible light by noting that a CC SN can be found having absolute
magnitude M = −17 (e.g. Li et al., 2011b), corresponding to a luminosity
∼ 1042 erg s−1 . A SN can maintain such luminosity for about 100 days, which
means a energy output in visible light of ∼ 1049 erg. It is apparent that that the
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radiated energy we observe as light from a CC SN come from a slight fraction
(∼ 0.1 ‰) of the energy from the CC itself.

2.2 Mass-loss mechanisms
Mass-loss is an important process affecting the evolution of a massive star
and its environment. The mass lost from a massive star can form a circumstellar medium (CSM), which is several orders of magnitude denser than the
interstellar medium (ISM) and can dominate the surrounding of the massive
star out to radii ∼ 1 pc, i.e. ∼ 104 stellar radii (Fig. 2.2). Mass-loss is a
less well understood aspect of stellar evolution and our poor understanding of
some aspects of mass-loss prevents us from understanding SNe properly. On
the other hand, as will be demonstrated in Paper III, SNe whose ejecta interact
with the CSM of its progenitor star can help us understand the mass-loss of
massive stars better. A number of mechanisms can contribute to the mass-loss
(Meynet et al., 2017; Smith, 2014) on different time scales and at different
mass-loss rates.
A major mechanism behind this mass-loss is stellar winds, which are
dependent on the metallicity of the star. Photons emitted by the star can be
absorbed by ions in its atmosphere. Their momentum is transferred to the
ions, some of which eventually overcomes the escape velocity of the star.
This is called line driven winds. Mass-loss rates of massive stars are usually
in the range from 10−7 to 10−4 M yr−1 (Smith, 2014) but can reach ∼ 1
M yr−1 in extreme cases. For comparison, Sun-like stars have mass-loss
rates between ∼ 10−15 and ∼ 10−12 M yr−1 (Cohen, 2011). Studies of
SN environments have shown that some SN types occur more frequently in
surroundings of certain metallicities, underlining the importance of metallicity
for understanding SNe. As an example, SNe IIb (with H signatures soon
disappearing from their spectra; Chapter 2.3.2) and SNe IIn (embedded in
a H-rich medium; Chapter 2.3.4) are rather different types of H-rich CC
SNe, consequentially occurring in environments of different metallicity (e.g.
Galbany et al., 2018; Taddia et al., 2015a).
Typical rotational speeds of many massive stars can bring them close to
their break-up velocities (Langer, 1998). As discussed by e.g. Groh et al.
(2013), rapid rotation increases the mixing in the stellar interior, bringing ashes
of He burning (e.g. C and O) closer to the surface. As mass-loss removes the
outer layers of the star, bringing C and O to its surface, such heavier elements
make line driven winds more efficient, increasing the mass-loss.
Observations (e.g. Dunstall et al., 2015; Kochanek, 2018; Sana et al., 2012)
as well as modelling (e.g. Kochanek, 2009) demonstrates that a considerable
fraction (& 50 %) of all massive stars are members of a binary (or multiple)
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system. This can lead to mass transfer between the stars, as well as coevolution in a common envelope and possibly stellar mergers. Binarity can
thus heavily influence the evolution of SN progenitors. A star with strong
mass-loss in a binary system can also have its CSM modulated by the companion star, as shown by e.g. Schwarz & Pringle (1996) based on the radio light
curve of SN 1979C.
Apart from steady stellar winds, eruptive mass-loss also plays an important
role in shaping the CSM of massive stars. This is indicated e.g. by the brightening of such stars when the eruptive mass-loss happens (Smith et al., 2011),
as well as via circumstellar nebulae observed around such stars (Fig. 2.2)
indicating that mass-loss happened earlier.

Figure 2.2 AG Carinae as an example of a LBV star and its surroundings. The
radius of the surrounding CSM shell is ≈ 0.4 pc, assuming the distance 4.65
kpc obtained by Smith et al. (2019) from Gaia DR2. Note the rich structure in
the CSM. Field of view ≈ 3000 × 3000 . North is towards the upper, right corner
of the field (east towards the upper left). Composite by J. Schmidt of HST
images.
Of particular interest in Paper III and Paper IV are the rare Luminous
Blue Variable (LBV) stars, which are prone to episodes of strong mass-loss.
Following the classical review by Humphreys & Davidson (1994), we identify
an LBV as an evolved, hot (15000 − 30000 K) and very luminous (∼ 106 L )
massive star which can suffer giant eruptions as well as irregular and less
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violent eruptions. Canonical values of these LBV physical properties are based
on Vink (2012). The position of LBVs in the HR diagram is shown in Fig. 2.1.
The brightening of the LBV stars P Cygni in 1600 and of η Car in 1843 and
1890 (e.g. Smith et al., 2011), respectively, has later been shown to have been
associated with episodes of drastically increased mass-loss rates. These events
were giant eruptions. The ≈ 4 magnitude brightening of η Car around 1843
was associated with a mass-loss rate of & 10−1 M year−1 (Smith et al., 2003).
The prolonged quiescent phases of LBVs (e.g. lasting since around 1700 for P
Cygni) makes it hard to confirm the LBV identity of all LBV candidates. The
number of confirmed LBVs in the Milky Way and its neighbouring galaxies
in the local group is ≈ 50 with about 100 further LBV candidates known
(Richardson & Mehner, 2018). The rarity of LBVs suggests that such stars
represent a short stage in the life of massive stars, lasting from ∼ 104 to ∼ 105
years (Smith, 2014, 2017). LBVs are generally considered to be close to start
fusing He and become Wolf-Rayet stars. The example in Fig. 2.2 shows that
a LBV can have a complex circumstellar environment up to the sub-pc scale
(Weis, 2011) showing clear signs of earlier mass-loss.
The Eddington parameter is commonly used when discussing the stability
of a star to radiation pressure. It is defined as the ratio of radiative to
gravitational acceleration (e.g. Vink, 2012) which makes it a function of mass
and luminosity of the star. Assuming Solar composition of the star and
Thomson scattering by free electrons, the dimensionless Eddington parameter
Γ can be expressed as
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When Γ = 1, the star is at the limit of its stability to radiation pressure, and
some LBVs can have Γ & 0.5, which is regarded as close to the Eddington
limit. According to Smith et al. (2011), during the 1840s outburst η Car
had Γ ≈ 5 for over a decade. Despite this super-Eddington condition, other
mechanisms than radiation pressure are likely needed to better explain eruptive
mass-loss. The cause of eruptive mass-loss is currently not well understood,
but different mechanisms have been proposed. Following Smith (2014) some
of them will be described below.
Mass-loss driven by acoustics was examined by e.g. Quataert & Shiode
(2012). The scenario they suggest occurs in the late part of a massive star’s life,
during C fusion and later, i.e. in the final ∼ 103 years. Strong convection at this
stage could excite sound waves in a massive star which could eject several M
of material from the star. For red supergiant (RSG) stars, pulsationally driven
stellar winds could also be an important mechanism for episodes of stronger
mass-loss towards the end of their lives (e.g. Yoon & Cantiello, 2010).
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Unsteady nuclear burning could supply energy to eruptive mass-loss, as
investigated by e.g. Smith & Arnett (2014). They point out that a small fraction
of the energy available from the burning stages after He burning would be
sufficient to drive such eruptions.
The production of electron-positron pairs during the C burning stage
can also drive eruptive mass-loss via the pulsational pair instability (PPI)
mechanism (Woosley, 2017, and references therein). Such instabilities occur
in massive stars with He cores > 30 M and can according to Woosley (2017)
drive eruptive events lasting from hours to millennia.
Several luminous stellar eruptions have been observed in other galaxies,
where their sudden appearance can mimic SN behaviour, without the events
being destructive SN explosions. These events are called "SN impostors" and
will be discussed in Chapter 2.3.5 and Paper IV.

2.3 Supernova classification and progenitor stars
Supernovae have been observed across the electromagnetic spectrum but the
signatures used to classify them are seen in the visual part of the spectrum. The
classification system of ubiquitous use for SNe today is based on SN spectra,
with light curve properties used as a secondary aid. The spectrum of a SN
undergoes considerable evolution and the classification is usually determined
from the spectrum around the time of SN maximum brightness.
The first SN to have its spectrum photographed was SN 1895B (Campbell,
1897; Cannon & Pickering, 1916; Gaposchkin, 1936). By 1940, the spectra of
14 SNe had been documented and it was noted by Minkowski (1941) that some
SN spectra lacked spectral H signatures while others showed it. Minkowski
called SNe without H signatures Type I SNe and SNe with H signatures Type II
SNe. When proposing this scheme, Minkowski called it "provisional", but
this division of SNe into two major types (Fig. 2.3) still forms the basis of
SN classification today (Filippenko, 1997; Gal-Yam, 2017). New, revised
classification schemes have been proposed. The system suggested by Gal-Yam
(2017) resembles the Minkowski system, but also takes photometric properties
and progenitor star properties into account.

2.3.1

Supernovae Type I

Spectra of Type I SNe around maximum brightness are dominated by wide
absorption throughs. The absorption throughs give the spectra a irregular sawtooth shape and can make it hard to distinguish the black body continuum (if
there is any) in the spectrum. Type Ia SNe show no H or He in their spectra,
but a pronounced Si II absorption through at rest wavelength 6355 Å (Fig. 2.4).
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Figure 2.3 The most common SN types, as classified based on spectroscopic
and photometric signatures. The references given indicate the first use of the
classification. Red indicate CC SNe with hydrogen, yellow indicate stripped
envelope (hydrogen poor) CC SNe and green indicate thermonuclear SNe.

The light curves of SNe Type Ia (Fig. 2.5) are rather uniform, with maximum
absolute magnitude MB = −19.3 ± 0.5 (Richardson et al., 2014). Among
the Type I SNe, Type Ia are distinguished by not coming from the CC of a
massive star. It is well established that Type Ia SNe arise from thermonuclear
explosions of white dwarfs, but it is unclear which progenitor channel is most
common (Livio & Mazzali, 2018; Maoz et al., 2014). The Chandrasekhar
mass is commonly believed to be exceeded in a binary system (and lead to the
SN explosion) via material transferred from a non-compact companion star
(Whelan & Iben, 1973) to the white dwarf or by merger with a companion
white dwarf (e.g. Webbink, 1984). Some observational signatures of possible
SN Ia progenitor systems will be given in Chapter 2.3.3. An investigation of
the progenitor problem for the nearby (≈ 3.5 Mpc) Type Ia SN 2014J is the
topic of Paper I, to be discussed in Chapter 4.3.
All Type I (H-poor) SNe except SNe Ia are likely arising from massive
stars stripped of their outer layers by different mechanisms of mass-loss. The
Type Ib SNe are distinguished by lacking H signatures in their spectra, but
showing He signatures (Fig. 2.4). The Type Ib class was proposed by Elias
et al. (1985), who made the distinction between Type Ia and Type Ib SNe.
As noted by Wheeler & Harkness (1990), there are also SNe showing neither
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H nor He signatures in their spectra (Fig. 2.4). Such SNe are classified as
Type Ic and are assumed to arise from the bare cores of massive stars (e.g.
Hunter et al., 2009), stripped of their H and He layers, consisting of C, O
and other, heavier elements from what was previously the core of the star. It
appears that the degree of stripping is important for determining if a massive
star eventually explodes as a Type Ib or Ic SN. It has been discussed that a
continuum exists across the Type Ib and Ic SN classes (Elmhamdi et al., 2006;
Liu et al., 2016), making the existence of "pure" examples of these SN classes
rare or even non-existent. The Type Ib and Ic SNe illustrate the importance
of mass-loss mechanisms in determining which type of SN a massive star will
end as.

2.3.2

Supernovae Type II

The Type II SNe, all showing H signatures in their spectra (Fig. 2.4), are also
divided into different subtypes (Fig. 2.3). It is common to use the light curves
of Type II SNe to distinguish between the Type IIP and Type IIL SNe. If
the SN brightness is roughly constant for a period usually lasting about 100
days after maximum brightness, the SN is classified as a Type IIP, where
"P" means "plateau". The nearly constant brightness is caused by emission
from recombining H in the outer envelope (ionized and ejected by the SN
explosion) of the progenitor star (e.g. Dessart et al., 2013; Popov, 1993). This
recombination front moves inwards in mass coordinates, but stays at a roughly
constant position in radial coordinates, giving rise to the constant brightness
lasting until the bottom of the H envelope is reached. The progenitors of SNe
Type IIP are red supergiant stars with extended outer envelopes (Smartt, 2015).
In other cases, where the post-peak brightness of a Type II SN shows more of
a linear slope, such SNe are called Type IIL. Here, "L" means "linear". The
distinction between Type IIP and Type IIL SNe was first made by Barbon
et al. (1979). As the number of well-studied SNe II has increased, it has
been suggested that a continuum between the two types exist (Anderson et al.,
2014), determined by the extent of the outer H envelope of the progenitor.
While SN spectra at maximum brightness are most commonly used for
classification, some classifications reflect changes in the spectra with the
passing of time. The Type IIb SN classification introduced by Filippenko
(1988) are used for SNe where H signatures are seen in the spectra at early
stages (cf. Type II SNe), but later disappear (to resemble SNe Type Ib; e.g.
Fremling et al., 2016). The progenitors of Type IIb SNe are believed to be
giant stars which have lost almost all of their H envelopes (Liu et al., 2016).
Together, SNe Types Ib, Ic and IIb are often called stripped envelope SNe.
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Figure 2.4 Left: Spectral characteristics of thermonuclear SNe (Type Ia) as
well as CC SNe of Types II, Ib and Ic. Right: Pre-explosion structure of the
progenitor stars of SNe Types II, Ib and Ic. Figure by Maryam Modjaz. Used
with permission.

2.3.3

Thermonuclear supernovae

Type Ia SNe are intrinsically bright and have optical light curves with standardisable properties (Phillips, 1993; Pskovskii, 1977). Supernovae of this
type are therefore useful as cosmic distance indicators and they serve as an
important tool in observational cosmology (see Leibundgut & Sullivan, 2018,
and references therein). This is exemplified by the use of SNe Ia in the
discovery of the accelerating expansion of the universe (Perlmutter et al., 1999;
Riess et al., 1998; Schmidt et al., 1998). Despite the fruitful use of SNe Ia for
cosmology, there is yet no case where the progenitor system of a SN Ia has
been securely identified (Livio & Mazzali, 2018). This lack of knowledge of
SN Ia progenitors compromises their usefulness as distance indicators. Below,
we will review some key observational results pointing towards a white dwarf
(WD) being involved in a SN Ia explosion and briefly discuss some proposed
progenitor systems.
The absorption profiles of Si II and Ca II H&K of SNe Ia show that
their ejecta velocities at epochs around peak brightness typically are & 1 ×
104 km s−1 (Foley et al., 2011). Bolometric light curves of SNe Ia typically
have luminosities around peak brightness of ∼ 1043 erg s−1 (Contardo et al.,
2000). At & 50 days after peak, SN Ia light curves have a decline rate which
led to the suggestion (Colgate & McKee, 1969; Pankey, 1962) that they are
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radioactively powered, by the decay chain 56 Ni → 56 Co → 56 Fe (Arnett,
1996; Nadyozhin, 1994). The SN ejecta are heated by γ rays from the decays,
making the SN shine. The orders of magnitude of the energy budget points
towards SNe Ia being exploding WDs, as proposed by Hoyle & Fowler (1960).
The nuclear fusion of ∼ 1 M of 12 C and 12 O all the way to 56 Ni yields
the energy ∼ 1051 erg. The gravitational binding energy of a WD reaching
the Chandrasekhar mass is ∼ 1050 erg. The fusion process generating 56 Ni
therefore provides enough energy to unbind the WD in an explosion. The
fusion is also sufficient to provide the kinetic energy of ∼ 1050 erg for the
∼ 1 M of ejecta flung outwards at ∼ 104 km s−1 and for the ∼ 1049 erg of
electromagnetic energy radiated in total by the SN Ia.
The notion of WDs being SN Ia progenitors is also supported by the
absence of H and He in SN Ia spectra (Filippenko, 1997) and the occurrence
of SNe Ia in all galaxy types, also in old stellar populations (e.g. Brown et al.,
2019; Gallagher et al., 2005). The detection of γ-rays from 56 Ni decay (Diehl
et al., 2014) and from 56 Co decay (Churazov et al., 2015) in SN 2014J gives
strong support to the WD progenitor idea.
A lonely sub-Chandrasekhar mass WD is stable, but the influence of a
binary companion can lead to a SN Ia. In the single degenerate (SD) scenario
(Whelan & Iben, 1973) the WD is in a binary system with a non-compact
companion star. By accreting material from the companion (via e.g. Roche
lobe overflow) the WD can reach the Chandrasekhar mass and explode. In the
double degenerate (DD) scenario (e.g. Webbink, 1984) two WDs in a binary
system approaches each other by emitting gravitational radiation, to finally
merge and reach the Chandrasekhar mass. Other, more exotic, models have
also been proposed. While SNe Ia generally show more mutually similar light
curves and spectral evolution than do CC SNe, several sub-types of SNe Ia
have been identified (see e.g. Taubenberger, 2017, for an overview). No single
progenitor channel hypothesis is sufficient to explain all SNe Ia observed (as
reviewed by Livio & Mazzali, 2018).
In SNe Ia with a SD progenitor system, it is possible that material ablated
from the non-degenerate companion star could be present (e.g. Botyánszki
et al., 2018; Marietta et al., 2000; Wheeler et al., 1975). In Paper I our
observational search for such material in SN 2014J is presented, with a
background and an overview of later work given in Chapter 4.3.

2.3.4 Interacting supernovae
In some cases SNe explode in an ambient medium, the circumstellar medium
(CSM, Chapter 2.2). Interaction between the SN ejecta and the CSM leaves
characteristic signatures in both light curve and spectra. This will be discussed
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in detail in Chapter 5. A number of special classifications are used for
interacting SNe. Supernovae showing a Hα emission line with narrow central
component (full width at half maximum, FWHM, of ∼ 100 km s−1 ) are called
Type IIn SNe. The width of this narrow component corresponds roughly to the
velocity of the CSM material. The Type IIn classification was first suggested
by Schlegel (1990), who also pointed at a blue continuum and the lack of a Hα
P-Cygni profile as distinguishing marks. Type IIn SNe is a main topic of this
thesis, introduced in detail in Chapter 5 and studied in Paper III and Paper IV.
Other SN types with circumstellar interaction (CSI) also exist. An early
example of CSI in thermonuclear SNe was seen in SN 2002ic (Hamuy et al.,
2003), where narrow emission lines superimposed on a SN Type Ia spectrum
indicated the presence of CSI in the SN. Such SNe are classified as Type IaCSM (e.g. Silverman et al., 2013). Among stripped envelope SNe, signs of CSI
have also been observed. When He emission with narrow central components
was seen in SN 2006jc, this led to the introduction of the Type Ibn class
(Pastorello et al., 2007), as an analogue to the H cases of SNe Type IIn.
Spectroscopic SN classification can be ambiguous, as some SNe evolve
from one spectral type into another. The Type IIb classification is a well
established example of this, but some single examples also show transitional
behaviour (Chapter 5.2.2). One interesting example is SN 2014C, which
initially showed signs of being a Type Ib but transitioned into a Type IIn around
1 year after explosion (e.g. Milisavljevic et al., 2015).

2.3.5 Recent classification developments
In later years, photometric criteria have been put to increasing use when SNe
are classified. Recent SN surveys have revealed several events both fainter
and brighter than conventional SNe. The concepts superluminous supernova
(SLSN, Gal-Yam, 2012), gap transient (Kasliwal, 2012) and SN impostor (Van
Dyk et al., 2000) have become widely used and signify current development
in our exploration of transients. As the pace of SN discovery increases,
spectroscopic classification of SNe will be increasingly impractical and SN
light curves will likely be the primary input used when classifying SNe (e.g.
Kessler et al., 2010). This chapter gives a brief overview of some of these
recent SN classification developments.
Conventional SNe usually show peak brightness in the range −19 <
Mpeak < −15 mag (Fig. 2.5). A SLSN is distinguished by having an absolute
magnitude at maximum < −21 in any photometric band (Gal-Yam, 2012,
2019), i.e. a factor ∼ 10 − 100 brighter than conventional CC SNe. The
SLSN are rare, happening at a rate of < 10−2 times the rate of conventional
CC SNe (Gal-Yam, 2019). Their rarity led to them being undetected before
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Figure 2.5 An illustrative sample of optical SN light curves in the r/R band.
Shown are Type Ia SN 2011fe (Zhang et al., 2016), Type Ic SN 2007gr (Hunter
et al., 2009), Type IIP SN 2004et (Maguire et al., 2010), Type IIn SN 1998S
(Liu et al., 2000), SLSN Type IIn 2006gy (Smith et al., 2007) and likely
impostor SN 2007sv (showing Type IIn SN spectral characteristics, Tartaglia
et al., 2015). Distance moduli and extinctions given in the respective papers
have been used for the plot. The outburst epoch of SN 2007sv is not well
known, but the transient was likely young when it was found.
the start of untargeted SN searches (Chapter 3.1). From their spectra, SLSNe
are nevertheless classified as Type I or II, based on the lack or presence of H
signatures. For SLSNe Type I (e.g. Nicholl et al., 2015) one candidate for the
energy source are magnetars (young neutron stars with strong magnetic fields)
which could be formed as the SLSN Type I explodes. Among the SLSNe
Type II, the well-studied event SN 2006gy (Smith et al., 2007) is included in
Fig. 2.5. This SN, and most other SLSN Type II events, showed spectra with
narrow components of the Balmer lines suggesting that interaction between
SN ejecta and a CSM is powering them. The Mpeak < −21 mag limit used to
distinguish SLSNe is of arbitrary nature (Gal-Yam, 2019) and it is important
to consider whether e.g. SLSNe IIn constitute a distinct subtype of SNe IIn
(Chapter 5.3.2 and Paper IV).
When discussing transients in luminosity interval between novae and
faint SNe (−15 < Mpeak < −9 mag), Kasliwal (2012) studied the duration
luminosity phase space (DLPS, Fig. 2.6) and popularised the designation
”gap transients". Already Baade (1938) noted the shortage of transients with
luminosities between novae and SNe. In a literature study, Pechernikova
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(1964) proposed the existence of a class of transients (called "SN III" by
her) with luminosities between novae and SNe. Progress was slow; the gap
transients come from various progenitor channels, but they are rarer than novae
and SNe and have therefore not been possible to study systematically until
recent years. The gap transients can be both final (disruptive) explosions of
stars as well as eruptive outbursts where the star is left (Pastorello & Fraser,
2019). They do not represent any single class of transients, but is rather a way
to label transients found in this previously less explored magnitude interval.

SLSNe

Impostors

Figure 2.6 Duration luminosity phase space (DLPS) for transients (Kasliwal,
2011, 2012). Locations of novae, conventional SNe, SLSNe and impostors
are shown. The timescale shows time for 1 magnitude decline from peak.
Reproduced from Kasliwal (2011) with permission, annotated by the author.
Among the gap transients are the so called "SN impostors" (Van Dyk et al.,
2000). Such transients are usually found in SN searches, where they mimic the
appearance of SNe by their sudden brightening. Their culmination at fainter
peak magnitudes than SNe motivate the "impostor" designation (Figure 2.6).
From the listings by Smith et al. (2011) and de Jaeger et al. (2015), it is seen
that SN impostors exhibit peak magnitudes in the −16 < Mpeak < −10 range.
An example light curve is shown in Fig. 2.5. The typical expansion velocities
of SN impostors are ∼ 100 km s−1 (Smith et al., 2011, Table 9), i.e. 1 to
2 orders of magnitude lower than expansion velocities usually seen in CC
SNe. LBV eruptions, the physics of which was discussed in Chapter 2.2, are
commonly given as explanations for some SN impostors. The observational
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distinction between disruptive explosions and non-destructive but luminous
eruptions is a formidable problem. It adds to the confusion that impostor
spectra are often quite similar to SN Type IIn spectra, due to the presence
of a CSM. A faint CC SN might be mistaken for an impostor, and vice versa.
The case of SN IIn PTF11qnf, a possible impostor, is discussed in Paper IV.
After Minkowski (1941) the classification of SNe has mainly relied on
spectroscopic criteria1 and used SN light curves to make subordinate distinctions such as between SNe Type IIP and Type IIL. This leads to a bottleneck
effect, since spectra are more time consuming to acquire than photometry.
Inspection of the Transient Name Server (TNS) shows that of the ≈ 23000
transients reported (mostly SN candidates) in 2016-2018, only ≈ 12 % have
spectroscopic classifications reported in the TNS. Future SN searches will
increase the yield of found SN candidates by orders of magnitude, making
completeness in spectroscopic classifications even less realistic than today.
The LSST (Large Synoptic Survey Telescope) will likely find ∼ 106 SN
candidates (estimate based on LSST Science Collaboration et al., 2009, Table
8.2) in a survey lasting 10 years. By necessity, classification of SNe found by
LSST will be done mainly using photometry. To classify SNe in this way, light
curve shapes and colour evolution of the found SNe will be used (e.g. Dai et al.,
2018; Kessler et al., 2010). If the redshift of the host galaxy is known from
spectroscopy (or as a photometric redshift estimate) the approximate absolute
brightness of the SN can also be used to aid the photometric classification. In
a simulation of the LSST observations, Dai et al. (2018) obtained a sample of
99 % purity of photometrically selected SNe Ia.

1 Of

historical interest, it is noted that already Kulikovsky (1944) proposed a photometric
classification system for SNe. His system used SN light curve shapes to distinguish between
4 SN types, where types 1 and 2 of Kulikovsky approximately corresponded to Type I of
Minkowski, and types 3 and 4 to Type II of Minkowski. While mentioned by Litvinova &
Nadezhin (1983), the system by Piotr Kulikovsky (Gurshtein, 2004) is largely forgotten. His
pioneering effort is interesting to remind of in the light of current lively work on photometric
SN classification.
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3. Finding supernovae

Vad mer, om spejarblicken ser,
hur bort från fästet tusen solar fejas?
Vad mer, om stjärneskördar mejas
som gyllne säd av tidens lie ner?
Kantat
V IKTOR RYDBERG (1828-1895)

The transient nature of SNe, their comparable rarity and their unpredictable
appearances across the sky poses special challenges for SN astronomy. The
early SN discoveries, i.e. the naked eye sightings of SNe in the Milky
Way as well as the early telescopic discoveries of extragalactic SNe, were
serendipitous (Chapter 1.1). As SN astronomy developed, different instrument
setups and search strategies were put to use, allowing efficient SN searches
with different scientific objectives. The development of SN searches will be
described, with the iPTF used as an example (Chapter 3.2) to describe how
a modern, un-targeted SN search operates. The yield of SNe from a modern
search like iPTF is suitable for statistical studies; in Paper II, the occurrence
of SNe in the host galaxies of active galactic nuclei was examined. Active
galactic nuclei will be introduced in Chapter 3.3, where the study in Paper II
will be discussed.

3.1 Development of modern supernova searches
The first SN discovered photographically was SN 1895B, found by Williamina
Fleming when examining a photograph of NGC 5253 (Pickering, 1895). Dedicated search work, aimed at finding SNe, was pioneered by Fritz Zwicky and
Walter Baade who used the 0.46 m Schmidt telescope at Palomar Observatory
(Zwicky, 1938) and found 6 SNe during 1937. The search was done by
photographing different galaxies and comparing those new images with older
images of the same galaxies, to identify any SN candidates. Photographic
plates were used to record the images. The style of SN search targeting a
selected set of galaxies was a standard procedure in SN searches for decades.
This mode of targeted SN search prioritised finding SNe rather than striving
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for completeness with respect to types of SNe or host galaxies (Anderson
& Soto, 2013). To this end, large and nearby galaxies were often targeted.
By the 1960s, SN searches were done at several observatories (e.g. Humason
et al., 1961), still using photographic plates. The advent of computers and the
charge-coupled device (CCD) transformed the prerequisites for SN searches.
The sensitivity of the CCD (superior to the photographic plate) and the ease of
handling digital images (compared to the manual handling of plates) meant that
SN searches became more efficient. One of the first SN search programs using
CCD was Berkeley’s Realtime Supernova Search (Perlmutter et al., 1988) who
found their first SNe in 1986. On a larger scale, a early SN search using CCD
was run by Hamuy et al. (1993). These projects used reference subtraction
to make SN finding easier and this soon (Perlmutter et al., 1995) became a
standard procedure (Chapter 4.1). One example of how host subtraction make
a SN easier to find is shown in Fig. 3.1. In the 2000s, a number of wide-field,
un-targeted SN searches using the reference frame subtraction technique were
started. This is currently the standard procedure for SN search; see Graham
et al. (2019a, Table 1) for examples of such searches.
Simultaneously with the work by professional astronomers, valuable contributions have been made by several amateur astronomers doing organised
SN searches. In visual searching, Robert Evans in Australia has been highly
successful, finding tens of SNe (Evans, 1994). Long-term amateur campaigns
using CCDs have also yielded many new SNe, e.g. by Jack Newton and Tim
Puckett in the USA. SN 2010jl, one of the most well-observed interacting SNe
(Chapter 5) is among their discoveries (Newton & Puckett, 2010).

Figure 3.1 From left: Discovery, reference and subtracted frame from the P48
telescope and SDSS colour composite of the host for Type IIn SN 2015Z (=
iPTF15bky, Paper IV). A green cross marks the position of the SN in the P48
images. The SN was discovered by British amateur astronomer Ron Arbour
(c.f. Leonard et al., 2015) and iPTF, independently, in 2015 June. Images field
of view 1.70 × 1.70 , with north up, east to the left.
The Open Supernova Catalog (OSC, Guillochon et al., 2017) in 2019
August showed a total of 64000 SNe having been found and made public,
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of which half were found in 2016 and later. This total figure includes
photometric SN candidates; only ≈ 25 % of the SNe in OSC have a SN type
and a redshift listed. In Table 3.1, the increase in SN discovery rate and
the technological advances making it possible are summarized. Today, the
currently active SN searches yielding the largest number of SNe made public
(by count of 2018 findings documented in the OSC) are the ground-based
All Sky Automated Survey for SuperNovae (ASAS-SN, e.g. Holoien et al.,
2017), the Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert System (ATLAS, Tonry,
2011), the Catalina Real-time Transient Survey (CRTS, Drake et al., 2009),
the Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment IV Real-time Transient Search
(OGLE, Wyrzykowski et al., 2014), the Panoramic Survey Telescope and
Rapid Response System Survey for Transients (Pan-STARRS, Chambers et al.,
2016), the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF, Bellm et al., 2019; Graham et al.,
2019a, and Chapter 3.2) and the space-based ESA Gaia astrometry mission
(Wyrzykowski, 2016). While ASAS-SN and Gaia cover the entire celestial
sphere, ZTF in California, ATLAS and Pan-STARRS on Hawaii, CRTS in
Arizona (all in the USA) searches mainly at declinations −30◦ < δ < 80◦ .
From Chile, OGLE observes the sky around the Magellanic clouds and the
disk of the Milky Way. The apertures of the ground based telescopes used
ranges from ∼ 0.1 m to ∼ 1 m and the limiting magnitudes typically lie in the
range 18–21 mag, depending on observing conditions. In a year, ZTF, PanSTARRS and Gaia can find on the order of 1000 SN candidates, while surveys
ASAS-SN, CRTS, OGLE and ATLAS find on the order of 100 SN candidates
per year. Many of the SNe are independently discovered by different surveys.

As discussed in Chapter 2.3, spectroscopy is of crucial importance to classify SNe. Spectroscopic classification is a major bottleneck in observational
SN studies, with only a fraction of the found SNe being classified in this way.
In (i)PTF, ∼ 10 % of the found SNe have been spectroscopically typed (Ritter
et al., 2014). Some projects, like the iPTF, ran internal spectroscopy programs,
whereas other efforts are public. An example of the latter is ePESSTO+
(advanced Public ESO Spectroscopic Survey for Transient Objects) and its
forerunners (Smartt et al., 2015), run since 2012 on the 3.6 m New Technology
Telescope at La Silla in Chile. Examples of other spectroscopic SN classification programmes are the Asiago Classification Program (ACP; Tomasella
et al., 2014) running on ∼ 1 m class telescopes in Italy and the NOT Unbiased
Transient Survey 2 (NUTS2; Holmbo et al., 2019a) using the Nordic Optical
Telescope on La Palma. The ePESSTO+, ACP and NUTS2 programmes do
not search for SNe, but classify SN candidates found by others. The SN
classification effort by ZTF will be discussed in Chapter 3.2.
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Table 3.1.

Discovery rates and technological advances in SN searches

Time

Discovery rate
(SNe time−1 )

Technological
advance

Example
references

< 1800
∼ 1900
∼ 1940
∼ 1960
∼ 1990
∼ 2000
∼ 2015
∼ 2025

∼ 1 century−1
∼ 1 decade−1
∼ 1 year−1
∼ 1 month−1
∼ 1 week−1
∼ 1 day−1
∼ 1 hour−1
∼ 1 minute−1

Naked eye
Telescope, camera
Schmidt telescope
Several surveys running
CCD camera
Host subtraction
Un-targeted searches
High étendue

Brahe (1573), Stephenson & Green (2002)
Pickering (1895)
Zwicky (1938)
Humason et al. (1961)
Perlmutter et al. (1988), Hamuy et al. (1993)
Perlmutter et al. (1988, 1995)
Law et al. (2009), Graham et al. (2019a)
LSST Science Collaboration et al. (2009)

Note. — The SN discovery rates (given on the order of magnitude level) above were determined from
the OSC (Guillochon et al., 2017). The rates include photometric SN candidates without spectra. The rate
for LSST around 2025 is an estimate. Étendue is a survey efficiency measure, given by telescope light
gathering area × field of view (Tyson, 2010); PTF had 8 m2 deg2 , LSST will have 319 m2 deg2 .

3.2 The intermediate Palomar Transient Factory and its
successor
As an example of how a modern SN search project operates, the PTF, and its
successor, the intermediate PTF (iPTF) will be described in this chapter. Data
from PTF and iPTF are essential for Paper II, Paper III and Paper IV. The PTF
was active from 2009 to 2012 and is described by Law et al. (2009) and Rau
et al. (2009). The iPTF was active from 2013 to 2017 and is described by
Kulkarni (2013), Cao et al. (2016) and Masci et al. (2017).
The 1.2 m Samuel Oschin telescope (known as P48) on Palomar Mountain
(California, USA) was used by the iPTF to monitor the night sky, searching
for transient astronomical events. This Schmidt telescope has been used for
SN searches since the 1950s (Humason et al., 1961) and was used by the
(i)PTF 2009–2017. The camera used, called CFH12K, is a mosaic camera
consisting of 12 CCD chips which gave a field of view of 7.9 deg2 and image
scale of 1.000 pixel−1 . The cadence, i.e. the time between consecutive visits
to the same field, usually varied between minutes and days. For the typical
exposure time of 60 sec, the limiting magnitude was R ≈ 20.5 under the
median seeing 2.000 (Cao et al., 2016). The filters on the P48 used in the
transient searches were the R Mould (Law et al., 2009; Peletier, 1994) and
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) g (Fukugita et al., 1996) band filters (Fig.
4.1). An important follow-up instrument for iPTF was the 1.52 m telescope
(known as P60) on Palomar Mountain (Cenko et al., 2006). This was initially
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used with a 2048 × 2048 pixel CCD camera, replaced in 2016 with a combined
camera and intergal field unit spectrograph called Spectral Energy Distribution
Machine (SEDM, Blagorodnova et al., 2018). The P48 and P60 telescopes,
with these instruments, were the source of the main part of the photometry
presented in Paper III and Paper IV.
Several steps of computer processing took place before the new transients
were vetted by a human scanner, who also initiated follow-up for interesting
events. During a clear night, the P48 obtained about 350 frames (Cao et al.,
2016) covering ≈ 3000 deg2 of sky. After finishing an exposure and reading
out the CCDs, the FITS (Flexible Image Transport System, Wells et al., 1981)
files were sent to NERSC (National Energy Research Scientific Computing
Center) in Berkeley, California. There, standard image preprocessing (e.g.
application of flat fields) and introduction of an astrometric solution in the
images was done, before image registration is done to make the pixel coordinates of the newly taken frames coincide with the reference image. Reference
image subtraction was then done, to reveal transient or moving sources. These
processing steps are further described in Chapter 4.1. Permanent archiving
of the images is done at IPAC (Infrared Processing and Analysis Center) at
Pasadena, California (USA). Details of the computer processing can be found
in Cao et al. (2016) and Masci et al. (2017). A method based on machine
learning (e.g. Brink et al., 2013) was used to filter out real astronomical
transients from false (or bogus) ones, by which a set of so called RB (realbogus) values were assigned to each candidate. In the range 0 ≤ RB ≤ 1, the
value 0 corresponded to a wholly false candidate and 1 to a wholly true. Using
a cut in RB value, the number of false candidates shown to the human scanner
was reduced. A cut in Galactic latitude (usually omitting sky at |b| < 15◦ )
was used to reduce the number of false candidates from crowded fields in
the Milky Way and increase the chance of finding extragalactic transients.
The scanner had control over the RB cuts, the galactic latitude cuts and
several other parameters to fine tune the list of candidates presented by the
review system. To increase the fraction of potential SNe among the transients
reaching the human scanner, the found transients were matched to different
astronomical catalogues. Using a matching radius of 100 , known active galactic
nuclei from the SDSS were matched to the transients, and if a match is made
such candidates were automatically saved as "nuclear" sources without human
intervention. In a similar fashion, known variable stars and asteroids were also
removed from the yield of new transient candidates. As a scanner in the iPTF,
it was a regular task of the author to go through new candidates (”scanning”).
Between 2014 March and 2017 February, the author spent 75 days scanning.
In 2018 January, the ZTF started operations on the P48 telescope (Kulkarni, 2018) as the successor of the iPTF. The P48 was upgraded for the ZTF
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(Bellm et al., 2019; Graham et al., 2019a) with a new mosaic camera providing
a 47 deg2 field of view. With shorter overhead time than the iPTF and a
typical exposure time of 30 sec, the ZTF covers approximately the same field
of view in 1 hour which iPTF covered during 1 night (Graham et al., 2019a)
to a magnitude depth comparable to the iPTF. The observable northern sky is
covered in g and r bands every 3 nights and ∼ 106 real-time alerts are sent out
each night (Graham et al., 2019a). The manual vetting of all candidates by
one person done in iPTF is no longer feasible. Machine learning techniques
are used (Mahabal et al., 2019) to evaluate candidates. The Bright Transient
Survey (BTS, Fremling et al., 2019) run by the ZTF is untargeted but also
systematic with respect to the apparent magnitude cut m < 19, where all
SN candidates brighter than this limit are spectroscopically classified. The
BTS is therefore useful for statistics, and will be used in Chapter 3.3.5 when
discussing Paper II.

3.3 Application: Supernovae and hosts of active galactic
nuclei
An extensive catalogue of spectroscopically classified SNe found via an untargeted search like the (i)PTF offers the opportunity to do statistical studies.
The occurrence of a SN tells us something about the age of the stellar population where it exploded, which we exploit in Paper II via the (i)PTF sample
of SNe. For galaxies hosting an active galactic nucleus (AGN), the unification
model (Antonucci, 1993; Netzer, 2015; Urry & Padovani, 1995) leads to the
assumption that the galaxies hosting the two different types of AGN should
have stellar populations of comparable ages. We studied the ages of stellar
populations in AGN hosts and found that the population ages likely differ, as
indicated by SN counts (Paper II), challenging the basic unification idea in a
new way. This chapter will introduce the AGN, as well as discuss our SN study
and its results.

3.3.1

Active galactic nuclei

Some galaxies have luminous and compact central regions with variable
brightness and characteristic spectra. This kind of central region is called
an AGN and is recognised to achieve its great luminosity via the accretion
of matter onto a supermassive black hole. Here, the AGN will be described
along with the unification model (Antonucci, 1993) used to explain its basic
properties.
During the first decades of the 20th century, it was noticed that some
”nebulae” – or galaxies, as they were eventually shown to be – had central
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regions with unusual spectra (e.g. Slipher, 1917). Seyfert (1943) studied six
spiral galaxies, all having luminous central regions showing strong emission
lines in their spectra. Seyfert speculated that the widths of the emission lines
are correlated with the physical properties of the galactic nuclei, but could
draw no conclusions from the small sample. From early attempts to find
optical counterparts to radio sources in the sky, Baade & Minkowski (1954)
found the luminous radio source Cygnus A to have a position consistent with
a pair of galaxies with a spectrum resembling the ones from the sample by
Seyfert (1943). As work continued, Schmidt (1963) showed that the star-like
optical counterpart of the radio source 3C 273 had a spectrum indicating a
redshift of z = 0.158, which pointed to the source being located at a large
distance and requiring it to have an extreme luminosity (of the order M ∼ −27
mag). Other similar objects were soon identified, referred to as quasi-stellar
radio sources (or quasars, for short). The quasars were controversial, causing
speculation that they might be located inside the Milky Way and be less
luminous. Assuming the quasars to be extragalactic, it was soon discussed
(e.g. Greenstein & Matthews, 1963) whether they could be the luminous nuclei
of galaxies. In the following decades, evidence accumulated that this was the
case (see account by Shields, 1999). A quasar at high redshift appears star-like
as the glare of the nucleus makes the rest of the galaxy hard to detect.
Galaxies like the ones studied by Seyfert (having nuclei with typical
M ∼ −21 mag) were suggested to be less luminous versions of the quasars. For
these so-called Seyfert galaxies, Khachikian & Weedman (1974) introduced a
division into two types: type 1, where the Balmer emission lines are broader
than the forbidden lines (e.g. [O III] and [N II]), and type 2 where the
Balmer lines and the forbidden lines are of comparable width; see Fig. 3.2.
Around 1970, the designation ”active galactic nucleus” came into use, for
both Seyfert galaxies and quasars. A common, albeit somewhat arbitrary,
distinction between Seyferts and quasars is a cut in nuclear luminosity. An
often used limit was introduced by Schmidt & Green (1983), who assumed
all active galaxies with nuclei brighter with MB < −23 mag to be quasars1 .
The range of absolute magnitudes typical for AGN goes from M ∼ −19 mag
(Schulze et al., 2009) for Seyfert galaxies with fainter nuclei, to M ∼ −30 mag
for the most luminous quasars (Wolf et al., 2018). Early investigations pointed
out that the time scale of the optical variability (∼ days) seen in 3C 273 and
other quasars implied (e.g. Smith & Hoffleit, 1963) that the nuclear regions
emitting the light must have sizes on the order  1 pc. Eventually, models
involving the accretion of matter onto a supermassive black hole (SMBH)
appeared as a feasible explanation (Lynden-Bell, 1969) for how to extract the
1 In Paper II no cut in absolute magnitude is applied: Seyfert galaxies and quasars are all
called ”AGN” in the paper.
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energy needed, in the small volume at hand. A black hole is an extremely
compact object, having a boundary (the event horizon) from which not even
light can escape. The event horizon of a SMBH of a mass ∼ 109 M has
a radius (Schwarzschild radius, rs ) of rs ∼ 10 AU, comfortably fitting along
with an accretion disk within a nuclear region of  1 pc size.
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Figure 3.2 Examples of AGN spectra taken with the 5-m telescope at Palomar
Observatory (Ho et al., 1995, 1997). The spectra were selected to illustrate
the difference between AGN type 1 and type 2. The broad Hα emission
characteristic for a AGN type 1 in seen in the spectrum of NGC 4639, where
Hα is broader than the forbidden lines. The narrow Hα emission characteristic
for a AGN type 2 is clearly seen in the spectrum of NGC 3982, where the Hα
emission has a width comparable to the forbidden lines [S II] and [N II].
Observations and modelling have identified major components of an AGN
as the central SMBH, its accretion flow and relativistic jet, and the dusty torus
surrounding the SMBH. Following the review by Padovani et al. (2017), a
summary of the different components will be given.
The central SMBH typically has a mass in the range from ∼ 106 to
10
10 M , whereas a stellar mass black hole typically has a mass of ∼ 10
M . A SMBH is present in the centre of many large galaxies, including the
Milky Way, and their existence has been discerned via the motion of luminous
matter (e.g. stars) in their surroundings (Kormendy & Ho, 2013). More
direct evidence was recently provided, as the shadow of the event horizon of
the SMBH in nearby AGN host galaxy M 87 was observed using very long
baseline interferometry (Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration et al., 2019).
The observations proved consistent with a SMBH of mass ∼ 7 × 109 M at the
centre of M 87, providing further evidence for SMBH driving an AGN engine.
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The extraction of the gravitational energy of matter falling towards the SMBH
happens in the accretion flow. The radius of this region is typically . 1 pc,
in the form of a geometrically thin and opaque disk. In this disk, infalling
material collides, is heated and radiates – mostly in X-rays, ultraviolet (UV)
and visible light.
Surrounding the SMBH and its accretion disk is the torus, a region of gas
and dust with a radius between 1 and ∼ 10 pc. By obscuring the accretion
disk, the torus is important in determining the type of the AGN (Antonucci,
1993) as will be discussed in Chapter 3.3.2. The heated material in the torus
contributes strongly to the infrared (IR) emission of the AGN. For nearby
AGN, tori have been resolved down to pc scales, using interferometry (e.g.
Combes et al., 2019) but many questions remains about the structure (clumpy
or smooth), covering fraction and kinematics of AGN tori. Some AGN also
have a prominent relativistic jet emerging perpendicularly from both sides of
the accretion disk and accelerating material to > 99% of the speed of light. The
jet can reach ∼ 106 pc from the AGN, contribute strongly to the luminosity of
the AGN in radio and γ rays (review by Padovani et al., 2017) and likely also
emit neutrinos (IceCube Collaboration et al., 2018). The mechanism launching
a jet is not fully understood, but is possibly driven and collimated by twisted
magnetic fields of the accretion disk (e.g. Marscher et al., 2008).
Whereas the host galaxy of an AGN has a typical radius of ∼ 10 kpc,
two orders of magnitude larger than the AGN torus, the AGN nevertheless has
significant influence on its host. This will be important for the interpretation
(Chapter 3.3.6) of the results from Paper II. The material in the galaxy (gas,
stars etc.) determines how the AGN can be fed, and the radiation from the AGN
can affect the gas in the galaxy and influence its star formation (Paper II). This
AGN feedback (Kormendy & Ho, 2013) can also influence the intergalactic
medium in the vicinity of the galaxy. The AGN phenomenon has limited
duration: The AGN can be active for the order ∼ 108 yr, possibly broken up
into shorter periods of activity (e.g. Netzer, 2015). While the Milky Way has
a central M ∼ 106 M SMBH, no substantial accretion is currently going on
and there is thus no AGN in our galaxy. The short duration of AGN activity
compared to the age of a galaxy (> 109 yr) at the current cosmic epoch makes
AGN quite rare in the local universe (z ∼ 0). Here, only about 1 % of all
galaxies are Seyfert galaxies (Huchra & Burg, 1992; Netzer, 2015).
AGN emit radiation across the entire electromagnetic spectrum and there
is a whole menagerie of labels used to classify them (Padovani et al., 2017)
depending on their characteristics in different wavelength bands. The AGN
emission in visible light is important for how AGN are selected in Paper II, so
visible light will be emphasised here.
As emission lines in optical spectra of AGN are used to define two different
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Figure 3.3 A version of the Baldwin-Phillips-Terlevich diagram, a common
tool for distinguishing AGN via optical spectroscopy. Based on SDSS galaxy
spectra. The dashed line shows the criterion used in Paper II to distinguish
AGN type 2 (the dotted line shows an alternative criterion). The vertical and
horizontal lines show a distinction by Kauffmann et al. between Seyferts and
LINERs. Reproduced from Kauffmann et al. (2003).
types of AGN (Khachikian & Weedman, 1974, and Fig. 3.2) it is important to
recall that emission lines in galaxy spectra also arise from e.g. H II regions.
To distinguish AGN spectroscopically, Baldwin et al. (1981) introduced a
diagram where the flux ratios of emission lines are used to distinguish between
different excitation mechanisms. Such a diagram is usually called a BaldwinPhillips-Terlevich (BPT) diagram (Fig. 3.3). In H II regions, the ionising
radiation primarily comes from hot stars. The spectra of such stars, along with
metallicities, densities and temperatures typical for H II regions, means that
their line flux ratios put them in a quite distinct region of the BPT diagram
(below the dashed line in Fig. 3.3). AGN accretion disks have a harder
radiation field (with photons of higher energy) than hot stars and therefore
cause different line flux ratios. Paper II uses the flux ratio criterion by
Kauffmann et al. (2003) to distinguish AGN type 2, which are above the dashed
line in Fig. 3.3. This mode of selection also includes so called low-ionization
nuclear emission-line region galaxies (LINERs) in the yield of AGN type 2.
For AGN type 1, where the Balmer lines are broader than the forbidden lines,
Paper II considered galaxies with σ > 10 Å for Hα emission to be AGN type 1,
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where σ is the standard deviation of a Gaussian profile fitted to the line. The
σ > 10 Å cut corresponds to the FWHM(Hα) & 1000 km s−1 limit typically
used to distinguish AGN type 1 (Padovani et al., 2017, Table 1).

3.3.2

The unified model

The SMBH, its accretion disk and torus allows many properties of an AGN
to be explained using a unified model (Antonucci, 1993; Netzer, 2015; Urry
& Padovani, 1995). To unite the different active galaxies known at the time
into one model, Rowan-Robinson proposed that ”distinction between Type
1 and Type 2 Seyferts is caused by strong dust obscuration in the latter”
(Rowan-Robinson, 1977, Section XIII). Developments in spectropolarimetry
(wavelength-dependent measurement of polarisation) allowed this idea to be
tested. The nucleus of NGC 1068, with a AGN type 2 (narrow line) spectrum
in continuum light, was found by Antonucci & Miller (1985) to have a
spectrum in polarised light with AGN type 1 (broad line) appearance. The
narrow lines seen in continuum were interpreted to come from a region visible
without obscuration to the observers, whereas the broad lines seen in polarised
light were interpreted to come from a region obscured by a thick disk. The
broad lines seen in spectropolarimetry were assumed to become polarised by
scattering off of material in the thick disk. This detour of the light, making it
polarised, also makes is possible for it to reach to the observer from the region
hidden by the disk. Seen in continuum light, a AGN type 1 appears to be
oriented in a way allowing the observer to directly see the region where the
broad lines formed, whereas AGN type 2 are oriented such that the thick disk
(torus) blocks from view the region where the broad lines form. The parts of
AGN assumed in the unification model are shown in Fig. 3.4.
In the vicinity of the accretion disk around the SMBH, we find the broadline region (BLR), made up of dense and dust-free gas in orbits . 1 pc from
the SMBH (e.g. review by Netzer, 2015). The speed of a particle orbiting
∼ 0.1 pc from a 109 M SMBH is a few ×103 km s−1 , causing the Doppler
broadening we see in the Balmer lines of AGN type 1. The narrow-line region
(NLR) extends further (out to ∼ 100 pc or more) from the SMBH and consists
of lower-velocity gas with lower density than the BLR, also containing some
dust.
Outside the BLR and NLR, the torus (Chapter 3.3.1) is located. In a simple
scheme, the torus is assumed to have a doughnut shape and reach from . 0.1
pc above the SMBH, i.e. the innermost radius at which the dust can survive
without sublimating. Using the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter
Array (ALMA), Combes et al. (2019) resolved the tori of 6 AGN, having
characteristic sizes of a few pc. The outer radius of a AGN torus can likely
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Figure 3.4 Schematic illustration of the parts in the AGN (not to scale).
According to the unification model, a AGN type 1 optical spectrum is seen
when the observer can see the broad-line region (BLR), whereas a AGN type
2 spectrum is seen when the torus blocks the BLR from view and only allows
observation of the narrow-line region (NLR). Figure by Middelberg & Bach
(2008). ©IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved.
extend to ∼ 10 pc or more (review by Padovani et al., 2017). It has been
proposed that the dust forms larger clumps, making it less prone to sublimate.
From IR observations, Mor et al. (2009) found torus masses in the range from
∼ 104 to ∼ 106 M , with the more massive tori surrounding the AGN with
higher bolometric luminosity. Support for the unified model is e.g. given by
Burtscher et al. (2016), who studied a sample of 29 nearby AGN in IR and Xrays, demonstrating in a consistent way that AGN type 2 typically have high
X-ray absorption column density (NH & 1022 cm−2 ) as well as high optical
extinction AV & 15 mag.
In AGN type 1, the BLR is thus visible to the observer in the optical,
whereas in AGN type 2 only the NLR is seen. In the unified model, the
orientation of the AGN torus is thus decisive for which type of AGN we see. It
is important to note that the unification discussed in this chapter is radio-quiet
unification. Already in early studies, the brightness of some AGN in radio
frequencies was evident (Chapter 3.3.1). The radio-loud AGN have a powerful
jet (Chapter 3.3.1) where non-thermal mechanisms emit in radio, whereas the
radio-quiet AGN (such as Seyfert galaxies) lack such a jet; in radio-quiet AGN,
thermal emission (due to the accretion disk) dominates (see e.g. Padovani et al.,
2017, for a review). It is reminded that the AGN samples in Paper II are
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optically selected and concerns radio-quiet unification. If unification holds,
and the orientation of the AGN relative to our line of sight would be the main
factor determining if an AGN is seen as type 1 or type 2, the host galaxies of
AGN could be expected to have comparable star formation rates. In Paper II,
we test this using the SNe found with PTF and iPTF.

3.3.3

Testing unification with supernovae

It is well known that elliptical galaxies are dominated by old stellar populations
and in such galaxies, CC SNe are almost never seen (Hakobyan et al., 2008).
Thermonuclear SNe indicate earlier star formation and are seen in all galaxy
types (e.g. Brown et al., 2019; Gallagher et al., 2005). Supernovae are
therefore useful as star formation history indicators. This becomes evident
when normalising the observed SN rate to the luminosity or stellar mass
of the stellar population; a common measure is the SN unit (SNU) where
1 SNU = 1 SN [100 yr]−1 [1010 L ]−1 in the optical B band or IR K band.
Across the Hubble sequence of galaxy morphologies, the SN rate (in SNU)
increases from elliptical to irregular galaxies (Li et al., 2011a; Mannucci et al.,
2005): Most lively and recent star formation generally happened in irregular
galaxies (∼ 1 SNU), compared to elliptical galaxies (< 0.1 SNU).
Before Paper II, quite little use was made of SNe to probe AGN hosts.
An early study by Petrosian & Turatto (1990) used the Asiago catalogue
(Barbon et al., 1999) in its 1989 May version to excerpt 35 SNe sitting in
AGN host galaxies. From this small sample, the authors concluded that AGN
and ”normal” galaxies (not hosting AGN) of the same morphological type
have the same SN rate (measured in SNU). Marziani & della Valle (1999)
also used the Asiago catalogue (1996 May version) to collect SNe for a
SN/AGN study, matching a sample of 264 SNe (all in NGC galaxies) to 1189
separately selected bright galaxies and claiming no significant difference in
SN rate between Seyfert type 1 and type 2. Both Petrosian & Turatto (1990)
and Marziani & della Valle (1999) used small samples of SNe taken from
targeted searches, but the results of both papers apparently agrees with AGN
unification. Wang et al. (2010) matched CC SNe in the Sternberg SN catalogue
(Tsvetkov et al., 2004) to SDSS galaxies having spectra, obtaining a yield of
620 SNe. A vetting showed that 46 of their host galaxeis were AGN. The main
purpose of their study was to examine the radial distribution of SNe II in AGN
hosts, but from their sample Wang et al. (2010) also passingly point out that the
AGN hosting SNe II are dominated by AGN type 2. This suggests a possible
conflict with unification.
These early studies all used SNe mainly from targeted SN searches and all
suffered from small number statistics. In Paper II a substantial improvement
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was possible. At the start of the work, the unpublished PTF/iPTF catalogue
of over 2000 spectroscopically classified SNe (all found in untargteted search)
and the sample of the order of ∼ 104 AGN compiled from the SDSS, gave
hope that a difference SN occurrence between AGN type 1 and type 2 could be
revealed, if such a difference existed. The PTF/iPTF catalogue which was
finally used in Paper II contained 2190 SNe, for the purpose of the study
divided into the simplest meaningful classifications: Type Ia, CC, as well as a
remainder category (3% of the sample, including uncertain cases and SLSNe).
The samples of galaxies were excerpted from SDSS DR7 (data release 7,
Abazajian et al., 2009). This DR has galaxy emission line properties tabulated,
making extraction of a sample straightforward. Querying for all objects
labelled as "quasars" or "galaxies" in the redshift interval 0.03 < z < 0.2 and
removing objects not fulfilling a set of quality criteria (Paper II), applying the
BPT criteria as summarised in Chapter 3.3.1 produced ”parent samples” of
11,632 AGN type 1 and 77,708 AGN type 2 as well as 137,489 star-forming
(non-AGN) galaxies.
To handle bias, in Paper II pairwise matched subsamples of galaxies were
created. As an example, from the parent sample of AGN type 1, a galaxy
was drawn with a certain value of a given property (e.g. 22 µm absolute
magnitude). From the AGN type 2 parent sample, the galaxy having the closest
value in the given property as well as in redshift was picked. In intrinsically
similar galaxies from two such matched samples, the probability of detecting
SNe should be practically the same. The matching in redshift is done to
counter Malmquist bias (Malmquist, 1922, and Chapter 5.3.2). Paper II uses
the following properties when building matched samples:
• In redshift alone (no other properties), to remove Malmquist bias.
• In Oxygen luminosity (L[O III] λ 5007), assumed to come from the NLR
of the AGN engine. In a simple unification model, the NLR is assumed
to be isotropically distributed around the torus, and equally luminous for
AGNs of comparable activity. Matching in L[O III] λ 5007 should give
the same host galaxy properties, assuming unification and isotropy.
• In WISE (Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer) M22 µm absolute magnitudes, used as a proxy for the stellar mass of the galaxy (assuming
the M22 µm magnitude to give a good measure of heated dust emission).
Only done if M22 µm exists for a galaxy.
• In exponential fit scale radius (in the SDSS r band), used as a proxy for
galaxy volume, to match galaxies in star formation history (assuming a
mass-size relation for the galaxies).
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A SN is assumed to be hosted by a galaxy if the distance SN–AGN is < 100
kpc on the plane of the sky (for the galaxy distance c · zAGN /H0 , with H0 = 72
km s−1 Mpc−1 ) and the redshift difference between galaxy and SN fulfills
∆z = |zSN − zAGN | < 0.003 (Paper II). For our redshift range (0.03 < z < 0.2)
the simple, proportional version of the Hubble-Lemaître law is sufficient for
our purposes to compute galaxy distances. The redshift difference condition
is set to allow for peculiar motion of the host galaxy and effects from SN
expansion velocity (Blondin & Tonry, 2007) but still allow for a AGN-SN
match to be made (Paper II). Our ∆z condition is broadly consistent with the
one applied by Wang et al. (2010) and the bottom-heavy ∆z histogram (Paper
II, Fig. 3) indicates a overall physical association between our matched SNe
and their hosts. Within the < 100 kpc (where a SN is at least situated in
the local environment of a galaxy) we also do a separate check for < 10 kpc
matches, to check if the SN sits inside, or close to, the host. For a given sample,
if a SN has been matched to one galaxy, the SN is then removed from further
matching tests. Thus, for a given sample, a SN is only matched to one galaxy.
When looking for SNe in the galaxies of the parent samples, a striking
result was obtained. While 59 SNe (both SNe Ia and CC) were found within
100 kpc of the AGN type 2 hosts, only 1 SN (a SN Ia) was found within the
same radius of the AGN type 1 hosts. The following expression can be used to
estimating the size of this effect (Eq. 12 in Paper II):
|x1 /n1 − x2 /n2 |
σ=q
.
x1 /n21 + x2 /n22

(3.1)

In Eq. 3.1, xi is the total number of SNe observed in AGN of type i and
ni is the number of galaxies in the samples of AGN of type i. A significance
of 5.1 σ is obtained for SNe in the parent sample galaxies. This difference in
SN counts suggests differences in star formation history and is in disfavour of
unification. The use of the big parent samples can induce biases, which can be
characterised using the smaller, matched samples. For the sample matched
in redshift (countering Malmquist bias) and in M22 µm absolute magnitude
(proxy for stellar mass) a significant difference is still seen (Paper II). For
the galaxies matched in L[O III] λ 5007 (not differing between AGN types,
in unification) we only find 1 SN each within 100 kpc of the AGN type 1
and 2 hosts, respectively, making statistics weak. For the sample matched
in exponential radii (proxy for star formation history), the small number of
matched SNe does not allow any useful statistics either. The left panel in Fig. 4
of Paper II illustrates the found difference between AGN type 1 and type 2 SN
counts, with the SN fraction being above (or, for 2 matched samples, on) the
line expected if the hosts were similar as assumed in unification. The right
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panel of the same figure illustrates that AGN type 2 hosts are more similar
to star forming galaxies. To judge this apparent difference in SN occurrence
between the two different types of AGN hosts, biases are important to consider.

3.3.4

Sources of bias

Based on Sect. 4 in Paper II, some biases that can influence the investigation
will be discussed below.
Among extragalactic transients, untargeted surveys like the PTF/iPTF pick
up not only stellar transients like SNe, but also AGN with variable brightness
(e.g. Graham et al., 2019b). In PTF/iPTF, the angular separation limit used to
identify separate epochs of variability as tied to one transient source was < 100 .
This meant that a SN occurring within 100 in the sky of a flaring AGN could
go unnoticed as a separate event, and rather be identified as AGN variability.
At z > 0.05, the angular scale is > 1 kpc/arcsec implying that, for many
galaxies in our samples, there is a risk that the PTF/iPTF matching radius
meant that some centrally located SNe in AGN hosts were mistaken for AGN
variability and not spectroscopically typed by the collaboration. There are
indications (see Nazaryan et al., 2013 and references therein) that AGN have a
higher concentration of CC SNe close to their centra, compared to non-active
galaxies. This, combined with the 100 matching radius, could contribute to a
fraction of CC SNe being missed. In 2014 June, automatic saving of candidate
AGN variability (based on coincidence with SDSS quasar catalogues) was
introduced in the iPTF, which is the reason for curtailing the SN catalogue
at this time in Paper II.
When looking for biases in the occurrence of foreground and background
SNe (∆z > 0.07), as well as SNe in 1 Mpc annuli around the AGN (beginning
at 100 kpc radii) no difference was found. With respect to the 100 matching
radius, a test was done where only SNe more than 300 away from the AGN
positions were considered; this is larger than 100 with margin. Even with this
cut, the result remained for the parent samples.
With respect to the SN sample, it is pertinent to note that iPTF was not
totally untargeted. It followed a Census of the Local Universe catalogue of
galaxies (at < 200 Mpc, Cook et al., 2019) for 8 months during the spring
and autumn of 2013 (Papadogiannakis et al., 2019). Even while targeting this
Census catalogue, the 7.9 deg2 FOV of PTF/iPTF and the reference subtraction
method (Chapter 3.2) did allow discovery of SNe in other galaxies in the field
of view as well.
The selection of SN candidates for spectroscopic classification can be
biased. Usually, the properties and discovery circumstances of the SN itself
is given greater weight than host galaxy properties when a SN is selected
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for spectrosopic classification. Typical properties making a SN interesting
to classify spectroscopically (Smartt et al., 2015, Sect. 2.1) is if it is nearby
(< 100 Mpc), young (with a short time between last photometric upper limit
and first detection), lying at a luminosity extreme (only possible to tell if SN
distance is known), if there was a pre-discovery history of variability, if there
is a connection to a gamma-ray burst, if it is apparently hostless (possibly a
SLSN) or if the SN environment in the host is special (e.g. in a tidal tail of a
galaxy or in a dwarf galaxy). Such criteria has been applied in PESSTO and are
similar to the criteria de facto used in e.g. PTF/iPTF. Of all transients found by
2009-2014 by PTF/iPTF within 100 kpc projected radius on the sky from each
galaxy, manual inspection (Paper II) showed that about 1/3 of the transients
around both AGN type 1 and type 2 were eventually classified, confirming that
no bias is present in that selection.
Apart from the biases in galaxy selection discussed in Sect. 4 of Paper II,
it should be noted that the apparent size of the SDSS fibres used to take the
galaxy spectra used in Paper II was 300 (York et al., 2000). At z ∼ 0.1 (median
redshift of the galaxy samples) the angular scale is 2 kpc/arcsec, implying that
a 300 fibre centred on a galaxy of such redshift covers the innermost 3 kpc (in
radius) of the galaxy. This is considerably larger than a typical nuclear region
containing an AGN and means that the AGN spectrum could be contaminated.

3.3.5

Comparison to other supernova samples

To put Paper II in context, a simple comparison with two other SN samples
is done here: One sample dominated by SNe from targeted searches, and one
sample from a new, untargeted search.
Targeted search sample: The Sternberg Astronomical Institute (SAI)
catalogue of SNe (Tsvetkov et al., 2004) was curtailed in 2004 January and
is therefore dominated by SNe found in older, targeted searches. From this
catalogue, 1268 SNe having a redshift and a classification (except for the
ambiguous "SN Type I" classification) given, were excerpted in the declination
range −26°< δ < 80°. The redshift distributions of the SAI SNe are shown
in Fig. 3.5, left panel. For d < 10 kpc and the parent samples of AGN, 4
SNe (all Ia) are found around AGN type 1, and 9 SNe (5 Ia, 4 CC) are found
around AGN type 2. Using Eq. 3.1, the significance is found to be ∼ 1.2σ .
For the d < 100 kpc and parent samples, the significance is ∼ 0.9σ . For the
matched samples (redshift, M22 µm , L[O III] λ 5007, exponential radius) small
number statistics makes results hard to interpret. Fig. 3.5, left panel, shows us
that > 60% of the SNe Ia and > 80% of the CC SNe in the SAI sample are
located at redshifts below where the galaxy samples start. This could be due
to the targeted nature of the SN searches represented in this SN sample, where
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nearby galaxies often are prioritised. In an ideal magnitude-limited sample,
the expected fraction of SNe Ia is 80 % (Li et al., 2011b). The 50 % SN
Ia fraction seen in the SAI SN sample thus indicates a bias. The differences
in redshift intervals covered by the SN and galaxy samples, and the skewness
seen in SN fractions, suggests that a targeted sample like the SAI SN catalogue
is unsuitable for a SN test of AGN unification. The weak significance of the
SN matches could be due to the biases discussed above.
Untargeted search sample: From the TNS, all SNe listed as discovered
and classified by the ZTF during 2018 January 11 to 2019 June 7 were
excerpted. These 785 SNe lie in the interval −26°< δ < 80°. The redshift
distributions of the ZTF SNe are shown in Fig. 3.5, middle panel. For the < 10
kpc annulus and the parent samples of AGN, 1 SN (a Ia) is found around AGN
type 1, and 28 SNe (27 Ia, 1 CC) are found around AGN type 2. Equation 3.1
gives the significance ∼ 2.5σ . For the < 100 kpc and parent samples, the
significance is ∼ 2.3σ . For the four matched samples, small number statistics
makes results hard to interpret in all < 10 kpc cases. Figure 3.5, left panel,
demonstrates that the SN redshift distribution in the ZTF sample lies closer
to the galaxy redshift distibution than the SAI SNe does. The BTS part
(Fremling et al., 2019) of ZTF has a more systematic spectroscopic followup than PTF/iPTF had. In BTS, all SNe discovered by ZTF at magnitudes
≤ 19 are classified using the P60 and SEDM (Chapter 3.2). In the ZTF sample
of SNe used here, there is 78% SNe Ia which indicates that the ZTF sample
approximates a truly magnitude limited sample well (consistent with Li et al.,
2011b) and that the BTS has a large impact in the sample. This is also shown
by the lack of SNe Ia at z > 0.1. In a magnitude limited SN search, the intrinsic
brightness of SNe Ia makes them well represented in the yield of SNe. It can
also explain part of the abundance of SNe Ia around AGN type 2 for the ZTFbased test compared to the result in Paper II.
In PTF/iPTF, there was no strict limit in the apparent magnitude of the
SN candidates to be classified, which increased the chances for the (often
intrinsically fainter) CC SNe to be classified. For the parent samples in Paper
II there was a larger fraction of CC SNe in the SN matches, compared to the
SN matches to the ZTF test. The weak significances for the matched samples
in both the SAI and ZTF test cases might be due to the relatively small number
of SNe. The right panel of Fig. 3.5 shows that the iPTF sample has a SN Ia
redshift distribution close to the AGN type 2 redshift distribution. The steeper
redshift distribution for the CC SNe in the iPTF sample, just like in the ZTF
sample, likely accounts for some overrepresentation of SNe Ia in the matches.
Introducing a zSN < 0.1 cut as a test (Paper II, Sect. 4.3.1) to make the SN
sample ”pseudo-volume limited” nevertheless kept a significant difference in
iPTF SN counts between the AGN parent samples.
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Figure 3.5 Cumulative distribution plots showing the redshift distributions of
the SAI and ZTF SN samples, as well as the galaxy and iPTF SN samples
used in Paper II. The redshifts of the parent samples of AGN type 1 and 2 as
well as the starforming (SF) galaxies are shown separately. In each panel, the
number of SNe in each sample (N(SN)) and the fraction of SNe Ia (f(Ia)) in
each sample is given.
The outcome of the test with the SAI catalogue is consistent with results
from the early, small studies (Marziani & della Valle, 1999; Petrosian &
Turatto, 1990) using SNe from targeted searches. The prioritising of SN
detection over completeness with respect to SN or galaxy types (Anderson
& Soto, 2013) means that the SNe from targeted searches, dominating the
SAI catalogue, are likely to be hosted by galaxies being nearby (confirmed by
Fig. 3.5, left panel), having a high star formation rate or being seen face on (all
improving the chances of finding a SN). If SN detection is the main priority
of the feeder surveys, any effect related to difference in SN occurrence around
different AGN types might easily be quenched.
The SAI test gives a result suggesting no difference in SN counts between
the two AGN types, consistent with the earlier, small studies (Marziani & della
Valle, 1999; Petrosian & Turatto, 1990) and not unexpected when based on
targeted SN surveys. The iPTF (Paper II) and above ZTF-based studies –
both based on samples from untargeted searches – gives a result pointing to
a difference between the AGN types. The risk that both the iPTF and ZTF
studies are hampered by comparable biases can be evaluated using larger SN
and AGN samples, where further care to eliminate biases must be taken, in the
near future (Chapter6.2).
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3.3.6

Interpretation

How do the SNe exploding throughout a AGN host galaxy (of ∼ 10 kpc size)
connect to what is happening in the central ∼ 1 pc region of the AGN engine?
From Paper II and the discussion in Chapters 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 it does indeed
appear that the SN counts in AGN type 1 and 2 hosts differ, challenging the
idea of unification. In a purely unified interpretation of the AGN phenomenon
(Fig. 3.4) the host galaxies should not differ in any systematic way. The unified
model was challenged observationally by e.g. Villarroel & Korn (2014) who
found that neighbour galaxies (on the ∼ 102 kpc scale) of AGN type 1 are, on
average, significantly redder than AGN type 2 neighbours. Villarroel & Korn
(2014) suggests that a evolutionary link might exist between the two AGN
types, as was already proposed by e.g. Sanders et al. (1988) and Krongold
et al. (2002). The scheme proposed by these authors and discussed also by
Koulouridis (2014) has the following steps:
Merger → Starburst → AGN 2 → AGN 1
In this scenario, a merger of two galaxies leads to an increase in star
formation (a starburst). Initially, the newly formed stars dominate the galaxy
spectrum, but as the starburst decreases, a central torus is formed and the
central SMBH is fed, a AGN type 2 develops. As the merger episode ends and
the AGN engine becomes more powerful, the torus is swept away by the AGN
feedback and the observer sees a AGN type 1. This interpretation is favoured
by Villarroel & Korn (2014) and is consistent with what is seen in the Paper II
SN matches. In the sequence, where an AGN type 2 follows after an episode
of strong star formation, a burst of CC SNe can be expected (see Fig. 6 in
Hakobyan et al., 2014). Later, after the AGN type 1 has appeared, SNe Ia will
be seen as a delayed consequence of the earlier starburst. The highest accretion
rate of the SMBH happens ∼ 108 yr after the starburst (Kormendy & Ho, 2013)
and at this time, the torus could be expected to be swept away. The distribution
of delay times from starburst to SN Ia explosions is not well constrained; in the
literature, values the delay times are typically given as ∼ 108 to ∼ 1010 years
(e.g. Livio & Mazzali, 2018). Delay times of this order are consistent with the
occurrence AGN type 1 in the Krongold-Koulouridis sequence of events.
Ellison et al. (2019) studied a sample of ∼ 1000 optically selected AGN
at z < 0.25 in deep exposures, searching for tidal tails and other merger
signatures. Compared to a control sample of galaxies without AGN, matched
in redshift and stellar mass, AGN hosts were found to be twice as likely as
non-active galaxies to be found in interacting systems, but that the majority of
AGN in the local universe sit in non-interacting galaxies (Ellison et al., 2019).
This observational indication for a connection between galaxy mergers and
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AGN activity (in the same redshift interval as studied in Paper II) points to
the Krongold-Koulouridis sequence being a promising model for explaining
the difference in SN counts around AGN type 1 and 2, respectively, found in
Paper II. There is thus a time dependence – on the time scales of stellar and
galactic evolution – that must be considered in the AGN unification model.
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4. Supernova follow-up

Ja, stjärnorna tända för mig sina lågor
var natt, och det blånande fältet är fritt,
mysteriespelet av strålar och vågor,
så långt det kan anas
får jag kalla mitt.
Människan i världsalltet
A NDERS Ö STERLING (1884-1981)

Supernovae have been observed across the entire electromagnetic spectrum, from γ-rays (e.g. Boggs et al., 2015) to radio (e.g. Chandra et al., 2015),
but also in neutrinos (e.g. Hirata et al., 1987). The first SN detection in
gravitational waves (Roma et al., 2019) is eagerly anticipated, in the wake of
neutron star merger GW170817 (Abbott et al., 2017) and the recent developments of gravitational wave observations done in tandem with electromagnetic
observations. Most SN observations, however, are done in visible light, where
photometry and spectroscopy are the two primary techniques for following
SNe. Much work presented in this thesis rely on these two techniques, which
will be introduced below. Photometry is crucial for Paper III and Paper IV. As
an application of SN spectroscopy, the search for ablated material in SN 2014J
presented in Paper I is discussed in Chapter 4.3.

4.1 Optical photometry
The ubiquitous method of taking astronomical images is using a CCD detector
located at the focus of a telescope to obtain images. A filter (Fig. 4.1) is
normally used to select a certain range of wavelengths to observe.
The fact that SNe are often situated in relatively bright host galaxies calls
for special measures. The photometry of iPTF13z presented in Paper III
was obtained from P48 and P60 images with a pipeline by Fremling et al.
(2016) known as FPIPE, which runs in MATLAB supplemented by scripts
from the Ofek (2014) Astronomy & Astrophysics package. This pipeline is
therefore used as the example to describe the steps leading to a photometric
measurement of a SN. To facilitate measurements, it is common practice to
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subtract a reference image (taken at an earlier date, without the SN) from
the image with the SN to remove contamination by the host galaxy. This
subtraction procedure also facilitates the search for new SNe, which are easier
to find (Chapter 3.1) if host galaxy light is removed.
After standard procedures using flat and bias frames to remove instrumental effects in the FITS images, a World Coordinate System (WCS) is introduced
in the image to establish the location of the image on the plane of the sky. For
this, the tool astrometry.net (Lang et al., 2010) is used to find the pointing,
orientation and scale of the image, introducing this in the header of the FITS
file. This is necessary, since astrometric calibration based on the pointing of
the P48 or P60 telescope usually is insufficient.
The sky background (∼ 22 mag arcsec−2 at a dark site; e.g. Duriscoe
et al., 2007) is modelled and removed from the image. After identifying the
point sources in the image, using SExtactor (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996), these
sources are masked in the image and a low-order polynomial is fit to the sky
background. This model of the background is then subtracted from the image.
Subtraction of host galaxy light will increase the error in measured SN
magnitude, but a larger number of individual frames in the stacked reference
will make this error smaller (e.g. Xavier et al., 2014, their Appendix A). To
additively stack single frames into a deep reference frame, sources common to
the individual frames are used to shift, rotate and re-scale the individual images
to allow stacking of them1 .
To model the point spread function (PSF) in the images, a software like
SExtractor can be used. Effects such as atmospheric seeing will make the PSFs
different between images. When the PSF of the reference frame and of the
science frame are determined, the reference PSF is convolved with the science
frame PSF, and vice versa, according to the common PSF method (CPM, GalYam et al., 2008). This degrages both PSF slightly, but gives less subtraction
residuals when a model of the PSF in the resulting subtraction is made. The
convolved PSF in the host subtracted frame is fitted to the source (e.g. the SN),
weighting the fit by the photon noise in the image. A brighter source is given
greater weights in the fit.
For the images from the Palomar telescopes used for photometry in this
thesis (P48 and P60) and the SNe in Paper III and Paper IV, magnitudes of
reference stars can be obtained from the SDSS and Pan-STARRS. For this, at
least 10 reference stars are used. With these magnitudes from the SDSS/PanSTARRS, weighted PSF fits of these stars are made in the convolved science
image to get the zero point (ZP) of the image. This is given as ZP = m +
2.5 log (ADU), where m is the apparent magnitude of the source and ADU
1 The stacked reference image used on iPTF13z images from the P48 telescope (Paper III)
was made with the stacking method described by Zackay & Ofek (2017).
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(Analog-to-Digital Units) is the signal from the source in ADU counts/second.
The ZP is determined in the same way for the convolved reference image.
Knowing the ZP of both images, the counts of the reference frame can be
scaled to the counts of the science frame. After matching the intensity scales
of the images, the reference image can be subtracted from the science image.
Having a subtracted science image, a model PSF is fitted at the location
where the SN is expected to be in the image. The ZP of the image and
the counts value from the PSF fit is used to compute the magnitude of the
SN. The statistical error of this magnitude value is found by inserting on the
order of 10 artificial sources around the SN location in the science image, and
repeating the subtraction and PSF fitting process to estimate the error of the
SN magnitude. If a PSF fit can not be made for the SN, increasingly fainter
artificial sources are introduced in the science image to estimate the limiting
magnitude of the image. The errors on the iPTF13z magnitudes presented
in Paper III were obtained as the ZP errors and magnitude errors added in
quadrature. The FPIPE pipeline makes the subtracted frames easily accessible
to the user, which greatly helped our search for iPTF13z precursor events in
P48 archival images of the iPTF13z field (Paper III).
The P48 photometry used in Paper IV was obtained with the pipeline
PTFIDE (PTF Image Differencing and Extraction, Masci et al., 2017). The
PTFIDE did forced PSF photometry, which means that the fitting of a PSF to
get photometry for a transient was done at a fixed coordinate. Evaluation of
SNe for inclusion in the Paper IV sample was made efficient by a web based
tool for requesting PTFIDE photometry.

4.2 Optical spectroscopy
Optical spectra of SNe are often taken using a narrow slit in the light path
centered on the SN in order to block out other sources, and a grism to
disperse the light into a spectrum. The usual procedures using an arc lamp for
wavelength calibration and a spectroscopic standard star for flux calibration are
applied. Like in SN photometry, the location of the SN in a host galaxy poses
problems when taking a SN spectrum. Spectral lines from the host galaxy can
contaminate the SN spectrum and extinction in both the Milky Way and in
the host galaxy redden the spectrum. This is schematically shown in Fig. 4.2
and will be discussed below. While the use of a spectroscopic standard star
gives the spectrum the correct slope, light losses in the slit (also sensitive to
seeing effects) affects the absolute flux level recorded in the spectrum. For this
reason, broad band photometry of the SN from the same epoch as the spectrum
is often used to absolute flux calibrate a spectrum (as in Paper I and Paper III).
Via absorption and scattering, the material between us and the SN causes
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Figure 4.1 Transmission profiles of the photometric filters used in Paper III and
Paper IV: Mould R band (Law et al., 2009; Peletier, 1994), SDSS griz bands
(Fukugita et al., 1996) and Johnson B band (Bessell, 1990).
extinction, making the SN fainter and making the whole spectrum redder. The
extinction is well mapped for the Milky Way (Cardelli et al., 1989; Schlafly
& Finkbeiner, 2011), making compensation relatively easy. For host galaxy
of the SN, the situation is more complicated. One has to rely on less direct
indicators of extinction, such as Na absorption and the Balmer decrement.
Poznanski et al. (2011) showed that the unresolved Na I D doublet generally is
a bad indicator for extinction. The often used relation between the equivalent
width of the unresolved Na I D doublet and E(B −V ) (colour excess) given by
Turatto et al. (2003) is not reliable. Studies by Poznanski et al. (2012) of the
resolved Na I D doublet in the Milky Way showed that a relation can be found,
but its application for other galaxies must be done with caution.
The Balmer decrement is a measure of the ratio between the strength of
Hα and Hβ line emission from the host galaxy. As blue light is more sensitive
to scattering than red light, light from the Hβ transition is more prone to
scattering than the redder Hα light. In a H II region (with temperature ∼ 104
K), the Balmer decrement is 2.86 (Osterbrock, 1989). Empirical formulae
relating the Balmer decrement to the colour excess E(B − V ) have been
formulated (see e.g. Xiao et al., 2012 for star forming galaxies), but differ
depending on the types of environments they have been determined for.
Apart from extinction and reddening caused by the SN host galaxy, there
is also contamination of the SN spectrum by host galaxy lines (Fig. 4.2).
Atmospheric absorption and emission will also contaminate the spectrum, if
taken with a ground based instrument. While atmospheric line effects are
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Figure 4.2 Sources of contamination affecting a SN Type Ia spectrum when
observed from the ground. The observed spectrum is shown in red. Figure by
Stéphane Blondin. Used with permission.

possible to compensate for in a controlled fashion, the fact that many SNe
are found in galaxies lacking spectra makes it harder to compensate for galaxy
line contamination. A possible solution is to use templates of galaxy spectra,
unless it is possible to get a host spectrum without SN light from the original
2D spectrum (e.g. Howell et al., 2005).
The spectra of SNe Type IIn presented in this thesis (Paper III and Paper
IV) all cover wavelength ranges approximately between 3000 and 10000 Å, i.e.
from the near UV to the near IR, a range which can conveniently be covered
using ground based optical telescopes. The resolution of the spectra presented
λ
are approximately 100 to 700 km s−1 (resolving power 400 < ∆λ
< 3000),
which can be considered a rather low resolution in other areas of astronomical
spectroscopy, but sufficient for studying SN spectra where characteristic line
widths can be ∼ 1000 km s−1 . Spectra in Paper III and Paper IV are pipeline
products, but the SN 2014J spectrum in Paper I was reduced by the author.
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4.3 Application: The progenitor of SN 2014J
Supernovae Type Ia are important rungs on the cosmic distance ladder. Knowledge of the connection between progenitor systems and SN Ia explosions will
allow reduction of systematic errors when SNe Ia are used for cosmology
(Leibundgut & Sullivan, 2018). As summarised in Chapter 2.3.3 it is well
established that a SN Ia involves the thermonuclear explosion of a WD, but
no solid observational evidence has been presented connecting any given
SN Ia to one of the suggested progenitor channels (Livio & Mazzali, 2018).
Observation of nearby SNe Ia are of great interest when addressing the progenitor system problem, but such opportunities are rare. About 1/4 of all SNe
exploding in a given volume of the local universe are SNe Ia (Li et al., 2011b).
The intrinsic rarity of SNe Ia means that they are seen at small distances (under
a few Mpc) at typical intervals of decades. The SN Ia 1972E (Ardeberg &
de Groot, 1973) happened in NGC 5253 and SN Ia 1986G (Phillips et al.,
1987) happened in Centaurus A, respectively, both at distances of ≈ 3.5 Mpc.
Later, in the era of CCD observations, the nearby SNe Ia 2011fe (in M 100, at
6.1 Mpc) and 2014J (in M 82, at 3.4 Mpc) have been intensely observed and
provided good opportunities to investigate the progenitor system problem. In
this chapter, a background is given to the investigation of SN 2014J in Paper I,
with discussion of follow-up by others.

4.3.1

SN 2014J in Messier 82

A transient in the galaxy M 82 was discovered by Fossey et al. (2014)
on 2014 January 21.805. Already on January 22.305, the transient was
spectroscopically classified as a SN Type Ia by Cao et al. (2014). The
availability of pre-explosion images allowed good constraints to be put on the
explosion epoch of the SN, found to be 2014 January 14.75 (Zheng et al.,
2014). Lively follow-up campaigns, across the electromagnetic spectrum, by
several groups commenced.
SN 2014J lies in the dusty plane of its host galaxy. Based on measurements
of the tip of the red giant branch by Dalcanton et al. (2009) we adopt a distance
to M 82 of 3.4 Mpc in Paper I. The location of SN 2014J inside a galaxy seen
edge-on leads to significant extinction. Amanullah et al. (2014) demonstrated
that the reddening contribution by M 82 along the line of sight towards SN
2014J is E(B −V ) = 1.37 mag, for the extinction ratio RV = 1.4. This means
that the V band extinction inside M 82 towards the SN is AV = 1.9 mag.
Estimates vary in the literature, but this is the value used in Paper I. M 82
is well known as a starburst galaxy with a star formation rate exceeding that
in the Milky Way (Chomiuk & Povich, 2011). The majority of the 52 discrete
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Figure 4.3 Image showing SN 2014J (at the arrow) in M 82, taken on 2014
February 17 with the 1 m AlbaNova telescope in Stockholm of the Department
of Astronomy, Stockholm University. Composite of frames taken through B,
V and R filters. North is up, east to the left and the field of view is ca 50 × 80 .

radio sources identified in M 82 by Gendre et al. (2013) are interpreted to be
SN remnants. The strong extinction and edge-on orientation of M 82 is likely
an important reason why only 2 SNe (before SN 2014J) were identified upon
explosion in this nearby galaxy. The SNe 2004am (found in the optical) and
2008iz (found in radio) in M 82 where both CC SNe (Mattila et al., 2013).

4.3.2

Gas from a non-degenerate companion: Earlier work

One way to identify a SN Ia having a SD progenitor system is to confirm the
presence of material ablated off of the non-compact companion star by the SN
blast. At the time when we worked on Paper I, several groups had already made
simulations and observations of SNe Ia to investigate the possible presence
of ablated material. Several analytical models of how the ejecta from a SN
exploding in a binary system affect the companion star were developed in the
1970s and 1980s (e.g. Chugai, 1986; Colgate, 1970; Wheeler et al., 1975). In
the model by Wheeler et al. (1975) the SN ejecta hitting the companion star are
treated as a plane slab. By examining if the momentum incident from the slab
on the companion star is sufficient to accelerate material from the companion
to escape velocity, Wheeler et al. (1975) estimates how much mass can be
ablated off of the companion star by the SN. Based on Eq. 23 from Wheeler
et al. (1975) an approximate expression for the mass of the material ablated off
the non-degenerate companion star by the SN ejecta can be written:
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In Eq. 4.1, r is the separation between the WD and the companion
(expressed in units of companion radii, Rcomp ), MSN is the ejecta mass of
the SN, vSN is the ejecta velocity of the SN and vesc is the escape velocity
of the companion. For the approximation, it is assumed that vSN  vesc and
that the geometry parameter xcrit (being the impact parameter for which the
companion envelope is fully stripped) of Wheeler et al. (1975) has the value
xcrit = 0.7. The given scaling of Eq. 4.1 is based on the companion properties
from a model by Marietta et al. (2000) where the WD has a main-sequence
companion star of ≈ 1 M at a separation of 6 companion radii from the WD.
The scale of the SN ejecta mass is set based on the W7 model by Nomoto et al.
(1984). The interaction between SN ejecta and the companion star is complex.
To properly interpret observations, numerical modelling of the interaction is
needed to properly understand the effects of different SN ejecta properties,
types of companion stars, geometries of the interactions and viewing angles.
In a hydrodynamical simulation in 2 dimensions, Marietta et al. (2000)
studied the effects of SN Ia ejecta impacting binary hydrogen-rich companion
stars of main-sequence, sub-giant and red giant types. Marietta et al. (2000)
found that the mass of the ablated material is ∼ 0.1 M , but could be as small
as ∼ 0.001 M for some binary configurations. They showed the differences
in stripped mass between the different WD-companion scenarios where the
orbital separation between the WD and the companion star is ∼ 1 to ∼ 10
times the radius of the companion. This simulation demonstrated that the
material (mostly hydrogen and helium) is ablated off the companion during the
first ∼ 1000 sec after the SN explosion, gets characteristic velocities typically
below 103 km s−1 and therefore ends up embedded deep in the SN ejecta.
These results have been confirmed and expanded upon by other investigators.
Liu et al. (2012) did a hydrodynamical simulation in 3 dimensions, assuming
a WD with main sequence companions at separations of a few companion
radii. In their model, they pay special attention to the binary evolution
and the accretion of material on the WD. After doing their 3-dimensional
hydrodynamical simulation, Pan et al. (2012) point out the importance of
considering orbital motion and stellar rotation for the results of the simulations.
In both studies, the mass of the material found to be removed from the
companion is ∼ 0.1 M . These later investigators use the Wheeler et al. (1975)
analytical model to compare their results to.
As pointed out by e.g. Liu et al. (2012), radiative transfer modelling
are necessary to show what kind of observational signatures follow from
Mabl ≈ 0.08
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the impacts in the simulated systems. Maeda et al. (2014) did radiative
transfer calculations for the interaction between the SN and the companion,
demonstrating the difficulty of detecting any hydrogen from the companion
around the light curve peak of the SN, pointing to Pβ radiation (in the IR) as a
promising way to detect hydrogen after light curve peak.
The location of any ablated material from the companion deep inside the
SN ejecta means that the nebular (optically thin) phase of the SN must be
awaited before any realistic attempts at detecting e.g. ablated hydrogen can be
made. The nebular phase of a SN Ia typically commences at > 200 days after
explosion. At such epochs the SN is ≈ 6 magnitudes fainter than at light curve
peak, which means that it is demanding to take spectra of necessary resolution
and signal-to-noise ratio of a nebular SN Ia. In practice, only nearby SNe Ia
(mostly at distances < 50 Mpc) are realistic targets for such observations.
A tentative detection of Hα in SN 1991bg was presented by Ruiz-Lapuente
et al. (1993) and suggested by them to come from a companion star. This
claim was later questioned (e.g. Marietta et al., 2000). For SN 2001eg, Mattila
et al. (2005) used the Marietta et al. (2000) models along with a code for
synthetic spectra (Kozma et al., 2005) to set limits on the presence of Hα
in the nebular spectrum. They concluded that the upper limit in mass for
hydrogen-rich material was 0.03 M based on the non-detection of Hα. For
SNe 2005am and 2005cf, Leonard (2007) took nebular spectra and detected no
Hα line in them. They assumed a linear scaling between the amount of stripped
hydrogen-rich material and the equivalent width of the Hα line and applied the
values from Mattila et al. (2005) to estimate upper limits for any material from
a companion. For their nebular spectra of SNe 1998bu and 2000cx, Lundqvist
et al. (2013) used1 the code by Kozma et al. (2005) to determine the constraint
of . 0.03 M of hydrogen-rich material in these SNe.
The SNe Ia discussed so far in this sub-chapter were all located at distances
> 10 Mpc (c.f. the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database, NED). When SN
2011fe was found in M 100 at a distance of only 6.1 Mpc, this provided an
unprecedented opportunity to detect – or at least put a strong constraint on –
hydrogen in a nebular SN Ia spectrum. Shappee et al. (2013) took a nebular
spectrum of SN 2011fe (see also Paper I). Using a scaling of the Mattila et al.
(2005) model similar to what Leonard (2007) did, a mass limit of . 0.001 M
was found for stripped (hydrogen-rich) material. At the time, this was the
strictest upper limit yet found for the mass of hydrogen-rich material in a SN
Ia. For SN 2011fe, observations and modelling pointed strongly (see Chomiuk,
2013, and references therein) to a double-degenerate progenitor system.
1 Note

that the models by Lundqvist et al. (2013) are not public.
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4.3.3

Our nebular spectrum of SN 2014J

When SN 2014J happened, the thesis author led a successful proposal1 applying for time on the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) on La Palma to obtain
a nebular spectrum of this SN and search for possible ablated companion
material. The details of the spectra taken are given in Sect. 2.2 of Paper I.
Partly based on the proposal text, further motivation is given here how the
properties of the SN and the problem we wanted to study motivated our choice
of instrumentation and observing procedure.
The northern location of SN 2014J (at declination δ ≈ 70°) made the NOT
on La Palma (latitude λ ≈ 29° north) a suitable telescope for observing the
SN. The proximity of SN 2014J meant that a relatively small telescope like
the NOT (2.56 m main mirror) could be used. Apart from the time when the
nebular epoch of the SN commenced, other time constraints involved the need
for dark time (around New Moon, due to the relative faintness of the SN in
this late phase) and the desire to observe the SN at as low airmass as possible.
Waiting too long would mean that the SN would be too faint, which led to
late 2014 November being chosen for the observations. Using the spectral
synthesis code by Kozma et al. (2005) it was shown by Lundqvist et al. (2013)
that among the emission lines coming from hydrogen-rich material ablated
off of the companion star, the optical lines [O I] λ λ 6300, 6364, Hα [Ca II]
λ λ 7291, 7324 are of interest to probe the presence of companion material.
For the expected material velocities of v < 103 km s−1 (Marietta et al., 2000;
Pan et al., 2012) the Doppler broadening of lines in the redder portion of the
visible spectrum would be ∆λ = λ vc < 22 Å.
The Alhambra Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (ALFOSC) on the
NOT has a grism (# 8) covering the wavelength range of interest at sufficient
resolution, ∆λ = 7 Å. We used ALFOSC with grism # 8 and a 100 wide slit
for our observations. The reduction of the spectra were done manually with
standard procedures as described in Paper I, using IRAF (Image Reduction
and Analysis Facility) via the PyRAF interface. In the reductions, special care
was taken to produce the wavelength solution for the SN spectra from a column
of pixels at the location of the SN trace on the CCD. Care was also taken to use
narrow apertures for the background traces. In the process of flux calibration,
the extinction curve for La Palma by King (1985) was used. The final, coadded spectrum of SN 2014J used in Paper I has a total exposure time of 2
hours and is shown in Fig. 4.4.
After smoothing the co-added spectrum, the non-smoothed spectrum was
subtracted from the smoothed spectrum. This achieves a normalisation akin
to continuum subtraction. For the rest of the analysis, this net spectrum was
1 NOT
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proposal 50-023, principal investigator A. Nyholm.

binned in 10 Å bins. To examine the distribution of noise in the subtracted
spectrum, a quantile-quantile plot was used. For 40 wavelength bins covering
each region of interest in the subtracted spectrum, the difference between
the binned model of the line emission and the binned subtracted spectrum is
plotted as a function of the 40 standard normal quantiles. In the case where the
noise (e.g. the difference between the observations and the model) is normally
distributed, the points in the quantile-quantile plot should follow a straight line.
As seen in Fig. 3 of Paper I, this is the case in SN 2014J for the regions around
Hα and [Ca II], but slightly less so for [O I] in our stacked spectrum. Knowing
that the noise in our data is normally distributed is important when making
estimates of statistical upper limits.
From the Lundqvist et al. (2013) models of ablated material (assuming
Solar abundance), model spectra for ablated mass in the range 0.01 − 0.50 M
were obtained, adjusted for the redshift and reddening of SN 2014J and
binned in 10 Å bins. In a Monte Carlo (MC) experiment, 10000 artificial
model spectra were made by adding normally distributed noise. From this,
3σ statistical upper limits were estimated for the ablated mass. For the
Hα line, this suggested that 0.0035 M of solar metallicity material would
have been sufficient to allow detection in our NOT spectrum (Paper I). For
[O I] λ 6300, the corresponding mass is 0.0096 M and 0.006 M for [Ca II]
λ 7291, 7324. The Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) spectrum of SN 2011fe
gave corresponding limits for Hα and [O I] about 3-5 × deeper than for
SN 2014J (Paper I) due to the proximity of SN 2011fe, its lower host extinction
and the NOT having a smaller aperture than the LBT. As discussed in Paper
I, the underlying spectrum of the SN ejecta could have an unknown shape,
but when the smoothed spectrum is subtracted from the observed one, we
circumvent this. Making a sanity check with the Hα line in the SN 2014J
spectrum as our example (Fig. 4.5), we consider the smoothed spectrum plus
the modelled line emission compared to the observed spectrum. As the 3σ
limit discussed above is purely statistical, inspection of Fig. 4.5 shows that
approximately 3 × the 3σ statistical limit of the estimated mass is required
to account for systematic uncertainties. The limit on ablated solar metallicity
material required to give a detection is thus likely somewhat under 3 × 3σ , i.e.
≈ 0.0035 M × 2.5 ≈ 0.0085 M for SN 2014J. Estimates for [O I] λ 6300
and [Ca II] λ 7291, 7324 gives limits 0.02 M and 0.03 M , respectively.
The limits of the mass of ablated gas depends on the assumptions made:
The Lundqvist et al. (2013) model assumed Solar metallicity, the velocity of
the ablated gas being < 103 km s−1 and spherically symmetric SN ejecta.
In Paper I comparison to the models by Pan et al. (2012) rules out a red
giant hydrogen-rich companion for SN 2014J. A main-sequence companion
at separation & 6 stellar radii could not be excluded for SN 2014J (considering
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Figure 4.4 Spectrum of SN 2014J taken 2014 November 26 with the NOT and
ALFOSC (with grism # 8). The regions designated [O I], Hα and [Ca II] inside
the vertical, dashed lines indicate the wavelength intervals where emission
from the respective spectral lines were sought for in Paper I.

models by Pan et al., 2012). A helium-rich non-compact companion at large
separation (several stellar radii) can not be ruled out either (Paper I).
The lively follow-up of SN 2014J across the electromagnetic spectrum
allows further constraints be put on its progenitor system. Following the
suggestion by Maeda et al. (2014) that Pβ emission would be easier to detect
than Hα from any ablated hydrogen-rich material in a SN Ia, Sand et al.
(2016) searched for Pβ in spectra of SN 2014J at < 100 days after peak,
obtaining a non-detection giving the upper limit of . 0.1 M for hydrogenrich material. One interpretation of the very early light curve of SN 2014J
given by Goobar et al. (2015) is that it indicates SN ejecta impacting a nondegenerate companion. Signatures of ISM in the vicinity (∼ 10 pc) of SN
2014J were found spectroscopically by Maeda et al. (2016), and Bulla et al.
(2018) uses a photometric technique to confirm the presence of dust in the ISM,
also on the order of ∼ 10 pc from the SN. This material is too distant from the
SN to be directly related to e.g. any CSM of the SN 2014J progenitor system.
Pre-explosion images from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) studied by
Kelly et al. (2014) give upper limits in progenitor system luminosity allowing
for some configurations of SD progenitor systems. The deep upper limits
achieved in the radio by Pérez-Torres et al. (2014) favour a DD progenitor
system, or special cases of SD systems with delayed explosion (so-called spinup/spin-down scenarios).
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Figure 4.5 At the location of the Hα emission line, the continuum is shown as
a dashed black line and the modelled fluxes for −1×, 1×, 3× and 5× the 3σ
statistical limits of the masses estimated in Paper I are shown as dashed red
lines. From Fig. 4 in Paper I. ©ESO. Reproduced with permission.

4.3.4

Comparisons to later work

In the years after Paper I, several authors have published on the problem of
detecting ablated material from a non-degenerate companion in a SN Ia. A
sample of 11 SNe Ia found in 2009-2013 were observed spectroscopically by
Maguire et al. (2016) at late epochs (> 200 days after peak) in search for
ablated material. This study uses the same modelling framework (Kozma et al.,
2005; Marietta et al., 2000; Mattila et al., 2005) as Paper I for the calculation
of Hα luminosities, but give purely statistical significances for the upper mass
limits for solar-metallicity material which could remain undetected. They
suggest a tentative detection of Hα in SN 2013ct. For the comparison of limits
in Fig. 4.6, the Maguire et al. (2016) limits are shown × 3 for a consistency
with the other limits. Graham et al. (2017b) took spectra of a sample of 8 SNe
Ia (found in 2012-2015) at similarly late epochs, again using a methodology
based on Kozma et al. (2005); Marietta et al. (2000); Mattila et al. (2005) when
vetting 2 of them (SNe 2012fr and 2013aa, also studied by Maguire et al.,
2016) for Hα. The SNe were picked due to the absence of host galaxy Hα
contamination. Limits of the order . 0.01 M were found.
New models by Botyánszki et al. (2018) eventually meant an improvement
over the earlier framework (Kozma et al., 2005; Marietta et al., 2000; Mattila
et al., 2005). Assuming cylindrical symmetry when modelling the hydrody73

namics of the stripped material, a 3D non-local thermodynamic equilibrium
radiation transport code was used for modelling the nebular spectra. For their
spectrum of SN 2017cbv at 302 days after peak, Sand et al. (2018) used the
models by Botyánszki et al. (2018) to derive an upper limit of ≈ 1 × 10−4 M
for undetected ablated hydrogen. For comparison, Sand et al. (2018) also
estimated an upper limit using the Mattila et al. (2005) models, arriving at
≈ 1 × 10−3 M i.e. a less restricting limit. A nebular spectrum of SN 2013gy
studied by Holmbo et al. (2019b) gave the mass limit . 0.001 M for ablated
hydrogen (using Botyánszki et al., 2018) which together with constraints from
early photometry of a companion radius < 4 R , points to a DD progenitor
system. Also using the models by Botyánszki et al. (2018), SN 2018oh in the
nebular phase was found by Tucker et al. (2019b) to give an upper limit of
< 0.006 M for hydrogen-rich ablated material, and < 0.02 M for heliumrich ablated material, essentially ruling out H- and He-rich companions. The
Hα detected in SN 2018fhw has been interpreted as showing ablated material
or arising from CSM (Kollmeier et al., 2019).
Figure 4.6 also shows the limit on ablated mass 3.8 × 10−5 M estimated
with the Botyánszki et al. (2018, their Eq. 1 as corrected by Sand et al.
(2018)) model, when calculated for the Paper I observed line flux 1.6 ×
10−16 erg s−1 cm−2 for the Hα region of our spectrum and distance 3.4 Mpc.
This limit, and the limit for SN 2017cbv, may appear restricting. But, as
stressed by Sand et al., shortcomings in modelling of radiative transfer or of the
ablation can make conversion from flux limits to ablated mass limits erroneous.
A further step was taken by Tucker et al. (2019a) who presented a study
based on a literature sample of 110 SNe Ia with nebular spectra. The SNe
in their sample were discovered between 1972 and 2018, with spectra taken
using several different telescopes and spectrographs. Using the Botyánszki
et al. (2018) model as their framework, Tucker et al. (2019a) find no evidence
for material stripped off a companion star in any of the SNe. They find a 3σ
limit of < 5.6% of the SNe Ia coming from WD stars with a H-rich companion.
Chomiuk et al. (2016) studied a sample of 85 nearby (mostly < 100 Mpc)
SNe Ia observed in the radio, obtaining deep limits on progenitor system mass
loss pointing to . 10% of the SNe Ia having progenitor systems containing a
red giant. Lundqvist et al. (in prep., preprint in Kundu, 2019) have continued
this line of investigation with a sample of the 20 best observed SNe Ia in the
radio, adding 3 SNe Ia of their own to SNe from the Chomiuk et al. (2016)
sample. Lundqvist et al. found limits on the progenitor mass-loss rates of
the order . 10−8 M yr−1 , making SD progenitor scenarios less realistic.
Interpreting the limits on ablated mass for SN 2014J from Paper I as pointing
to a DD progenitor is thus consistent with the emerging view (Livio & Mazzali,
2018) that the DD progenitor channel is prominent for thermonuclear SNe.
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Figure 4.6 Upper limits from nebular spectra for Hydrogen-rich material around 21 SNe Ia. The limits are taken from Paper
I, Lundqvist et al. (2013), Leonard (2007), Sand et al. (2018), Holmbo et al. (2019b) and Tucker et al. (2019b); see also
Chapters 4.3.4 and 4.3.2. Comparison is made to ablation models by Pan et al. (2012, model ”MS-2D-N5” in their Table 2),
with example shown as a yellow area, and to Botyánszki et al. (2018), with example limit for SN 2014J showed as a horizontal,
dashed line. Note that the Botyánszki et al. model limit estimate is for 200 days after explosion (the spectrum in Paper I was
taken at 315 days).
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5. Interacting core collapse
supernovae

So ist es mit der Theorie
Mann glaubt es geht – doch geht es nie
Und in der Praxis wiederum
Da geht’s – doch weiss man nicht warum.
H ELLMUTH H ERTZ (1920-1990) [?]
Westling & Grahm (2012)

An important mechanism driving the light curves of many SNe is radioactive decay. This holds for SNe Ia (Chapter 2.3.3) but also for SNe Ib, Ic and
late time SNe II. If radioactive decay would not be available, could the kinetic
energy of the SN ejecta be sufficient to make a SN shine for a prolonged time?
Considering typical values, a CC SN might eject a mass of a few M at a speed
of a few 1000 km s−1 . This SN ejecta carry a kinetic energy ∼ 1051 erg. If
∼ 1/10 of this kinetic energy could drive the emission of visible light during
e.g. ∼ half a year, that would give the SN a luminosity of ∼ 1042 erg s−1 .
Such luminosity corresponds to the absolute magnitude ≈ −18. Half a year is
a typical period during which SNe are observed and absolute magnitude ≈ −18
is brighter than many CC SNe (Li et al., 2011b). The kinetic energy carried
by the SN ejecta is thus more than sufficient to drive light curves like the ones
seen in CC SNe. Circumstellar interaction (CSI) provides a way to convert
the kinetic energy of the SN ejecta into electromagnetic radiation visible to a
distant observer. For CSI to occur, the SN progenitor star must be embedded
in a CSM which the SN ejecta can interact with. Some SN progenitors have
CSM dense and extended enough to allow CSI dominating the SN light curve.
SNe interacting with a H-rich CSM (SNe Type IIn; Schlegel, 1990) are
studied in Paper III and Paper IV and will be introduced in the following subchapters. The CSI discussed for SNe IIn has a parallel in the SNe Ibn, where
the SN ejecta interacts with a He-rich CSM (Chapter 2.3.4 and Pastorello et al.,
2007). We will begin by presenting the mechanism of CSI.
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5.1 Circumstellar interaction
In SNe Type IIn, the CSM left around the progenitor star before SN explosion
provides a means for the kinetic energy of the SN ejecta to reach an observer
in the form of electromagnetic radiation and drive the SN light curve. There is
a significant difference in the densities of the SN progenitor and the CSM. The
envelope of a massive star (assumed to be H rich) with mass Menv ∼ 10 M and
18 cm−3 .
env
a radius of Renv ∼ 100 R has a number density of n ∼ RM
3 M ∼ 10
env

H

Characteristic number densities of a dense CSM are 106 . n . 108 cm−3 , for
well-observed SNe Type IIn complied by Salamanca (2003). Early theoretical
treatment of SN ejecta ramming into ambient surrounding material was done
by Jan Hendrik Oort in the 1940s (Oort, 1946, 1951) and early theoretical
studies of the light curve of a SN driven by CSI was made by e.g. Falk
& Arnett (1973) and Imshennik & Nadyozhin (1974). For CSI reviews, see
e.g. Chevalier (1990), Chevalier & Fransson (2003, hereafter CF03), Moriya
(2013), Chevalier & Fransson (2017) and Smith (2016).
The density profile of the CSM surrounding a massive star can be described
with a power law; e.g. Chevalier (1982), Nadyozhin (1985) or CF03. For a
CSM generated via the mass-loss rate Ṁ through a stellar wind with velocity
vw , the CSM density at distance r from the star is
ρCSM (r) =

Ṁ  r0 s
4πvw r02 r

(5.1)

where s is the index of the power law and r0 is a reference radius (e.g.
Fransson et al., 1996). For the idealised case of a steady mass-loss s = 2 and the
expression becomes ρCSM (r) = 4πvṀw r2 (e.g. Imshennik & Nadyozhin, 1974).
Based on the density ρ0 of the SN ejecta at time t0 (expanding with speed V0
at that time), we can write the density of the SN ejecta ρe j as
 −3  n
V0t
t
ρe j (r,t) = ρ0
t0
r

(5.2)

where n is the index of the power law characterising the SN ejecta (e.g.
CF03). Here, n ≈ 10 corresponds to compact progenitor stars of strippedenvelope SNe and n ≈ 12 to e.g. red supergiant stars (Matzner & McKee,
1999). Typical values are 7 < n < 12, but steep ejecta profiles with n ≈ 20
have been seen (in SN Type IIb 1993J, by Fransson et al., 1996).
The ejecta in a young SN explosion move with between ∼ 103 to ∼ 104
km s−1 . Assuming that the CSM had an electron temperature similar to an
HII region (∼ 104 K, Osterbrock, 1989)
p before the SN explosion, this gives a
sound speed in the pre-SN CSM of ∼ kB Te /mH ∼ 10 km s−1 . Comparing
the speed of the SN ejecta to the sound speed in the CSM, we see that the SN
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ejecta are highly supersonic when entering the CSM. This supersonic motion
of SN ejecta in the CSM gives rise to shocks. Here, we will briefly discuss
the relevant shock physics and the processes occurring in the ejecta-CSM
interaction. For an introduction to shocks in astrophysics, see a general text
(e.g. Dyson & Williams, 1997). The CSI is schematically shown in Fig. 5.1.
The surface where the SN ejecta meet the CSM is called the contact
discontinuity. Conservation of mass at the contact discontinuity means that
(for a given area at the point of contact) the rate of mass flowing in must
equal the rate of mass flowing out. The pressure between the SN ejecta
and the CSM is balanced at the contact discontinuity, whereas other physical
properties such as density changes discontinuously. This can be expressed as
ρej v2ej = ρCSM v2CSM ; this expression has the dimension of pressure. The contact
discontinuity region is thin and prone to instabilities, giving rise to RayleighTaylor instabilities extending ”fingers” into the shocked CSM (Blondin &
Ellison, 2001; Chevalier, 1982).
We can write Eq. 5.1 as the proportionality ρCSM ∝ r−s , ignoring the constants. In a similar way, Eq. 5.2 can be written ρe j ∝ t nt −3 r−n . Dividing these
proportionalities, we obtain a dimensionless quantity ∝ t (n−3) r(s−n) . Solving
for the radius, we find r ∝ t (n−3)/(n−s) . This is the form of the time dependence
of the radius of the contact discontinuity between the ejecta and the CSM (Fig.
5.1). CF03 or Moriya et al. (2013b) give derivations of an explicit expression
for the contact discontinuity radius. We note that for the present case, where
SN ejecta with a power-law density profile expand into a steady progenitor
wind, the radius as a function of time for the contact discontinuity is scaleindependent or self-similar, i.e. lacks a specific characteristic radius.
Outside the contact discontinuity, one shock wave travels outwards into
the CSM (in radial coordinate) and is called the forward shock (or blast wave).
The forward shock rises the temperature of the shocked CSM to T ∼ 109 K
(CF03) and sweeps up mass in the CSM.
For an outside observer, at rest with respect to the CSM, the SN ejecta
appear to be moving towards the CSM, giving rise to the forward shock. For
an observer at rest with respect to the SN ejecta, it is the CSM which appears
to be approaching, giving rise to a reverse shock (Gull, 1975; McKee, 1974)
travelling inwards (in mass coordinate) into the SN ejecta (Maoz, 2016). The
reverse shock also sweeps up mass, from the SN ejecta. The characteristic
temperature at the reverse shock becomes ∼ 107 K (CF03).
When solving the fluid equations for the interaction region, Chevalier
(1982) shows that a thin region of increased density is formed behind the
contact discontinuity. For SN ejecta expanding into a CSM caused by steady
mass-loss, a steeper density gradient in the SN ejecta gives a thinner and denser
shell. Characteristic pre-cooling conditions of the dense shell in the CSM79
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Figure 5.1 The interaction of SN ejecta with the CSM gives rise to a forward
shock, affecting the CSM, and a reverse shock affecting the SN ejecta.
Horizontal, dashed arrows indicate direction of shock propagation in mass
coordinate. Characteristic electron temperatures and particle densities are
indicated at the bottom on an order of magnitude level. The shocked material
emits radiation across the electromagnetic spectrum, as indicated at the top.
Figures like this are ubiquitous in the literature on interacting SNe; the present
figure is based on such figures in Lundqvist & Fransson (1988), Chevalier &
Fransson (1994) and Bauer et al. (2008). The figure is not to scale.

ejecta interaction region are electron temperature Te ∼ 107 K, electron density
ne ∼ 1012 cm−3 and a canonical cooling rate Λ(Te ) ∼ 10−22 erg s−1 cm−3 (for
Solar composition) from the cooling function by Schure et al. (2009). This
gives a characteristic cooling time of tc ∼ kB Te /ne Λ(Te ) ∼ 10 sec. A wider
range of typical density and temperature values give cooling time scales of
minutes or hours, i.e. considerably shorter than the expansion time scale of a
SN (∼ days or months). This inequality means that the dense shell can undergo
catastrophic radiative cooling, making the shell increasingly denser and cooler
while it radiates away energy. This is called a cold dense shell (CDS). This
cooling typically gives temperatures of the order Te ∼ 104 K in the CDS.
The X-rays emitted by both the reverse and forward shocks contribute to
the heating and ionisation of the SN ejecta and the CSM. For typical conditions
(sensitive e.g. to the density profile of the progenitor star), the shocked ejecta
will emit radiation below ∼ 20 keV (> 0.6 Å) and the shocked CSM will
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emit at energies even above ∼ 50 keV (< 0.3 Å), i.e. softer and harder Xrays (CF03). The radiation emitted by the reverse shock is, to a large extent,
blocked from detection by the CDS just outside the reverse shock (Chevalier &
Fransson, 1994). The soft part (2 − 4 keV, 6 − 3 Å) of the SN X-ray spectrum
is dominated by contributions from the reverse shock (Chevalier & Fransson,
1994). As discussed by CF03, ionisation by the X-rays from the ejecta shocked
by the reverse shock (T ∼ 107 K) eventually gives rise to Balmer emission lines
as well as Mg II and Fe II lines, which are characteristic of the optical spectra
of SNe Type IIn (Fig. 5.2). In the vicinity of the reverse shock (inwards into
the ejecta, in mass coordinate) the temperature is lower, T ∼ 104 K. There, the
radiation emitted is from the UV domain, as line radiation from highly ionised
species like C III-IV, N III-V and O III as well as lines from the Lyman series
of H (CF03).
The shocked CSM has a lower density and higher temperature than the
shocked SN ejecta, giving rise to radiation with different properties than from
the shocked ejecta. For a young SN Type IIn (∼ 10 days after explosion),
emission from the circumstellar shock dominates the spectrum of the SN, with
an important contribution from hard X-rays at energies & 100 keV (. 0.1 Å),
CF03. As pointed out by Chevalier & Fransson (1994), the material shocked
by the circumstellar shock emits radiation with too low flux to be able to
cause much ionization compared to the reverse shock (even taking the CDS
absorption into account). An exception is inverse Compton scattering in the
shocked CSM during . 100 days after explosion which can contribute to
ionizing radiation, cf. Lundqvist & Fransson (1988, Fig. 3).
As emphasized by e.g. Chatzopoulos et al. (2012), the CSI can only
contribute to the luminosity of a SN Type IIn for a limited time. When the
forward shock has swept up the CSM and the reverse shock has swept up the
SN ejecta, no more heating is contributed from any shock. After the end of
CSI, diffusion of energy deposited by the interaction is what remains to drive
the SN. In the case of SNe Type IIn, the ”limited time” can be long. Some SNe
Type IIn (e.g. SNe 1978K, 1988Z and 2005ip) have been observed showing
signatures of CSI for decades (e.g. Kuncarayakti et al., 2016; Ryder et al.,
2016; Smith et al., 2017).
The properties of the shocks, the CDS and the radiation emitted from the
shocked regions is sensitive to density profiles, geometry of the SN ejecta
and the CSM, and to the properties of the SN explosion (velocities, ejecta
mass etc.). The example above (using the Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 density profiles)
is idealised. Such analytical treatment, useful for qualitative work, can not
capture all the details of CSI. For fuller treatment, simulations using numerical
methods are necessary (e.g. Dessart et al., 2016; van Marle et al., 2010).
Laboratory experiments on CSI have also been made (Kuranz et al., 2018).
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5.1.1

Luminosity of the interaction

Analytical models of the light curves of SNe Type IIn have been presented by
Chugai (1992), Chatzopoulos et al. (2012) and Moriya et al. (2013b), among
others. Of particular interest for Paper III and Paper IV is an expression for
bolometric luminosity of CSI (the forward shock) in a SN Type IIn (Chevalier,
1981; Chugai, 1991; Renzini, 1978). Following the reasoning of Salamanca
et al. (1998), such an expression can be understood as follows.
When a moving material of density ρ and velocity v moves past a point,
the mass transportation per area and time becomes v · ρ = ṁ. If the total area
is A, the mass transportation per time becomes v · ρ · A = Ṁ. For a spherical
surface with radius r and area A = 4πr2 , we get
Ṁ = vρA = vρ4πr2 .

(5.3)

We note that Eq. 5.3 is the same as Eq. 5.1 for steady mass-loss. Assuming
that the mass-loss Ṁ of the progenitor star is associated with a stellar wind
having velocity vwind , going from mass-loss in time (e.g. g s−1 ) to a measure
Ṁ
of density requires the division vwind
. The amount of CSM material which can
be swept up by the SN ejecta along a certain length, if the SN shock moves
with vshock , is
ṀCSM = (

Ṁ
vwind

) · vshock .

(5.4)

The luminosity of the interaction between CSM and SN ejecta is proportional to the kinetic energy dissipated per unit time (c.f. e.g. Sect. 3.1 in
Salamanca et al., 1998) across the shock front
1
Lshock = ṀCSM v2shock .
2

(5.5)

By inserting Eq. 5.3 (expressed as Ṁ = vwind ρ 4 π r2 ) into Eq. 5.4
to eliminate Ṁ, we get the equation ṀCSM = vshock ρ 4 π r2 . Using ṀCSM
expressed in this way to eliminate ṀCSM in Eq. 5.5, we get
1
Lshock = (vshock ρ 4 π r2 ) v2shock = ρ 2 π r2 v3shock
2

(5.6)

By inserting a factor ε (with values 0 < ε < 1) to specify the fraction of
the kinetic energy transferred to radiated energy, we obtain the equation
Lshock = ε ρ 2 π r2 v3shock ,
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(5.7)

which gives bolometric luminosity of the CSI and is the same1 as e.g. Eq.
21 in Moriya et al. (2013b). The model is only valid if vwind  vshock (Ofek
et al., 2014c). While including many simplifications, e.g. spherical symmetry,
Eq. 5.7 is used in the model of iPTF13z in Paper III, as well as in the Ofek et al.
(2014c) SBO models studied by Villar et al. (2017) and explored in Paper IV.
The factor ε is hard to estimate (e.g. Moriya et al., 2013a; van Marle et al.,
2010) and likely varies for different parts of the CSM for a given SN IIn, and
is therefore treated in a MC experiment in Paper III.

5.2

The Type IIn supernova classification

The different mass-loss mechanisms and mass-loss histories of massive stars
can cause a wide range of CSM geometries and density profiles. Supernovae
driven by interaction between SN ejecta and CSM with such a wide range
of properties can thereby display a broad variety of light curves. Apart from
offering glimpses into circumstellar environments and mass-loss histories of
massive stars, the more luminous SNe IIn can also serve as indicators of early
star formation. Whalen et al. (2013) claim that early SNe IIn will be observable
with James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) to z ∼ 20.
During the 1980s, a number of SNe Type II were found displaying possible
optical signs of CSI. Spectra taken of SN 1984E showed a narrow component
of the Hα line (cf. Sect. 5.2.1) interpreted as a signature of CSI (Dopita et al.,
1984). The SN spectra compiled by Branch (1990, his table 2.1) shows the
status of spectroscopy of SNe before 1990. At that time, about 40 SNe had
been spectroscopically classified as Type II. Among them, some Type II SNe
stood out as spectroscopically peculiar. For a set of such peculiar Type II SNe,
Schlegel (1990) proposed a class based on 8 SNe Type II which he pointed
out as sharing some peculiar features. They displayed Hα emission with a
narrow central component sitting on a broad base, lacking P-Cygni profiles and
showed a blue continuum (c.f. Fig. 5.2a). Schlegel tentatively proposed that
they should form a SN class called SN Type IIn (n for narrow). To Schlegel,
it was not immediately clear that CSI caused the spectral signatures he used
for his classification. Later investigation showed that the Hα line profile did
1 The

idea of interaction with a surrounding medium making a stellar transient luminous
is not new. It is interesting to remind of the early model suggesting that ”new stars” or novae
could be dark bodies becoming luminous when passing through a cloud of matter in interstellar
space – akin to a meteor shining when passing through the atmosphere (Lockyer, 1891; Monck,
1885). This model was treated analytically by Seeliger (1909) and it is piquant to note that Eq.
3 of his paper is essentially the same as Eq. 5.7 here. While the nova ”meteor model” itself is
of purely historical interest today, some of the basic physical ideas in it are still relevant. The
full history of ideas of CSI remains to be explored.
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Figure 5.2 Spectra of iPTF13z (Paper III) compared to spectra of slowly
evolving SNe Type IIn 2007rt (by Trundle et al., 2009) and 2010jl (by Smith
et al., 2012 in panel a, by Zhang et al., 2012 in panel b). The age (in days) is
given in parenthesis in the figures. Ages of the SNe are given after explosion
for SNe 2007rt and 2010jl, after discovery for iPTF13z.

indicate CSI and the influential review by Filippenko (1997) established the
Type IIn designation for SNe Type II which showed optical signs of CSI.
SNe Type IIn are regularly discovered at redshifts > 0.1 (OSC, Guillochon
et al., 2017) and the most distant spectroscopically confirmed SN Type IIn
was reported by Cooke et al. (2009) at z ∼ 2. In 2019 August, the OSC
contained entries on over 500 Type IIn SNe having spectroscopic classification
and determined redshift.
Type IIn SNe are intrinsically rare, shown to make up 9 % of all Type II
SNe and about 5% of all SNe in the volume limited LOSS (Lick Observatory
Supernova Search) sample by Li et al. (2011b). In magnitude limited samples,
SNe Type IIn are more common, amounting to 29 % of all SNe Type II
(Li et al., 2011b). The average peak luminosity is higher for SNe IIn than
for SNe IIP, and the spread is also larger: MrIIn = −19.18 ± 1.32 (Paper IV)
and MBIIP = −16.75 ± 0.98 (Richardson et al., 2014), respectively (note the
different photometric bands). In a magnitude limited sample, Malmquist bias
(Chapter 5.3.2) will therefore make SNe IIn appear more numerous than in a
volume limited sample.
While the SN IIn research presented in this thesis (Paper III; Paper IV)
is based on optical observations, it is important to remind that SNe IIn have
been detected across much of the electromagnetic spectrum, with fruitful
observations made in radio (Chandra et al., 2015; Chevalier & Fransson, 2017),
IR (Fox et al., 2011), UV (de la Rosa et al., 2016) and X-rays (Dwarkadas et al.,
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2016). Attempts have been made to detect SNe IIn in γ-rays (Ackermann et al.,
2015) and neutrinos (Murase et al., 2011; Petropoulou et al., 2017) without
success so far.

5.2.1

Type IIn optical spectra and K-corrections

The Schlegel definition of the Type IIn SN classification warrants that a SN
classified as a Type IIn displays a blue continuum at early times and Hα
emission lines with narrow central components. Typical line widths seen in
the Hα emission have FWHM ∼ 100 km s−1 for the narrow component of
the emission, FWHM ∼ 1000 km s−1 for the intermediate component and up
to FWHM ∼ 10000 km s−1 for the broad component. Figure 5.2 shows a
compilation of representative SN Type IIn spectra.
Several mechanisms contribute to the formation of spectral lines in SNe
IIn. The narrow component of the Balmer emission arises from the recombination of H ions in the unshocked CSM, photoionised by the emission from
the SN ejecta-CSM interaction. The intermediate component arise in the
CDS or from slower shocks propagating in clumps in the CSM (Chugai &
Danziger, 1994). The broad component arises from Doppler broadening due
to the motion of the shocked and/or photoionised SN ejecta (e.g., Chugai &
Danziger, 1994) or from photons undergoing multiple scatterings off electrons
in the dense CSM (Chugai, 2001; Fransson et al., 2014). In cases where the
broad Balmer emission component has Lorentzian shape, electron scattering
is the more likely explanation for the broadness of the line. The evolution of
Type IIn SN spectra as the SN evolves is shown in Fig. 5.2, where spectra from
two well-studied slowly evolving events, SNe 2010jl and 2007rt, are plotted
along with iPTF13z spectra (Paper III).
K-corrections (Hogg et al., 2002; Humason et al., 1956; Oke & Sandage,
1968) is one aspect of SNe IIn not studied in detail before, here examined in
Paper IV. An observer using a given photometric filter to make observations
of objects with intrinsically similar spectra, but located at different redshifts,
will measure different parts of the rest-frame spectra of these objects. To
obtain absolute magnitudes in a consistent way for these objects (ignoring
extinction), a correction must be applied to compensate for observing different
parts of the spectrum. For a given filter it can be written K = m(z) − m(z0 )
mag, where m(z) is the apparent magnitude measured for an object at redshift
z and m(z0 ) is the apparent magnitude of the same object in the rest frame
(z = 0). For SNe, spectral evolution makes the K-correction time-dependent.
For SNe Ia, with uniform and well-known spectral evolution, the K-correction
is well determined (Hsiao et al., 2007). For SNe IIn, sometimes showing large
differences between individual SNe, the K-correction has been little explored
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before (Richardson et al., 2014). The K-correction for the Mould R band and
a SN IIn (iPTF13z) is shown in Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 K-corrections for a SN Type IIn, demonstrated for the Mould R
band using the classification spectrum of iPTF13z (Paper III) at different
redshifts. The K-corrections have been estimated via synthetic photometry
using synphot (Ofek, 2014). Note how the Hα emission, dominating the R
band at lower redshifts, is absent at z = 0.15.
Richardson et al. (2014) obtained K-corrections for the SN IIn type using
two SNe, the slowly evolving SN 1995N and the quickly evolving SN 1998S.
In Paper IV the sample SNe often lack spectral coverage (for some SNe, only
the classification spectrum was available) but stitching together one spectral
sequence for all the 42 sample SNe and including SNe IIn from the literature
(SNe 1988Z, 1998S, 2010jl and SN 2015da) made it possible to evaluate the Kcorrections of SNe IIn at light curve peak and at 50 days (rest frame) after peak,
up to z ≈ 0.3. For both light curve peak and at +50 days, the K-correction for
the SDSS r band is typically . 0.2 mag for SNe IIn. In most cases, the error
accumulated when not taking the K-correction into account for SNe IIn in the
often used r/R band is likely smaller than the error from failing to properly
estimate host galaxy extinction.

5.2.2

Epoch dependence of the Type IIn classification

The Type IIn classifications for the SNe in the Paper IV sample are applying
the Schlegel (1990) criteria to SN spectra taken around light curve peak.
The presence of the characteristic SN IIn signature at early (∼ around peak
brightness) times suggests that the SN we observe exploded in a H-rich CSM
lost from the progenitor star soon before the SN explosion. Assuming that
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the width of the Hα narrow emission component indicates the wind velocity
of the progenitor star – typically > 10 to < 1000 km s−1 (Kiewe et al., 2012)
for wind-like mass loss, or > 100 to even > 1000 km s−1 for eruptive mass
loss (Smith et al., 2011) – an an order-of-magnitude estimate can be made
of how long before the SN explosion the progenitor star lost the material we
see interaction with. The qualitative example below mainly concerns distinct
eruptive outbursts (such that might cause stratified CSM giving rise to light
curve bumps; Paper III), but the reasoning can also be made for steady, windlike mass loss.
For simplicity, constant velocities are assumed. For interaction happening
at radius rinter , SN ejecta travelling at speed vexpl reach rinter at the time tinter =
rinter
vexpl after the SN explosion. Likewise, if CSM that the ejecta interact with was
inter
before the SN happened.
ejected at speed vCSM it was ejected at toutb = vrCSM
vexpl
Combining the expressions, we can estimate toutb ∼ tinter vCSM
as the time before
the SN when the CSM was ejected. Assuming a generic vexpl = 104 km s−1 , the
interaction observed at 50 days past explosion (c.f. the rise time of the slower
SNe IIn from Chapter 5.3.4) can be caused by CSM ejected by the progenitor
at toutb ∼ 100 yrs (for vCSM ∼ 10 km s−1 , typical for RSG stars; see Mauron &
Josselin, 2011) and at toutb ∼ 10 yrs (for vCSM ∼ 100 km s−1 , typical for LBV
stars; see Smith et al., 2017). For both orders of magnitude of vCSM , the early
SN IIn signature shows that H rich CSM is found at close distances from the
progenitor star.
Our lack of later spectra for many of our sample SNe in Paper IV prevents
us from telling if the typical SN IIn signature possibly disappears. The spectral
evolution of SN 1998S (Leonard et al., 2000) showed the disappearance of
Balmer lines with narrow central components and broad wings after ∼ 10
days after explosion, followed by more complex boxy Balmer line profiles
at ∼ 100 days. The high-ionization emission lines reported by Khazov et al.
(2016) within ∼ 10 days after explosion for a sample of SNe Type II (including
PTF10gvf and PTF10tel also in Paper IV) and interpreted as a signature of the
innermost CSM being ionized by UV light from the SBO demonstrates that the
CSM can be found close to the progenitor stars. Khazov et al. (2016) estimates
that this CSM was lost within . 3 yr before SN explosion.
As a contrast to the cases discussed above, it is also known that some
initially H-poor SNe start showing Type IIn signatures after ∼ 1 yr. Some
examples are SNe 2001em (Chugai & Chevalier, 2006; Gal-Yam, 2017),
2014C (Milisavljevic et al., 2015) and 2017ens (Chen et al., 2018), which
were initially classified as stripped envelope SNe but where interaction with
a H-rich CSM commenced after ∼ 1 year. These authors demonstrate that
the CSM of these SNe begin at r ∼ 1017 cm from the progenitor star and
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was likely lost ∼ 102 to ∼ 103 yr before the SN explosion. An example of
a slower transition, from a SN Ib in 2004 to a SN IIn in 2017, was reported
for SN 2004dk (Mauerhan et al., 2018). The examples of SN IIn signatures
disappearing early or appearing late, respectively, makes it important to remind
that the sample of SNe IIn in Paper IV all have classification spectra taken
around light curve peak, and that late spectra are often lacking.

5.3 Type IIn optical light curves
Since the SN Type IIn classification is based on spectral signatures, the Type
IIn class is spectroscopically, if not uniform, then at least showing a degree
of intrinsic similarity between events (Chapter 5.2.2 and Fig. 5.2). The light
curves of SNe Type IIn, on the contrary, show a great variety in maximum
absolute magnitudes, rise times and decline rates. Examples of SN IIn light
curves are shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 Sample of SN IIn LCs from the literature. Sources of the plotted
photometry are given in parenthesis after the SN names. SN 1998S (Fassia
et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2000), SN 1988Z (Aretxaga et al., 1999) and SN 1994W
(Sollerman et al., 1998) are often used to exemplify behaviour which is seen
in other SNe IIn. SN 2006aa (Taddia et al., 2013) represents SNe IIn with
symmetric light curve shapes. SN 2006gy (Smith et al., 2007) represent the
SLSNe Type IIn and SN 2007sv (Tartaglia et al., 2015) is an example of SN
impostors. Note the diversity in rise times, peak magnitudes and durability.
Considering the large variety in SN IIn light curve properties, it is important to point out two traits of the SN IIn literature: One concerns the emphasis
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on certain single SNe, the other concerns the compilation of SN samples from
targeted surveys (as discussed in Paper IV). The long-lasting SN 1988Z, the
luminous SN 2010jl and the peculiar SN 2009ip are all the topic of about
20 refereed papers each in the literature, until 2019 August – these SNe are
also nearby (z . 0.01). The majority of all known SNe IIn are instead only
documented in astronomical circulars. Most of the sample studies on SNe IIn
are based on SNe from targeted surveys (Table 1 in Paper IV). This biases
the samples to SNe found in luminous, starforming galaxies (Anderson &
Soto, 2013 and Chapter 3.1). In order to reduce the bias when measuring
the properties of SN IIn light curves for the SN type as a whole, the yield of
SNe IIn from the untargeted PTF and iPTF surveys is valuable. Based on the
PTF/iPTF SN catalogue, a sample of 42 SNe IIn was selected to allow a study
of their light curve properties in Paper IV.
Supernova IIn light curves also exhibit different kinds of re-brightenings
(”bumps”) during the post-peak decline, studied for the special case of the
conspicous bumps in the light curve of iPTF13z (Paper III) and in an attempt
to estimate the fraction of SNe IIn having such light curve bumps (Paper IV).

5.3.1 Characterising the light curves
Supernovae of some types have intrinsically similar light curves, making it
possible to tailor analytical templates which can be fit to the photometry. For
SNe Ia, templates like the one by Contardo et al. (2000) are commonly used,
while for SNe IIP piecewise models (Sanders et al., 2015) can be used for a
straightforward parametrisation of SN light curves.
For SNe IIn, with their wide variety of light curve shapes (Fig. 5.5), simple
analytical templates can be hard to apply. In Paper III, where iPTF13z was the
only SN being studied, the choice was made (following Moriya et al., 2013b) to
use power laws (m ∝ t α , where t is time and α is an exponent allowed to vary)
to characterise the overall shape of the declining light curve. For Paper IV,
where a method working for a whole sample (with differences between light
curve shapes and in quality of the photometry) was needed, polynomials and
cubic smoothing splines (CSS, De Boor, 2001, Chapter XIV) were considered.
After attempts to use polynomials of degrees > 4 (same degree for all SNe) and
of CSS with a given weight for all SNe, such approaches proved impractical
for the Paper IV sample as a whole. Eventually, a method was chosen where an
objective prescription was used to find a CSS weight to achieve a smooth spline
fit for each SN in the sample. For the splines (Paper IV) the peak magnitudes
and epochs of the sample SNe IIn were identified and had their errors estimated
using MC techniques. The splines fitted were used to measure decline rates
(Chapter 5.3.3) and characteristic durations (Chapter 5.3.5) for the light curves
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of the sample SNe.
Measuring the explosion epoch and rise time of a SN poses special challenges. One way of estimating the explosion epoch of a SN is to take an
average of the time of the last pre-discovery upper limit and time of the first
detection (e.g. Pastorello et al., 2004; Rubin et al., 2016). For nearby SNe
with densely sampled and deep photometric pre-discovery upper limits, optical
photometry alone can provide satisfactory constraints on the explosion epoch
in this way. As this method is not always practical, less direct methods must
be used when estimating the starting time of a SN (e.g. Cowen et al., 2010;
González-Gaitán et al., 2015). For SNe IIn enshrouded in dense CSM, the
SBO can occur in the CSM (e.g. Chevalier & Irwin, 2011; Ofek et al., 2010,
2014c), but does not have to (Moriya et al., 2014). Such a SBO in the CSM
can affect the early light curve (Chapter 5.3.4) and make the start time of a
SN IIn light curve hard to constrain. It is also known that some SNe IIn are
preceded by a fainter outburst before the main burst. For SNe IIn like SN
2009ip (Chapter 5.3.5) it even remains controversial whether a CC actually
happened. The multiple peaks of such light curves underlines the difficulty of
determining the explosion epochs of SNe IIn. Several otherwise well-studied
SNe IIn lack rise coverage altogether (e.g. Taddia et al., 2015a).
Interesting physics (Moriya & Maeda, 2014; Ofek et al., 2014a) can be
studied via the rise time (Chapter 5.3.4). For this reason, the SNe IIn in
the Paper IV sample were selected primarily based on the presence of good
constraints on the explosion epochs. For simplicity, in Paper IV a ∝ t 2 template
was stretched (in time), scaled (additively, in flux density) and shifted (in time)
to fit the pre-peak photometry of the light curves. This simple kind of template
does not allow detailed characterisation of the rises, but allows the rise times
of the SNe IIn in the sample to be measured in a consistent way.

5.3.2

Luminosity function

The samples of SNe IIn presented by Kiewe et al. (2012), Taddia et al.
(2013) and Ofek et al. (2014a) show that the typical range of maximum
absolute magnitudes displayed by this SN type are in the interval −19 .
MR . −17. The distribution of peak luminosities for a given SN type is
called the luminosity function for the SN type. Characterising the luminosity
function of SNe IIn is important, since the fainter edge of the distribution
likely contains a certain contribution from SN impostors and the luminous
edge contains SNe IIn traditionally classified as SLSNe (Chapter 2.3.5). The
luminosity function can be estimated using SNe from a magnitude-limited
or volume-limited sample, whereby different biases have to be considered.
Malmquist bias (the over-representation of intrinsically luminous objects in
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Figure 5.5 Light curves of a subset of the SNe IIn in the Paper IV sample.
N(SNe) is the number of SNe in the figure. Note that the more luminous
SNe IIn are generally more long-lasting than the less luminous. The dashed
horizontal lines show the ±1σ spread of the luminosity function (Chapter 5.3.2). Figure from Paper IV.
a magnitude-limited sample) will affect a magnitude-limited sample, whereas
the intrinsic rarity of SNe IIn can make a volume limited sample suffer from
small number statistics.
For a volume limited sample of 21 SNe IIn at distance moduli µ < 35
mag, Richardson et al. (2014) found the mean of the peak B-band magnitude
−18.62, with a 1.48 mag standard deviation of the mean (SDOM). For 7
SNe IIn in the volume limited sample by Li et al. (2011b) for µ < 34 mag,
the mean of the maximum unfiltered absolute magnitude is −16.86, with a
0.59 mag SDOM. The fainter mean peak magnitude by Li et al. reflects
that in a small volume (where a survey can be complete to a faint absolute
magnitude) a luminosity function representative for the fainter tail of the
luminosity distribution can be measured. In both studies above, the SDOM
is the largest found for any of the SN types studied.
To estimate a luminosity function from a magnitude-limited sample,
Malmquist bias has to be counteracted. A common way to do this is via the
maximum volume method (Schmidt, 1968). An intrinsically faint object in
a sample, at a distance corresponding to a volume V , is assumed to occur
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Vmax /V times in the volume Vmax given by the distance of the most remote
object in the sample. The values Vmax /V for each object are used as weights
when determining the luminosity function (e.g. De Cia et al., 2018, their Eq.
1). In Paper IV, a related bootstrap method by Richardson et al. (2014) was
used (as implemented by Taddia et al., 2019). This bootstrap method assumes
the observed luminosity function to be intrinsic up to a certain µ. The ratio
between the number of fainter and brighter SNe below µ and the number
of brighter SNe from µ to µ + 1 is then used to estimate the distribution of
fainter SNe in the µ to µ + 1 interval, by random generation of fainter SNe
up to µ + 1 based on the peak magnitudes of the fainter SNe at < µ. Via this
stepwise bootstrap process, the intrinsic luminosity distribution of SNe IIn is
estimated in Paper IV.
The peak absolute magnitudes for the SNe in the Paper IV sample were
obtained using spline fits (Chapter 5.3.1). The required distance moduli and
foreground extinctions were obtained in the following way: To estimate SN
distances from their redshifts, the author wrote his own version of the NED
distance calculator, with velocity corrections (Mould et al., 2000a,b) taking
the Virgo, Great Attactor and Shapley galaxy clusters into account. This was
necessary, as the NED distance calculator on the internet only gives distance
estimates for galaxies and SNe already listed in NED; several SNe in Paper
IV have non-listed host galaxies. Milky Way extinction values were obtained
from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) via NED. For the host galaxy extinction
(generally hard to estimate, c.f. Chapter 4.2) the Na I D absorption doublet
(if resolved) and the prescription by Taubenberger et al. (2006) was used. The
Na I D diagnostic is notorious for being unreliable, but the cohesive character
of the SN sample colour curves (Paper IV, Fig. 14) indicates no big offsets in
the extinction estimates.
Ignoring the traditional Mpeak < −21 mag cut for the so called SLSNe IIn
(Gal-Yam, 2019), compensating for Malmquist bias using the Richardson et al.
(2014) bootstrap method and applying K-corrections (Chapter 5.2.1) to the
peak magnitude values, the luminosity function of SNe IIn is found in Paper
IV to be Mrpeak = −19.18 ± 1.32 mag. This is consistent with what Richardson
et al. (2014) found in their Malmquist compensated and K-corrected case, but
significantly more luminous than the Li et al. (2011b) luminosity function.
The disagreement with Li et al. (2011b) is expected, since their SN IIn sample
only contained SNe with Mpeak > −19 mag. One important bias inherent to
the Paper IV sample is the requirement for detections at > 40 days after the
peak epoch. This leaves the most swiftly evolving out of the sample, possibly
making fainter SNe IIn under-represented in our sample (Chapter 5.3.3).
The luminosity function found in Paper IV gives no immediate reason to
consider SLSNe IIn as a coming from separate population due to their peak
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brightness alone. The wide range of possible CSM and SN ejecta configurations can produce a large range of durations and luminosities (Fig. 5.6).
The dense CSM (Eq. 5.5) required to achieve Mpeak . −21 mag might be
more common for particular progenitor stars, e.g. LBV stars. When a sample
of SNe IIn with securely identified progenitor stars is eventually achieved
(Chapter 5.3.5) it could be possible to distinguish whether a certain class of
progenitor stars gives rise to the Mpeak . −21 mag SN IIn events.

5.3.3

Decline rates

To distinguish between different SN Type IIn subtypes, the rate at which their
light curves decline from peak brightness is commonly used. Three light
curve classes are commonly identified, by e.g. Taddia et al. (2015a, 2013),
Habergham et al. (2014) and Smith (2016), and usually given names after
prototypical events (names in parenthesis): they distinguish SNe IIn being fast
declining ("1998S-like"), slow declining ("1988Z-like") and having plateaus in
their light curves followed by a swift decline ("1994W-like"). The fast decline
rate of ≈ 4 mag (100 days)−1 after peak showed by SN 1998S (Fassia et al.,
2000; Liu et al., 2000) and the slow decline rate of ≈ 0.2 mag (100 days)−1
past 100 days after after peak showed by SN 1988Z (Aretxaga et al., 1999;
Stathakis & Sadler, 1991) are quite common among SNe Type IIn. Both 98Slike and 88Z-like light curves can be seen in the Paper IV sample (Fig. 5.5).
A rarer type of light curve behaviour has its prototypical event in SN 1994W
(Sollerman et al., 1998), which had a ∼ 100 days light curve plateau followed
by a very fast decline (≈ 10 mag (100 days)−1 ; Fig. 5.4). In Paper IV, a
possible different kind of SN IIn with plateau light curve is proposed: with a
quick rise leading up to a ∼ 50 days plateau, followed by a slow linear decline.
The Paper IV sample allows a statistical study of decline rates, using
the spline fits (Chapter 5.3.1) to the photometry. For the BgrRi photometry,
the quite coarse time step of 50 days was used in Paper IV for decline rate
measurements. The time step was chosen to make the decline rates less
sensitive to shorter undulations (Martin et al., 2015) in the light curves. To
allow comparison of the intrinsic light curve properties, the decline rates are
plotted in Fig. 8 of Paper IV for the effective rest frame wavelength (as in e.g.
González-Gaitán et al., 2015; Taddia et al., 2015b) for each filter and SN.
The statistical test done in Paper IV allows the interpretation that two
groupings exist in the decline rates of the first 50 days after light curve peak,
but the significance of this result is weak. While 27 SNe had their decline
rates measured in the first 50 days past light curve peak, only 11 SNe could be
measured in the 50 − 100 days interval. This decrease in number of observable
SNe is an effect of the limiting magnitude of the PTF/iPTF survey. The long93

lasting SN 2005ip (Stritzinger et al., 2012) had an initial decline lasting ≈ 200
days, followed by a fainter plateau lasting for years. A light curve with a faint
but long-lasting plateau like this would be missed in our decline rate study. In
Paper IV it was also shown that SNe IIn seem to follow a relation akin to the
Phillips relation (Phillips, 1993; Pskovskii, 1977) known for SNe Ia, but with
a considerably larger spread for the SNe IIn. The more luminous SNe IIn have
a generally slower rate of decline than the fainter ones, during the first 50 days
after peak.
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Figure 5.6 The DLPS, with SNe IIn from Paper IV plotted, along with the
much-studied SNe 1998S, 2006gy and 2009ip (2012 October event). See Paper
IV for references. Duration is measured within 1 mag of peak. The Spearman
correlation coefficient p = 0.0084 for the sample SNe suggests that the more
luminous SNe IIn are also more long-lasting. The contours for the Villar et al.
(2017) MOSFiT (Modular Open Source Fitter for Transients, Guillochon et al.,
2018) realisations of models for wind- and shell-like CSM, and for SBO events
are plotted. Figure from Paper IV.

5.3.4

Rise times

The rise of a SN IIn to peak brightness can provide information about mass
loss rate and density for the innermost (most recently ejected) CSM of the
progenitor star, since this is the first CSM swept up by the SN ejecta and it
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affects the early light curve. Many SNe IIn in the literature lack known light
curve rise times (e.g. Taddia et al., 2015a, their Fig. 10). Since SN IIn rise
times offer valuable physical insight (Moriya & Maeda, 2014; Ofek et al.,
2014a) the SN IIn sample in Paper IV was selected to contain SNe with
photometry allowing rise times to measured. For the 15 SNe IIn in the main
sample of the Ofek et al. (2014a) rise-time study, the average rise time was
found to be 17 ± 12 days by fitting exponential functions to the pre-peak
portions of the observed light curves. The longest rise time observed for a
SN Type IIn is ≈ 400 days, for SN 2008iy (Miller et al., 2010), but this is
exceptional.
The rise time to light curve peak for a SN without significant CSM (e.g.
SNe Ia, Ib or Ic) is given by the photon diffusion time scale of the SN ejecta.
When the time it takes for the photons to diffuse out of the expanding SN ejecta
becomes comparable to the expansion time scale of the SN, light curve peak is
reached (e.g. Arnett, 1996). For a SN with CSM dense and extended enough
to make CSI dominate the light curve, other conditions govern the light curve
rise time.
If the CSM (beginning at the stellar surface) is physically dense and
optically thick, SBO can happen in the CSM, instead of already in the star.
When the shock (moving with speed vs ) from the CC moves through the star,
it eventually slows down so that light can diffuse out ahead of the shock; this
makes SBO happen at optical depth τ ≈ c/vs (e.g. Waxman & Katz, 2017).
If this optical depth occurs in the CSM, SBO will happen in the CSM. The
SBO of a CSM SBO light curve is on the order of the
rise time to peak trise
SBO ∼ r /v
shock crossing time for the radius rs where the SBO happened: trise
s s
(Chevalier & Irwin, 2011; Ofek et al., 2010). Ofek et al. (2014c) showed
that SBO-dominated CSI would give light curves with correlations between
peak brightness and rise time. In a sample of SNe IIn from PTF, Ofek et al.
(2014a) claimed such a correlation to exist. But, as Moriya & Maeda (2014)
pointed out, the CSM can be dense enough to drive a SN IIn, but have optical
depth < c/vs and thus not allow SBO in the CSM. For such cases, the light
curve rise time is of the order trise ∼ τCSM RCSM /c, where τCSM is the Thomson
scattering optical depth of the CSM and RCSM is the radius where the CSM
reaches τCSM = 1 (Moriya & Maeda, 2014). It should be noted that if the CSM
is detached from the star and the CSI gets a delayed start, this can affect the
early light curve and rise time of a SN IIn.
The suggested correlation between rise time and peak brightness was
examined in Paper IV for a sub-sample of 32 SNe where useful measurements
of the rise time could be obtained. The Spearman correlation test done (Paper
IV) suggested that such a correlation is rather weak, if it exists at all. This,
in turn, suggests that SBO does not happen in the CSM of all SNe IIn. A
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statistical test in Paper IV pointed to that the rise times of SN IIn are clustered
as 20 ± 8 days and 50 ± 15 days, respectively. It is desirable to investigate
whether such clustering of rise times relates to different progenitor channels.

5.3.5

Progenitor star outbursts

A major goal of observational SN studies is to identify the progenitor star
which gave rise to the SN. In most cases, this must be done by indirect means,
trying to connect the properties of the SN explosion to a possible progenitor
type. In a small number of cases an archival search for a progenitor can
be done if images of high resolution and deep limiting magnitude exists of
the site where the SN eventually appeared. Images from the HST have been
valuable for this. Tens of CC SNe have had progenitor candidates identified
via archival studies of their explosion sites (Smartt, 2015). The pioneering
effort was the identification of the blue supergiant progenitor of SN 1987A
(Walborn et al., 1987) in the nearby LMC. Almost all other cases concern SNe
Type II(P/L) which have had strong observational evidence for RSG star with
extended envelopes being their progenitors. Beyond ∼ 10 Mpc, this method
is not practical, due to the limited resolving and light gathering power of our
telescopes. The relative rarity of SNe IIn (Li et al., 2011b) make them less
likely than SN Type II to occur at distances practical for archival progenitor
searches. A handful of SNe IIn have identified progenitor candidates (e.g.
Fig. 5.7) and some of these stars seem to undergo erratic variability before the
SNe.
The important discovery of progenitor star outbursts in the years and
months leading up to SN IIn explosions has been facilitated in recent years
by un-targeted SN searches like PTF/iPTF (Ofek et al., 2014b). A common
trait for many such outbursts is that they have absolute magnitudes of −15 <
M < −14 and occur in the last year before the start of the main (terminal?)
outburst of the SN. In total, the literature1 contains more than 10 SNe IIn
with documented precursor outbursts. Three of the earliest such cases found
were for SNe IIn 2009ip (see below), 2010mc (= PTF10tel, Ofek et al., 2013
and Paper IV) and 2011ht (e.g. Fraser et al., 2013a). Further studies found
precursor outbursts also for LSQ13zm (Tartaglia et al., 2016), SN 2016cvk
(Brown et al., 2016), SN 2015bh (see below), iPTF13z (Paper III), SN 2016bdu
(Pastorello et al., 2018), SN 2010bt (Elias-Rosa et al., 2018b) and SN 2018cnf
(Pastorello et al., 2019). See Fig. 5.8. Supernova 2006jc, the prototypical
1 Even in the early days of modern SN studies, the problem of SN precursor observations
was considered. In his 1939 SN review, Knut Lundmark states: "A second interesting problem,
totally hopeless today, is to determine whether a supernova indeed can be a repeat of a
precursor, whose position coincides with the position of the supernova." (Lundmark, 1939,
p. 15; my translation from German).
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SN Ibn, also had a precursor event (Pastorello et al., 2007). Based on PTF
data, Ofek et al. (2014b) claim precursor outbursts to be quite common for
SNe IIn, happening for > 50 % of these SNe. Using 12 years of data from
LOSS, Bilinski et al. (2015) searched for SN IIn precursors for 5 SNe, not
finding any outbursts. The differing results likely reflects the different methods
used in the two studies.
SN 2009ip in the outskirts of spiral galaxy NGC 7259 is one of the most
ardently studied and controversial astronomical transients. The persisting
question is whether this transient involved a CC SN explosion or a violent
outburst leaving the progenitor behind. Photometry (Fraser et al., 2015;
Pastorello et al., 2013) shows that of SN 2009ip underwent erratic variability
around M ≈ −12 mag in 2009 to 2012, followed by a outburst reaching
M ≈ −15 mag in 2012 August, followed by a major brightening to M ≈ −18
mag in 2012 October. Spectra taken 2013-2015 (and photometry up to 2014)
by Graham et al. (2017a) shows that SN 2009ip was dominated by CSI even
at these late epochs. From 2015 and later, SN 2009ip has faded below its
progenitor luminosity in 1999 (Thöne et al., 2015). This could either mean
that a CC SN explosion took place (Mauerhan et al., 2013), that the progenitor
star was in outburst already in 1999 and now has returned to this state, or that a
possible outburst in 1999 was followed by the 2012 (non-CC) brightening and
that the star has now returned to a quiescent state. Using HST archival data,
Smith et al. (2010) found the progenitor of SN 2009ip, at MV ≈ −10 mag in
1999 June.
For SN 2005gl, archival images from HST revealed a possible LBV star
(with MV ≈ −10 mag) at the eventual site of the SN (Gal-Yam & Leonard,
2009; Gal-Yam et al., 2007). Observations with HST 2 years after SN 2005gl
(Fig. 5.7) shows the LBV candidate to be undetectable and suggests that this
was the progenitor star, destroyed by the SN (Gal-Yam & Leonard, 2009). It
was pointed out by Pastorello et al. (2018) that SN 2005gl had a light curve
similar to the main outburst of SN 2009ip; they propose that the assumption
of SN 2005gl indeed undergoing CC could be an argument for CC having
happened in most (or all) of the SN 2009ip-like SNe (Fig. 5.8)
SN 2015bh (Elias-Rosa et al., 2016; Ofek et al., 2016; Thöne et al., 2017)
had a progenitor observed at M ≈ −11 mag ca 20 years before the main,
luminous outburst in 2015. This outburst was similar to, but somewhat fainter
than, SN 2009ip in 2012 (Fig.5.8). The enigmatic SN 1961V (Kochanek et al.,
2011; Smith et al., 2011; Van Dyk & Matheson, 2012) reached peak brightness
M ≈ −17 mag in 1961, with a progenitor documented at M ≈ −11 mag in
1937 (Zwicky, 1964) and reaching M ≈ −8 in 1968. SN 1961V has been
claimed to have been a major LBV outburst survived by the star (eg. Van Dyk
& Matheson, 2012) but also claimed to have been a CC SN (eg. Kochanek
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Figure 5.7 Progenitor candidate detection for SN 2005gl, SN Type IIn in
galaxy NGC 266. In the left image (from HST, 1997) SN progenitor star
candidate NGC266_LBV 1 is marked with a white circle. In 2005, SN 2005gl
was observed in the near IR with the 10 m Keck II telescope (middle panel).
In 2007, HST detected nothing at the progenitor location (right panel). The
images have north up and east to the left. Figure from Gal-Yam & Leonard
(2009). Reprinted with permission.

et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011). The transient SNhunt151 was shown by EliasRosa et al. (2018a, their Fig. 11) to have a light curve around peak quite similar
to SN 1961V. SN IIn 1978K (identified via radio as a SN) had a progenitor at
MB ≈ −6 mag about 4 years before the SN, found in archival plates (Ryder
et al., 1993).
iPTF13z (Paper III) has both a precursor episode around M = −15 mag,
followed by the main SN event about 200 days later (at least 3 magnitudes
more luminous than the precursor; Fig. 5.8). In terms of this magnitude
difference, iPTF13z is similar to the 09ip-like events discussed above, but as
can be seen in Fig. 5.8, iPTF13z has a slower evolution. Unfortunately, the
rising portion of the iPTF13z light curve is unknown, but the decline after
discovery is slower and more luminous than for the 09ip-like events.
For the SNe in the Paper IV sample, the typical limiting magnitude of
P48 during PTF/iPTF operations (R ' 20.5 mag) and the mean redshift of the
Paper IV sample (z = 0.093, corresponding to µ = 38.2 mag) means that our
sample SNe are generally too distant to allow reliable detections of precursor
outbursts. The SN IIn precursor sample study by Ofek et al. (2014b) using
PTF data found outbursts preceding SNe PTF10weh and PTF12cxj (included
in the sample in Paper IV), and PTF10bjb.
In the cases above, it is possible that the progenitor star had a violent (but
non-destructive) outburst seen by observers as a ”SN”, returning to a quiescent
state after the "SN" display. Dust formed e.g. in the outburst (Smith, 2010)
could make it harder to observe the progenitor star after an outburst. With the
actual SN explosions hidden in the glare of CSI, the hard but important task to
build a sample of securely identified SN IIn progenitor stars is far from solved.
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Figure 5.8 The precursors outburst of iPTF13z and a set of comparison events.
For the plot, it is assumed that iPTF13z was discovered at peak brightness.
Note the remarkable similarity between the SNe 2009ip, 2010mc (= PTF10tel),
2015bh, 2016bdu and LSQ13zm light curves. iPTF13z behaves like a slower
version of the other SNe in the plot. References for the photometry is given in
the List of Figures.

The relative faintness and irregular behaviour of SNe 1961V, 2009ip and
2015bh has led some authors to classify them as SN impostors (Chapter 2.3.5).
While the arguments by Pastorello et al. (2018) connects the claimed CC event
SN 2005gl to the family of 09ip-like events, the question of their finality
remains unresolved. In coming years, it should be addressed by renewed
deep imaging (by e.g. HST or the upcoming JWST). If the SNe eventually
fade significantly below luminosities expected for quiescent massive stars,
this would strongly indicate that the transients were CC SNe. As discussed
in Chapter 5.1, SNe Type IIn can remain in a bright, photospheric phase for
decades. Confirming via imaging that even a nearby SN Type IIn was a true
CC SN might therefore require patience.
Finding nucleosynthesis products in a SN IIn from the progenitor star
would be an alternative approach, if a nebular spectrum of a SN IIn eventually
could be obtained. Nucleosynthesis products, as observed in nebular spectra
(e.g. Jerkstrand et al., 2014) of SNe IIP and Ib/c at > 100 days after explosion,
are essentially never observed. Fraser et al. (2015, their Sect. 5.2) searched for
such signatures in SN 2009ip, without success.
A connection between LBV stars (Chapter 2.2) and SNe Type IIn seems
likely from the above observational evidence, but is not without problems
(Dwarkadas, 2011). The notion that LBV stars are just about to begin their He
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burning stage makes it problematic to explain what would make them undergo
CC to make SN (Smith, 2017). It is important to point out that RSG stars
have also been suggested as SNe Type IIn progenitors (e.g. Fransson et al.,
2002; Mackey et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2009). Whereas LBV stars as SN IIn
progenitors are observationally suggested above, evidences for RSG stars as
SN IIn progenitor candidates appear when SN IIn environments are considered
in Chapter 5.4.

5.3.6

Light curve bumps

In addition to the large spread shown in rise times (Chapter 5.3.4), decline
rates (Chapter 5.3.3) and peak luminosities (Chapter 5.3.2), the light curves of
SNe IIn also sometimes display conspicuous re-brightenings (”bumps”). Such
bumps can provide rare insight into the CSM structure of the progenitor star.
Following Paper III, light curve bumps are here understood as ”re-brightenings
breaking the decline of the SN light curve, followed by renewed fading”. Light
curve plateaus are thus excluded by the demand for re-brightenings to break
the decline.
The bumps seen in the light curves of SNe Type IIn are rare and mutually
quite dissimilar. No other SN Type IIn among the publicly known events
have displayed as many conspicuous bumps as iPTF13z (Fig. 5.9) did, which
makes its series of (at least) five bumps exceptional. Light curve bumps have
provoked some interest in the SN Type IIn literature, with discussions by
Martin et al. (2015) and in Paper III and Paper IV. The bump of SN 2009ip was
given special attention by Graham et al. (2014) and Paper IV. Also discussing
SN 2009ip, Reilly et al. (2017, Sect. 5.2) gives an overview of mechanism
proposed to cause the bumps. The most popular scenario in the literature is
that the bumps happen when SN ejecta encounter denser regions in the CSM.
The Type IIn light curve bumps known from the literature are described in
Table 5.1, where the bump criterion from Paper III was applied when selecting
the bumps for inclusion. We see that the R/r-band bumps have a wide variety
of start epochs, durations and amplitudes.
The extensive sets of observations of SN 2009ip presented by Graham
et al. (2014) and Margutti et al. (2014) are made in UV, optical and IR
bands. The bump after the 2012 October outburst of SN 2009ip appears in
all the covered bands, suggesting that it was a bolometric event and therefore
somewhat different from the long bump seen in SN 2006jd (Fig. 5.9). The
(pseudo)bolometric nature of the SN 2009ip bump makes it comparable to the
bumps of iPTF13z in this respect, if not concerning their duration. In Paper IV
it was shown that three SNe IIn (SN 2008aj, 2009ip and 2010mc) all reached
approximately the same peak luminosity, had comparable declines from peak
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Table 5.1.

Bumps in the R/r-band light curves of SNe IIn

SN

Bump
start (days)

Bump
duration (days)

Approx. bump
amplitude (mag)

Comments

SN 2005la

16

5

0.2

SN 2006jd

200

& 500

1

SN 2008aj

20

& 10

& 0.15

SN 2009ip

24

10

0.5

SN 2010mc

35

& 10

& 0.3

SN 2013gc

150

50

& 0.5

iPTF13z

150-730∗

20-> 120∗

0.4-0.9∗

Possibly two bumps
IIn/Ibn hybrid
Bump driven by Hα
88Z-like
Bolometric bump
09ip-like
Bolometric bump;
after 2012 Oct outburst
Bolometric bump
09ip-like
Bolometric bump?
Faint transient
Bolometric bumps
09ip/88Z hybrid

Note. — The properties of the SN Type IIn bumps have been measured from light curves plotted
in the referenced papers. All times are in the observer’s frame. Epoch of bump start is given relative
to the light curve maximum. The bump amplitude is the bump height from the turnover point (where
the declining light curve turns over into the rise of the bump) to the peak of the bump. References:
SNe 2005la (Pastorello et al., 2008), 2006jd (Stritzinger et al., 2012), 2008aj (Hicken et al., 2017,
Paper IV), 2009ip (Graham et al., 2014), 2010mc (Ofek et al., 2013) and 2013gc (Reguitti et al.,
2019) as well as iPTF13z (Paper III). ∗ iPTF13z had at least 5 bumps; the extrema of their properties
are given in the table, with light curve peak assumed to occur at SN discovery.
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and exhibited similar bumps at around the same time after peak. The intrinsic
similarity between the SN 2009ip-like SNe (Fig. 5.8) discussed by several
authors (e.g. Graham et al., 2014; Ofek et al., 2013; Pastorello et al., 2018;
Smith et al., 2014; Tartaglia et al., 2016) becomes even more pronounced for
this subset of 3 SNe with intrinsically similar bumps in the light curve. It is
important to note that SN 2008aj (Hicken et al., 2017) has no published prepeak photometry, unfortunately ruling out the possibility to find any precursor
activity as seen in SNe 2009ip and 2010mc. However, the strong similarity
between SNe 2008aj, 2009ip and 2010mc (Paper IV, Fig. 19) makes a common
progenitor channel likely for these three bumpy SNe IIn.
Some SN IIn bumps are not seen in all optical bands. It was demonstrated
by Stritzinger et al. (2012) that the long bump displayed by SN 2006jd
(Fig. 5.9) was coincident with a increase and subsequent decrease in Hα
emission of the SN, indicating that the bump (which was only seen in the r
band) was caused by the dominance of Hα emission in the r band. A possible
parallel exists in the 1988Z-like SN 2005ip. Late spectra by Smith et al. (2017)
shows that the Hα luminosity of SN 2005ip increased by a factor ≈ 3 in flux
(1.2 magnitudes) during ∼ 100 days, starting in 2015 December (when the SN
was about 3700 days old). If observed in a r-band filter, this increase might
have been seen as an r-band bump, like in SN 2006jd.
The characteristic Hα narrow component of iPTF13z and the long-lasting
light curve with its bumps are all strong indications that CSI is driving the light
curve (Paper III). A particular property of some of the iPTF13z bumps gives
another pointer to a CSM with denser regions causing the bumps. Studying
the early light curve dip of SLSN 2006oz, Moriya & Maeda (2012) proposed
that the cause of the dip could be increased opacity of a dense CSM shell. This
opacity increase, they propose, could be caused by ionization of the dense
CSM shell by radiation from the forward shock encountering the shell. This
radiation would increase the ionization of the CSM, and increase the optical
depth due to Thomson scattering. Eventually, when the shock breaks out
through this denser CSM shell, the brightness of the SN rises. The similarity
of the decreases in brightness of iPTF13z bumps B1 , B2 , B3 and B5 (Paper III)
to the light curve dip of SLSN 2006oz strengthens the case that CSI in denser
regions of CSM causes the bumps.
It is important to recall that other mechanisms giving rise to SN light curve
bumps exist1 (Martin et al., 2015; Reilly et al., 2017). Light echoes from dust
curtains surrounding a SN can, with some fine tuning, give rise to light curve
bumps (Roscherr & Schaefer, 2000). Light curve bumps have been observed
1 The secondary maxima commonly seen in SN Type Ia light curves in the r band and redder

bands (due to opacity effects, e.g. Kasen, 2006) around 25 days after maximum brightness will
not be discussed here.
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also in some SLSN Type I. In SN 2012aa (a SLSN Type Ibc, Roy et al., 2016)
a multi-band bump around 40 days after maximum was seen, for which a CSI
scenario was proposed. Nicholl et al. (2014) report a bump at 100 days after
peak in the r-band light curve of SLSN Type I SSS120810:231802-560926.
This bump had an amplitude of ≈ 0.5 mag and a duration that is hard to
constrain. The bolometric light curve of SLSN Type Ic SN 2015bn (Nicholl
et al., 2016) showed a bump around 50 days after peak. For the two above
cases by Nicholl et al., no signs of prominent CSI were seen. The light curve
bumps in some SLSNe have been explained by invoking a magnetar as a energy
source for the light curve (e.g. Nicholl et al., 2016, and references therein).
iPTF13z (SN IIn)
SN 2006jd (SN IIn)
iPTF14hls (SN II)
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Figure 5.9 Bumps in the r-band light curves of long-lasting SNe IIn iPTF13z
(Paper III) and 2006jd (Stritzinger et al., 2012) as well as of the peculiar SN II
iPTF14hls (Arcavi et al., 2017; Sollerman et al., 2019b).
A special case among H-rich SNe is SN iPTF14hls (Arcavi et al., 2017)
which had a long-lasting and bumpy light curve (Fig. 5.9) but a slow spectral
evolution, with spectra showing SN Type II signatures with initially no narrow
lines directly indicating CSI. Andrews & Smith (2018) pointed to iPTF13z
and used the narrow Hα profile superimposed on a box-like emission profile
in their late time (1153 days past discovery) spectrum of iPTF14hls to argue
that CSI could be the mechanism driving the light curve of iPTF14hls (see
also Milisavljevic & Margutti, 2018), but that the CSI signatures were hidden
under the SN ejecta photosphere earlier. Spectra of iPTF14hls from similar,
late epochs taken by Sollerman et al. (2019b) also show a Hα signature, but
an alternative explanation given by those authors is that a H II region in the
host galaxy is the source. The photometry from > 600 days past discovery
of iPTF14hls by Sollerman et al. (2019b) does not favour the accretion or
magnetar spindown models proposed before (Arcavi et al., 2017). The bumpy
light curve, the possible late-time Hα CSI signature and the precursor outburst
in 1954 (Arcavi et al., 2017) makes iPTF14hls interesting in the context of
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iPTF13z and other bumpy SNe IIn with pre-SN variability.
When assuming that CSI with denser strata of CSM generates the light
curve bumps, we note that such denser regions in the CSM can be caused
without eruptive mass-loss. Disks with masses (1 − 10 M ) and radial extensions (1015 − 1016 cm) around SN Type IIn progenitors have been proposed
(Metzger, 2010), i.e. having masses and extensions (and possibly density
jumps) comparable to the CSM of iPTF13z (Paper III). A significant fraction of
massive stars are members of binary systems (Chapter 2.2) and a SN progenitor
in such a system can have its stellar wind modulated into a spiral pattern
(sometimes called a pinwheel nebula; Tuthill et al., 2008) by its companion
star. When a massive star in such a system explodes as a SN, this modulated
CSM can lead to a bumpy light curve. This was an interpretation of the
modulations in the radio light curves of Type II SN 1979C (Schwarz & Pringle,
1996) and Type IIb SN 2001ig (Ryder et al., 2004).
The fraction of SNe IIn showing light curve comparable to the iPTF13z
bumps was investigated in Paper IV, using the set of observation epochs
from PTF/iPTF to represent a typical mode of SN IIn observing and a MC
experiment to insert artificial bumps in the SNe of the sample. The upper
limit on the fraction of SN IIn exhibiting light curve bumps akin to the ones
of iPTF13z is ≈ 16% (upper limit of 1σ confidence interval), showing that
the bumps are indeed rare. As discussed above and in Paper IV, both the
outburst episodes of CC SN progenitors and the significant fraction of CC SN
progenitors being in binary systems provide opportunities to make the CSM
of a SN IIn progenitor structured, and thereby allowing bumps to appear in a
SN light curve driven by CSI. The palpable rarity of bumps is likely explained
(Paper IV) by observational bias.

5.4 Type IIn hosts and progenitors
For the majority of SNe, whose distance make archival searches for progenitor
stars futile, the local environments of SNe can offer clues to the nature of their
progenitor stars. For specific types of SNe, study of local environments have
yielded interesting results (see e.g. Anderson et al., 2015, for a review).
The local environments of SNe IIn have been examined via SDSS imaging
and spectra (Kelly & Kirshner, 2012), Hα imaging to trace star formation
regions (Habergham et al., 2014), and via long-slit spectroscopy at SN sites
(Taddia et al., 2015a). Integral field unit (IFU) observations – where a spectrum
is obtained for each pixel in an image – of SN environments have also included
SNe IIn (Galbany et al., 2018; Kuncarayakti et al., 2018).
It was demonstrated by Taddia et al. (2015a) that SN impostors (Chapter
2.3.5) appears to occur in environments with lower metallicity than SNe IIn.
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For their 35 SNe IIn and 18 SN impostors, Taddia et al. (2015a) found average
metallicities of 12 + log(O/H)IIn = 8.47 ± 0.04 and 12 + log(O/H)IMP =
8.33 ± 0.06 at the transient distance from respective host galaxy centre. The
higher average metallicity of SNe IIn found, when compared to impostors,
is thus statistically significant and suggests different progenitor channels.
Within the SN Type IIn class, the fast (98S-like events) seem to prefer higher
metallicity locations compared to the slow (88Z-like) events (Taddia et al.,
2015a). The host galaxy study in Paper IV intended to demonstrate the large
range in global host metallicities for a sample of SNe from an untargeted
survey, from the sub-solar to above solar metallicities. Spearman correlation
tests of sample SN decline rates, peak magnitudes and rise times as a function
of host absolute magnitude showed no general correlations. In the light of
the Taddia et al. (2015a) results, it is interesting to note that the two slowest
risers in the Paper IV sample (PTF10weh and PTF11fzz, both with rise times
> 50 days) sit in the faintest hosts (Mg > −15 mag) of the sample, i.e. dwarf
galaxies with sub-solar global metallicity.
Several authors have presented observations showing SNe II and SNe IIn to
share environments: Taddia et al. (2015a) found the 98S-like SNe IIn in their
study to have local environments with metallicities following a distribution
similar to the metallicity distribution for SNe IIP/L. Kelly & Kirshner (2012)
found no evidence for a difference between the environments of SNe IIn and
SNe II. In the same vein, both SNe IIn and SNe IIP were found by Habergham
et al. (2014) to trace Hα emission (showing current star formation) in a similar
way. For UV emission (showing recent star formation) Habergham et al.
(2014) also got a similar result for the SNe IIn and SNe IIP. It is pertinent
to note that the Galbany et al. (2018) IFU study showed SNe IIn to occur
in environments of with slightly younger stellar populations and higher star
formation rate than SNe II(P/L), so the agreement is not total. However, the
overall results point towards SNe IIn and SNe IIP having progenitors forming
at similar masses, in stellar populations of similar ages. With SNe IIP shown to
come from RSG stars (Smartt, 2015) and arguments put forward for RSG stars
as SN IIn progenitors (e.g. Fransson et al., 2002; Mackey et al., 2014; Smith
et al., 2009), the environment studies cited allows the interesting interpretation
that RSG stars are quite common as SN IIn progenitors.
Direct observations (such as for SN 2005gl; Chapter 5.3.5) have favoured
LBV progenitors, but this progenitor channel might be for a minority of the
SNe IIn. Kangas et al. (2017) studied correlations between Hα emission
and LBV stars in the LMC and M 33 galaxies, and (based on the literature)
compared this to correlations expected for SNe IIn. They found disagreement
and suggested SN IIn progenitors to be mostly stars formed with a lower mass
than LBV stars. Galbany et al. (2018) found an excess of both younger (< 20
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Myr) and older (> 100 Myr) stellar populations in their SN IIn environments,
when compared to other SN types. They suggest that LBV progenitors
corresponding to the younger component, while RSG progenitors corresponds
to the older component.
The RSG and LBV progenitor channels might both occur for the diverse
class of SN IIn (e.g. Galbany et al., 2018; Taddia et al., 2015a). Interpreting
Fig. 5.6 with this in mind, it is possible that much of the SNe in the cluster
around 30 d duration and M ≈ −18.5 peak magnitude arise from the more
common RSG stars – with less massive CSM close to the star – whereas the
minority of SNe IIn at M . −20 peak magnitude in the DLPS might arise
from the LBV progenitors – which are rarer than RSG stars, and possibly
(Chapter 2.2) suffer heavier mass loss.
As a parallel to the situation with SNe Ia, where no progenitor has been
securely identified (Chapter 4.3) for any given SN, a primary challenge remaining in the study of SNe IIn is to identify the progenitor star for a SN IIn
where it is known that CC happened. Any such identification would make it
easier to distinguish CC SNe IIn from impostors (Pastorello & Fraser, 2019)
and put the field of SN IIn studies on firmer ground.
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6. Paper summaries and outlook

...till eftervärldens gagn det är
då någon fråga skall besvaras!
Du klagar...
J OHN TANDBERG (1896-1968)

Short summaries of the contents and main results of the included papers
will be given in this chapter. Suggestions for future investigations are also
provided. For background and full references, see Chapter 4.3 (for Paper I),
Chapter 3.3 (for Paper II) and Chapter 5 (for Paper III and Paper IV).

6.1 Paper I
When SN 2014J appeared in the nearby galaxy M 82, it offered a fine
opportunity to address one of the most enduring challenges in SN studies: To
identify the progenitor system of an individual SN Ia. For SNe Ia in general,
observations and modelling both suggest that an exploding WD is involved
(Chapter 2.3.3) but it is still unclear which kind of progenitor system is the
most common (Livio & Mazzali, 2018). Two promising candidates are doubledegenerate systems (a binary WD) or single-degenerate systems, with a WD
and a non-degenerate companion star. As SNe Ia are much used rungs on the
cosmic distance ladder, knowledge of their progenitor systems should reduce
systematic errors in measured distances (Leibundgut & Sullivan, 2018). In
the single-degenerate case, gas ablated off of the non-degenerate star could
possibly be detected and reveal the nature of the progenitor system. The
summary below of Paper I will concentrate on the study of SN 2014J, while a
spectrum of the nearby SN Ia 2011fe was also examined.
Material ablated off of a non-compact companion star in a SN Ia will move
with speeds < 103 km s−1 , considerably slower than the expansion speed of
the SN (∼ 104 km s−1 ). This means that any ablated material will be found
deep inside the SN ejecta and not be detectable until the SN turns nebular.
Before the nearby SNe 2011fe and 2014J, five moderately nearby SNe Ia had
their nebular spectra analysed using the models based on work by Marietta
et al. (2000) and Kozma et al. (2005). Only upper limits on H-rich ablated
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material of the order . 0.1 M could be established, with no direct detections
made. In 2014 November, at 315 days after the explosion of SN 2014J, a
spectrum was obtained of the SN using the NOT. The spectrum covered the
wavelengths where the lines [O I] λ λ 6300, 6364, Hα [Ca II] λ λ 7291, 7324
could be searched for. These lines would be expected (Lundqvist et al., 2013)
in ablated material from a non-degenerate companion star. The spectrum was
flux calibrated to photometry, smoothed and binned in 10 Å bins. The nonsmoothed spectrum was then subtracted from the smoothed one (to facilitate
the search for emission lines, since the shape of the underlying spectrum is not
known). Models of spectral signatures of the ablated material were obtained
from Lundqvist et al. (2013), redshifted and reddened and mapped onto the
same bins as the SN 2014J spectrum. A MC experiment was done to add
appropriate noise to the model spectra and 3σ statistical upper limits were
determined for [O I], Hα and [Ca II]. To include systematic uncertainties,
3 × 3σ limits were finally calculated. This gave upper limits 0.02 M from
[O I], 0.0085 M from Hα and 0.03 M from [Ca II] for the ablated mass,
assuming a composition of solar abundance.
The findings impose some constraints on the progenitor system of SN
2014J. A H-rich giant star companion is ruled out, but e.g. a He-rich nondegenerate companion is not excluded. Some donor star separations can allow
a non-degenerate companion. Investigations by others (of temporal variation in
absorption lines in early spectra, of the very early SN light curve, in searches
for the progenitor system in pre-explosion images, etc.; references in Paper
I) still allow for some progenitor systems with a non-degenerate companion.
Several sources of uncertainties affect the interpretation of the SN 2014J
spectrum in the search for ablated gas. Important sources of uncertainty are
e.g. the relatively short list of elements and atomic energy levels used in the
model, and the assumption that no attenuation affects the lines of interest on
their way out of the SN ejecta. Uncertainties in the distance to M 82 and of the
(quite substantial) host extinction affecting SN 2014J are also significant, but
less so than the modelling uncertainties.
Studies continue via both observations and modelling. On the modelling
side, Botyánszki et al. (2018) has made progress via radiative transfer calculations in 3 dimensions for hydrodynamical models of interaction between a
companion star and SN ejecta. Lab experiments have also been suggested;
García-Senz et al. (2019) proposed that a strong laser (∼ 1015 W cm−2 ) could
be used to push a small shield of material, launching a blast wave towards a
spherical target (representing the non-degenerate companion) initially ∼ 1 mm
from the shield.
On the observational side, the dedicated 100IAS survey (Dong et al., 2018)
is taking nebular spectra of a volume-limited sample of 100 SNe Ia (found
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mainly by ASAS-SN) and has already given intriguing results for SN 2018fhw
(Kollmeier et al., 2019). This systematic survey on the 6.5 m Magellan Clay
telescope will strengthen the statistics on the (lack of) nebular Hα emission in
SNe Ia.

6.2 Paper II
To test the AGN unification model by examining stellar population ages in
AGN host galaxies, Paper II employed SNe as markers. Large samples of
objects are excerpted from the PTF/iPTF SN catalogue and from the galaxies
having spectra in SDSS DR7, in order to do statistics.
AGN, the luminous central regions of galaxies where SMBH accrete
matter, are commonly divided in two types: AGN with broad Balmer lines
(type 1) and without (type 2). The difference is interpreted in the unification
model to be due dust obscuration. In AGN type 1, we have a quite direct view
of the material moving at high speeds in the accretion disk, allowing detection
of Doppler-broadened Balmer lines. In AGN type 2, the view of the high
speed material is obscured by dust, and we only see narrow Balmer lines. If
this simple unification scheme holds, the properties of the AGN host galaxies
should, on average, be the same.
Ages of stellar populations in different galaxies can be judged observationally via the occurrence of SNe Ia (indicating earlier epochs of star formation) and CC SNe (indicating ongoing star formation). From the untargeted
PTF/iPTF, a total of 2190 spectroscopically classified SNe were excerpted.
Using BPT diagnostics, about 12000 AGN type 1, 78000 AGN type 2 and
137000 star forming galaxies were excerpted from SDSS. Apart from these
"parent" samples, smaller matched samples were also created, to counter
different biases. This meant e.g. creating matched samples containing 10146
AGN type 1 and 10146 AGN type 2, respectively, with the same redshift
distribution. This compensates for Malmquist bias. Other matched samples
were also made, where redshift and a given property of the included galaxies
were matched. These properties were: luminosity in [O III]λ 5007 (to give the
same host galaxy properties for both AGN types; Antonucci, 1993), WISE IR
magnitude at 22 µm (a stellar mass proxy) and r band radius (a galaxy volume
proxy). Supernovae fulfilling the redshift criterion ∆z = |zSN − zAGN | < 0.003
and AGN-SN separation criterion d < 100 kpc on the plane of the sky are
considered to be associated with a AGN.
The most conspicuous result of the SN-AGN matching is that the parent
samples show a difference in SN occurrence: The number of SNe around
AGN type 2 is significantly higher than around AGN type 1. For the samples
matched in 22 µm magnitude and in redshift alone, a difference was also
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found. For the other samples, the lack of a significant result is likely due the
relative smallness of the used samples. Biases are important to consider. For
AGN type 1, Hα emission is enough to allow classification, but our need for
three emission lines to classify AGN type 2 can bias towards selecting hosts
with livelier star formation. For the SNe, it is possible that some events close
to galaxy centres are missed, as PTF/iPTF applied a < 100 matching radius. If
an AGN with intrinsic variability and a SN sat within this angular distance of
each other, they might be mixed up and no SN would be reported. To reduce
the impact of this, the above SN matchings were repeated with a subset of SNe
appearing > 300 from AGN. The difference between AGN type 1 and type 2
hosts remained. Other additional tests, with other cuts, also pointed towards
the detected difference being real. For the statistical analysis of the results,
an approximate plug-in formula (Eq. 3.1) is derived, along with some more
conservative hypothesis tests. Paper II suggests that the age of the AGN host
stellar populations are important for the unification model.
Paper II can soon be followed up using big samples from new surveys.
The problem of SN searches losing SNe close to galaxy centres will likely
be reduced by the increasing interest in tidal disruption events (stars tidally
torn apart by SMBH; e.g. Graham et al., 2019a). This interest could lead to a
larger number of centrally located SNe being spectroscopically classified. The
Taipan Galaxy Survey (da Cunha et al., 2017) began operation in 2019 on the
1.2 m UK Schmidt Telescope in Australia and is expected to take spectra of
over 106 southern sky galaxies at z < 0.3. This is comparable to the number
of galaxy spectra in SDSS DR7. Using SNe from untargeted surveys, Taipan
allows a test of the Paper II results with samples of analogous sizes, but with
different AGN and SNe. Other ambitious surveys can also help evaluate Paper
II. The 4-metre Multi-Object Spectroscopic Telescope (4MOST) telescope at
Paranal in Chile will start science operations in 2022 and perform a large
spectroscopic AGN survey in the optical. This will be done in tandem with
the AGN survey in X-rays by the eROSITA instrument (Comparat et al., 2019)
on the Spectrum-Roentgen-Gamma spacecraft launched 2019 July, giving
a AGN sample largely independent of nuclear obscuration (Merloni et al.,
2019). Photometric classification of the ample yield of SNe from LSST will
increase SN sample sizes. For testing the Paper II results, the 99 % purity of
photometrically selected SNe Ia (from LSST) obtained by Dai et al. (2018) in
simulations is encouraging.

6.3 Paper III
In some ways, Paper III about the SN iPTF13z is a typical SN IIn paper: A
paper presenting a single event with some unusual properties – in this case, a
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SN IIn showing a light curve with several conspicuous bumps in it and a clear
pre-discovery outburst. The paper is characterised by the rich harvest of data
from PTF and iPTF, making it possible to study the post-discovery light curve
in detail over 3 years and to do an archival search for pre-discovery outbursts of
the progenitor star. Before Paper III, discussions about bumps and fluctuations
in SNe IIn light curves were quite rare (Graham et al., 2014; Margutti et al.,
2014; Martin et al., 2015) and no SN IIn event with a pronounced series of light
curve bumps as for iPTF13z had been presented. The pre-discovery outburst
detection also represent a valuable addition to the body of such events in the
SN IIn literature (e.g. Bilinski et al., 2015; Fraser et al., 2013b; Mauerhan et al.,
2013; Ofek et al., 2013, 2014b; Tartaglia et al., 2016; Thöne et al., 2017, at the
time the paper was written).
The discovery image of iPTF13z was taken on 2013 February 1 with the
P48 telescope at Palomar Observatory. All ages of the SN below are given
relative to this date. A classification spectrum taken on 2013 February 18
showed iPTF13z to be a SN IIn. Photometry of the SN was obtained with P48
(Mould R band) for the first 500 days, and between 200 and 1050 days with
P60 in the SDSS gri and Johnson B bands. The spectra taken showed a slow
spectral evolution, with interaction signatures being pronounced in the spectra
at least until 550 days. At discovery, iPTF13z had a absolute magnitude of
Mr . −18.3 and it was likely even more luminous at peak.
The observed light curve of the SN lasted 1050 days and showed at least 5
pronounced bumps (labelled B1 to B5 in Paper III) with amplitudes exceeding
0.4 mag and durations from 20 to > 120 days. Subtraction of power law fits to
remove the general declining trend of the light curve made the bumps easier to
quantify in a consistent way, and showed that (where multi-band photometry
was available) the bumps appeared in all bands covered. Reflecting the slow
spectral evolution and the (pseudo)bolometric nature of the bumps, iPTF13z
showed no strong trend in colour evolution. Using the r band light curve of the
SN as a proxy for the bolometric light curve, the bolometric energy output was
estimated to be & 6×1049 erg. An archival search, resulting in 386 P48 images
of the iPTF13z field taken 2009-2012, gave a clear detection of a precursor
outburst at −210 days, lasting for about 50 days around MR ≈ −15 mag. This
outburst likely emitted ∼ 1048 erg during this period. While the long-lasting
light curve made iPTF13z similar to the 88Z-like events and the precursor
outburst made it similar to SN 2009ip, the series of bumps in the light curve
are so far unique for a SN with strong Type IIn signatures.
The spectrum of iPTF13z showed Balmer emission (Hα, Hβ , Hγ and Hδ )
as well as He I, Ca II and Fe II emission. The Hα profile is consistent with
the Schlegel definition of SN IIn. While the Hα line lost some flux after
bump B2 , Hα can not account for the iPTF13z bumps in the way that Hα flux
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variations could for the r band bump in SN 2006jd (Stritzinger et al., 2012).
The evolution in flux and FWHM of He I followed the same trend as the Hα
line, but He I was contaminated by Na I D. P-Cygni profiles were seen for the
near-IR Ca II triplet and the lines of Fe II identified between 4900−5400 Å.
The host galaxy (SDSS J160200.05+211442.3) of iPTF13z was found to
be a blue, star-forming dwarf galaxy with subsolar metallicity. The absolute
magnitude of the galaxy is Mr ≈ −17. These properties, along with its
irregular appearance in SDSS images, makes the host an analogue of the Small
Magellanic Cloud. To find a long-lasting SN IIn like iPTF13z in a metal-poor
host agrees with the results of Taddia et al. (2015a) that slow, 88Z-like SNe IIn
prefer metal-poor environments.
The explosion of iPTF13z was tentatively estimated to have occurred 40
days before discovery. This explosion epoch was used, along with the FWHM
of the Hα broad component and the Hβ P Cygni as different proxies for the
SN shock velocity, as input for a model using Eq. 5.7 and the assumption
of steady mass loss (Eq. 5.3) to estimate the CSM density and mass-loss
history of the progenitor star. As the mass-loss velocity, shock velocity and
energy conversion efficiency were all poorly constrained, a MC experiment
was done. The results suggested that the mass lost by the progenitor to form
the CSM shells giving rise to the bumps was ejected by the progenitor ∼
decades before the SN, and that the mass-loss rate of the progenitor was at least
∼ 0.01 M yr−1 (higher during outbursts). Both LBV and RSG progenitors
were considered to explain iPTF13z, with the MR ≈ −15 mag assumed to
point towards a LBV progenitor, possibly in a binary system. It could not
be definitely settled in Paper III whether iPTF13z was a genuine CC SN, or a
violent outburst of a supergiant star.
Few SN IIn precursor events have multiband photometry allowing their
colour indices and blackbody temperatures to be estimated, with e.g. the 2008
precursor of SN 2015bh (Thöne et al., 2017) being an exception. The field
of iPTF13z was serendipitously covered by Pan-STARRS in gri filters around
261 to 243 days before the SN was discovered by iPTF, i.e. around the epoch
of the precursor. These public images from the Pan-STARRS 1.8 m telescope
could allow the iPTF13z precursor to be placed in the HR diagram and help
identifying the type of outburst. Other ideas for future work are tied to the
suggestions apropos Paper IV and are therefore discussed in Chapter 6.4.

6.4 Paper IV
The motivation to study a sample of SNe IIn in Paper IV came partly from
the experience of studying a single SN, iPTF13z, in Paper III. While the odd
properties of iPTF13z made it interesting in itself, its lack of a well-constrained
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explosion epoch hampered the study somewhat (see Sects. 3.2.3, 3.3.3 and
3.6.1 in Paper III). No general study of SN IIn light curves based on an
untargeted survey sample existed at the time (c.f. Ofek et al., 2014a, being
a more specialised study) which made it hard to properly put iPTF13z in a
context. The rich yield of SNe IIn of the PTF/iPTF during 2009-2017 and the
interesting physics of the SN IIn rising light curves (Moriya & Maeda, 2014;
Ofek et al., 2014c) motivated excerpting a SN IIn sample from PTF/iPTF with
useful constraints on the rise times.
All photometry1 studied in Paper IV was obtained with the P48 and P60
telescopes on Palomar Observatory. From the 111 SNe IIn independently
found and classified, a sample of 42 SNe was selected where each SN had
a time gap of, at most, 40 days between the last upper limit in photometry
and the epoch of discovery. This would allow a useful constraint on the rise
time of the SNe. Using also the P60 photometry, it was required that the
SNe should have a detection past 40 days after discovery. With respect to the
traditional Mpeak < −21 mag limit often used (Gal-Yam, 2019) to distinguish
SLSNe, it should be pointed out that this limit was in widespread use when
several of the SNe IIn in the sample were found (2009-2016), making the
42 SNe in the sample generally less luminous than this limit at peak. For
completeness, a supplementary sample of 3 SLSN IIn was therefore selected
among the Mpeak < −21 mag PTF/iPTF SNe having SN IIn spectra, to allow
a representative luminosity distribution to be determined. The generally low
resolution (at least a few ×102 km s−1 ) of our classification spectra made
host extinction determinations hard; host extinctions were therefore typically
assumed zero.
The peak epoch and magnitude, as well as the rise times and decline
rates of all SNe in the sample were measured from the photometry. Peak
epochs and magnitudes were obtained by fitting cubic smoothing splines to
the photometry, and these spline fits also allowed us to measure the decline
rates of the light curves. To estimate errors, MC experiments were done
where pseudo-photometry was generated based on the 1σ error bars of the
observed photometry. The rise times where measured via least-squares fitting
of a ∝ t 2 template based on one SN (PTF10tyd) with its explosion epoch wellconstrained by upper limits in its photometry. Using Gaussian mixture models
(GMM) statistics (following Papadogiannakis et al., 2019) it was shown that
the rise times of the sample SNe cluster around 20 ± 8 days and 50 ± 15 days,
respectively, and that the decline rates possibly have a similar split into two
clusters (but with low significance). Applying compensation for K-correction
1 The

photometry and classification spectra of the SNe in the Paper IV sample will be
put in the WISeREP (Yaron & Gal-Yam, 2012) database, and the photometry in the VizieR
(Ochsenbein et al., 2000) database.
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and Malmquist bias, the absolute magnitude distribution (at light curve peak)
was found to be Mr = −19.18±1.32 mag (including the supplementary sample
of 3 SLSN IIn). It is important to note that all 42 SNe in the sample could not
be used in all measurements.
When correlations were examined, it was found that slowly declining
events were generally slowly rising. It was also found that slowly declining
events were generally more luminous at peak (somewhat akin to the Phillips
relations for SNe Ia). It is noteworthy that the correlation between rise
times and peak luminosity claimed before (Ofek et al., 2014a) was not seen,
suggesting that SBO does not happen in the CSM for all SNe IIn (c.f. Moriya &
Maeda, 2014). The colour indices studied (g − r and g − i) showed little spread
around light curve peak, suggesting intrinsic similarity between the SNe as and
that no big errors in the extinction corrections were made.
Comparison of the peak magnitudes and durations of the sample SNe to the
MOSFiT models studied (for SBO-driven light curves as well as for wind- and
shell-like CSM; Fig. 5.6) gave little conclusive indications as to tie any given
SN in the sample to any given CSI scenario. It was noted, though, that the more
long-lasting SNe were generally more luminous at peak. The host galaxies of
the sample SNe covered the absolute magnitude interval −22 . Mg . −13
mag, lacking the skewing towards luminous hosts seen for hosts of SNe from
targeted searches. While Paper IV does not aim towards solving the SN IIn
progenitor problem, the paper provides statistics on several SN IIn light curve
properties based on an untargeted survey sample of unprecedented size (about
∼ 2 times the size of the largest sample hitherto) to compare other SNe IIn to.
Apart from the statistics and the correlations, the sample was also used
for some additional studies. The strange transient PTF11qnf was separately
examined and identified as a likely SN impostor, from its faint and irregular
light curve. A possibly distinct type of SNe IIn, with quick rises to a plateau of
∼ 50 days duration, followed by a slow and linear decline, was suggested. The
slow, linear decline makes this suggested sub-type distinct from the quickly
declining 94W-like SNe (Fig.5.4). The bumps of PTF10tel (here studied in
several bands for the first time) and SN 2009ip were compared to the bump of
SN 2008aj, showing the three events to be strikingly similar in this respect. A
MC experiment showed that < 16% (upper limit of 1σ confidence interval) of
the SNe IIn exhibit light curve bumps like bump B1 of iPTF13z.
A disadvantage of many earlier SN IIn sample studies is that they primarily
use SNe from targeted surveys (see Table 1 in Paper IV) for their statistics. As
e.g. Galbany et al. (2018) points out, for follow-up it is important to strive for
SN samples unbiased both in terms of SN discovery method and selection for
SN classification. The BTS part of the ZTF survey (Chapter 3.2) could provide
such a sample of SNe IIn.
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While the shape of a SN IIn light curve in one photometric band can give
a hint about the profile of the CSM of the progenitor star, using single-band
photometry to measure the CSM profile should be avoided (Moriya et al.,
2013b, Table 2). Among SNe IIn with bolometric coverage so far, the light
curves often lack the rise. The study of PTF12glz by Soumagnac et al. (2019)
has laid a foundation for new bolometric work on SN IIn light curves. To
improve knowledge of the CSM profiles of SNe IIn, and to learn more about
their energy budgets and bolometric corrections, a SN IIn bolometric reference
sample of SNe IIn (found early by untargeted surveys) with bolometric (from
at least UV to IR) light curves would be useful.
When a new SN IIn with a series of bumps akin to iPTF13z is found,
a sequence of spectra and polarimetric observations (c.f. Reilly et al., 2017)
during a bump could probe the geometry of the CSM in the bump region and
show whether changes occur during the bump.
It is also desirable to improve statistics for precursor events and to see how
precursor events and later light curve bumps relate. While the LSST observing
strategy is not settled, the ”Baseline Observing Strategy” of LSST means that
the fields in its main survey are observed every ∼ 3 days (in one of the filters),
or every ∼ 15 days (in e.g. the r band); LSST Science Collaboration et al.
(2017, Sect. 2.3). Switching between filters can make bump identification
hard; see e.g. Paper IV about PTF11fzz. However, regular observations during
the 10 years planned duration of the LSST survey and the single-visit depth
in the r band of 24.2 mag (∼ 3 mag deeper than iPTF) will allow stronger
constraints for the occurrence of SN IIn precursors to be set than the PTF/iPTF
allowed. The question "Could we predict bumps, or even whole SNe Type IIn?"
was asked in the Lic thesis and also hinted at by Pastorello & Fraser (2019).
If a link can be demonstrated between some observed precursor outbursts and
eventual SN IIn light curve bumps, it opens the possibility to predict light curve
bumps in a SN IIn where precursor outbursts were seen before the SN.
To Brahe (1573) the remarkable star he saw in Cassiopeia appeared to be
"new". Now we know that he saw an old star dying, but the appearance of
each SN we find today is in some respects as surprising as in the 1570s. If
a large number of SN precursor outbursts are observed, and models of stellar
physics can explain them, this could eventually allow us to predict some SN
explosions.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning på
svenska

En meterlång spricka löper genom ytterväggen i rummet där mycket av denna
avhandling skrivits. Rummet ligger på sjätte våningen i AlbaNova, ett hus som
tronar på en höjd i norra Stockholm. Enligt kollegor lär sprickan vara en skada
som orsakats av det myckna sprängandet under huset, när vägtunnel drogs genom berget. Sprängningarna har fortsatt under åren som avhandlingen kommit
till, då byggandet av nya hus norr om AlbaNova förberetts. Otaliga gånger har
varningssirenen stötvis ljudit, följt av en dov knall som fått omgivningen att
skaka. När den långa återgångssignalen sedan hörts har lugnet åter lagt sig över
Institutionen för astronomi. Under avhandlingsarbetet har författaren studerat
supernovor, exploderande stjärnor. Ett av de mest intressanta resultaten från
senare års undersökningar av supernovor visar att vissa stjärnor på väg att
explodera gör som vilken omsorgsfull bergsprängare som helst: Stjärnorna
stöter ut signaler innan de smäller av.
De flesta stjärnor är dock mer beskedliga. Grundmekanismen är enkel.
Vid sammanlagning av lättare grundämnen till tyngre utvinns energi i stjärnans heta innersta. Denna energi hjälper till att motverka gravitationen, som
försöker dra ihop stjärnan. Så länge trycket utåt och tyngden inåt balanserar
varandra skiner stjärnan stadigt. Solen och de flesta andra stjärnor vi ser på
himlen är i färd med att slå samman väte till helium, vilket många stjärnor
kan göra i miljarder år. När en stjärna som är litet tyngre än solen inte längre
kan förbränna väte på detta sätt i sitt innersta kommer den att börja förbruka
helium för att bilda syre och kol. Tyngre grundämnen än dessa klarar en sådan
stjärna inte av att smälta samman. Stjärnan stöter iväg sina yttre lager och kvar
blir en kompakt rest – en vit dvärg, nästan lika tung som solen, ungefär så
stor som jorden, och långsamt svalnande under miljarder år. Med hjälp utifrån
kan vita dvärgar dock explodera som supernovor, som den i avhandlingens
artikel I. Ska en stjärna kunna explodera på helt egen hand måste den dock
vara betydligt tyngre från början.
Stjärnor som bildas med minst 10 gånger solens massa, superjättestjärnor,
brinner ut på bara några miljoner år och lyckas i slutet av sina liv slå samman
grundämnen så tunga att järn bildas. Därefter kan inte mer energi utvinnas,
vilket leder till att superjättestjärnans inre störtar samman. Det innersta av

superjätten trycks ihop och kan bilda en neutronstjärna (bara 20 km i diameter,
men något tyngre än solen) eller ett svart hål (som inte ens ljuset slipper undan). Mot stjärnans hoptryckta inre studsar allt det material som rasat efter och
kastas ut i rymden med farter på flera tusen km/sek i en supernova. Ut i rymden
slungar supernovan därmed mängder av tunga grundämnen, som kan bidra till
bildandet av nya planeter och rentav liv. En sådan s.k. kärnkollapssupernova
kan lysa lika starkt som miljarder solar och vara synlig i våra teleskop under
månader, även om den sker i en avlägsen galax. I avhandlingen undersöks
en särskild form av kärnkollapssupernova, stjärnor som exploderar inbäddade
i täta skal av gas. Under sina korta liv förlorar nämligen superjättestjärnor
mycket material, när strålningstrycket från stjärnans eget ljus blåser bort delar
av stjärnans yttre. Dessutom kan våldsamma utbrott drabba vissa superjättar.
Sådana stjärnor är ofta flera solmassor lättare vid supernovasmällen än när
de bildades. Skulle mycket material förloras under åren just före smällen får
supernovan en särskild karaktär, som artikel III och IV undersöker.
Innan vi kan studera supernovor i detalj måste vi först hitta dem. I vår
hemgalax, Vintergatan, exploderar en handfull supernovor varje sekel, och
ofta skyms sikten av rymdstoft. Sedan Tycho Brahes supernova 1572 och
Johannes Keplers dito 1604 har därför inga nya siktats direkt i vår galax. För
att slippa vänta så länge använder vi i supernovagruppen vid Institutionen för
astronomi ett 1,2 m teleskop på Palomar Mountain i USA, som varje klar natt
fotograferar stora delar av himlen. Med datorhjälp jämförs nya bilder med
bilder tagna tidigare. Om en ny ljusprick dykt upp vid fjärran galax kan det
vara en supernova som blossat upp. Flera nya supernovor i timmen kan hittas,
och i bästa fall kan vi följa upp med en spektrograf på ett större teleskop.
Där bryts supernovans ljus upp i alla sina färger, som visar vilka grundämnen
supernovan innehåller. I fortsättningen på projektet Palomar Transient Factory
(kallat iPTF), där författaren var verksam 2014-2017, kunde vi i Stockholm
sitta på bekväm dagtid och granska helt nytagna bilder från Palomar. I akuta
fall, om supernovorna hittats bara några timmar efter explosion, kunde vi
ordna mycket snabb uppföljning med spektrograf. Förutom 1,2 m-teleskopet
användes också ett 1,5 m-teleskop för att under längre tid (månader, ibland år)
mäta falnande supernovors ljusstyrkor. Med dessa två teleskop samlades data
som blev underlag för artikel III och IV. Artikel III handlar om supernovan
iPTF13z, just en kärnkollapssupernova som signalerade innan den small av.
I en obemärkt liten galax 470 miljoner ljusår bort i stjärnbilden Herkules
fann iPTF en ny ljusprick februari 2013. Den fick heta iPTF13z och dess
spektrum visade att detta var en stjärna som exploderat inuti tjocka sjok av
vätgas. Det som får en sådan supernova att skina är den energi som utvinns
när det utslängda supernovamaterialet med flera tusen km/sek plöjer in i de
omgivande långsamma gassjoken, som på sin höjd rör sig med några hundra

km/sek. Till en början var iPTF13z ganska trist och avtog mjukt i ljusstyrka,
men vid midsommartid 2013 började den plötsligt ljusna! Under 2 veckor
ökade ljusstyrkan hela 1,5 gånger för att sedan avta lika fort. Detta var ovanligt
och ledde till att 1,5 m-teleskopet också kopplades in. Under 3 år gick det
att följa iPTF13z, som under denna tid hann med minst 5 episoder då den
ljusnade på nytt för att åter fortsätta att falna. I artikel III tolkar vi detta ovanliga
beteende som att supernovans utslängda material stöter i lokala förtätningar
i de omgivande gassjoken. Varifrån kom förtätningarna? Arkivbilder från
juli 2012 visade att stjärnan varit orolig före smällen och haft ett svagare
utbrott redan då, och kastat ut material. Troligen skedde fler sådana utbrott
under stjärnans sista sekler. I litteraturen har man under det senaste decenniet
beskrivit andra, liknande supernovor vars stjärnor ryckt och hackat innan den
slutliga smällen. Teoretikerna antar utmaningen att förklara dessa eruptioner
och det har spekulerats i att visa supernovor som iPTF13z inte ens är äkta
supernovor, utan bara extremt kraftiga stjärnutbrott. För att bättre karakterisera
den supernovatyp som iPTF13z tillhör ledde författaren i artikel IV en studie
där vi gjorde statistik på 42 supernovor av denna typ, vilket var möjligt tack
vare det rika materialet från iPTF. De uppmätta egenskaperna hos dess 42
supernovor gör det lättare att avgöra hur udda eller vanliga andra supernovor
av samma typ är.
I artikel I presenteras en undersökning som bidrar till att råda bot på en av
de mer genanta kunskapsluckorna när det gäller supernovor. Termonukleära
supernovor är utmärkta för avståndsmätning: De är väldigt ljusstarka och har
nästan alltid samma absoluta ljusstyrka vid maximum. De syns över stora
delar av universum och användes vid upptäckten av universums accelererande
expansion (Nobelpris i fysik 2011). Som verktyg tjänar de kosmologerna
väl, men hur fungerar de? Det är sannolikt en vit dvärg som på något vis
fås att explodera, men besvärande nog har ingen kunnat peka på en given
termonukleär supernova och säkert säga precis hur just den small av. En
populär idé är att en kompanjonsstjärna spiller över material på den inaktiva
vita dvärgen, som till sist blir så överlastad att kärnfusion kan äga rum
som genom ett snabbt och våldsamt förlopp spränger den vita dvärgen. I ett
sådant fall skulle explosionen troligen slita loss gas från kompanjonsstjärnan,
och denna gas skulle möjligen gå att se i ett vältaget spektrum. När den
termonukleär supernovan SN 2014J exploderade i vår granngalax M 82 i
Stora björnen användes Nordiska Optiska Teleskopet på La Palma för att ta
ett spektrum av supernovan. I artikel I hittas inga direkta spår av gas från
en kompanjonsstjärna, vilket utesluter vissa typer av dubbelstjärnsystem som
upphov till SN 2014J. Kanske var det snarare två vita dvärgar som smälte
samman och gav upphov till SN 2014J.
I artikel II i avhandlingen görs en annan sorts undersökning än i de andra

tre. Här är supernovorna snarare en del av lösningen, än av problemet. Artikeln
undersöker aktiva galaxkärnor. Dessa rymmer supertunga svarta hål (ibland
på miljarder solmassor) omgivna av skivor där infallande stoft och gas fås
att stråla kraftigt över hela spektrum, från radio- till gammastrålning. Aktiva
galaxkärnor (på engelska förkortat AGN) är sällsynta: Bara var hundrade galax
hyser en sådan i vårt lokala universum. I synligt ljus visar AGN ett spektrum
med antingen breda vätelinjer, som tyder på material som rör sig fort, eller
smala linjer, som tyder på långsamt material. En populär teori säger att det
beror på att det svarta hålet omges av en yttre ring av stoft, som i vissa
vinklar skymmer sikten. Breddade linjer syns vi när vi kan se rakt ner på
den snabbt roterade gas- och stoftskivan (kallas AGN typ 1), medan smala
linjer syns när vi får sikten skymd av den yttre stoftringen (AGN typ 2).
Skulle denna teori om betraktelsevinkeln förklara skillnaden på de två AGNtyperna borde de galaxer som hyser AGN i allmänhet vara ganska lika. Till
exempel skulle stjärnorna i dem vara i snitt lika gamla. Detta testar vi i artikel
II genom att ta över 2000 supernovor som iPTF hittat och kontrollera hur de
förekommer i ca 89000 galaxer med AGN i. Vi gör i artikel II den enklaste
användbara indelningen av supernovor: Termonukleära supernovor respektive
kärnkollapssupernovor, som enligt de tidigare beskrivningarna visar på äldre
stjärnbildning (för miljarder år sedan) respektive nuvarande. Genomgången i
artikel II visar på betydligt fler supernovor i galaxer med AGN typ 2 än i de
med AGN typ 1, vilket vi tolkar som att mer stjärnbildning i allmänhet ägt rum
på senare tid i galaxer med AGN typ 2. Denna skillnad är en ny utmaning för
teorin med betraktelsevinkeln, som verkar kräva modifikation för att förklara
dessa strålande galaxhjärtan.
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